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The problem of subgroup growth (how may subgroups of a given index does 
a group have) is well-known, and for finitely genetrated torsion free nilpotent 
groups, we can calculate zeta functions by means of good bases [GSS88]. We 
study the converse problem, which we call co-growth, i.e. how many overgroups 
of a given co-index does a finitely genetrated torsion free nilpotent group have. 
As with subgroup growth we calculate zeta functions for these overgroups by 
adapting the good basis method to this new situation. By applying the Tauberian 
Theorem we gather information on the asymptotics of the co-growth of these 
overgroups.
We also, as with the subgroup case consider not ju st overgroups of finitely gene­
tra ted  torsion free nilpotent groups but also overgroups which are isomorphic to 
the original group and those overgroups in which the orignal group is normal.
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We begin by considering some mathematical background.
1.1 Dirichlet Series
A Dirichlet Series is an expression of the following form
f ( s )  = ^ a nn~s
n e  N
where each an E C. Our main use of Dirichlet series will be as a formal sum, 
where the quantity flj £ Z counts some aspect of the structure of a group G. 
However, instead of regarding a Dirichlet series as a formal gadget, such a series 
may be viewed analytically as a function of s , with the domain of s being the 
subset of the complex plane in which the series converges. Sometimes we will 
address the issue of convergence and we note th a t for any Dirichlet series f ( s ) ,  
exactly one of the following will occur:
a. f ( s )  will converge for all s
b. f ( s )  will converge for no s
c. there is a real number r such th a t f ( s )  converges if Re(s) > r and is not 
convergent if R e ( 5) < r.
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We now define the abscissa of convergence of a Dirichlet series f ( s )  - this is the 
infimum of values for which the series converges. T hat is oo in case (a) above, 
—oo in case (b) and r in case (c) above. We can apply the Tauberian Theorem 
(see [Lan64, Chapters VII and XV]) to gain group theoretic information from the 
Dirichlet series we calculate. The Tauberian theorem provides us with asymptotic 
estim ates for the partial sum of the first m  coefficients of a Dirichlet series.
T h e o re m  (T a u b e r ia n  T h e o re m , see [Lan64, T h e o re m  X V .3 .1 ]). Let
f ( s )  = ^ ~2ann~s
n£ N
be a Dirichlet series with non-negative real coefficients. Define
n < r
then i f  f ( s )  may be extended analytically to the line Re(s) — otf except for a 
simple pole at a f  we then have
A ra*
sr ~ ------- .
a f
for some d e l .  (Note that by saying f {s )  may be extended analytically to the 
line Re(s) =  a f  except fo r a simple pole at a /  we mean that we may write
f { s )  = +  h{s)s — a f
where g(s) and h(s) are holomorphic on the closed right half-plane in question).
This then gives the best possible upper bound for the degree of growth of sr. 
We note th a t this statem ent may be generalised to the case where there exists 
a double pole a t a j.  In this case we can say (if there is an appropriate analytic 
completion), th a t there exists a B  E R such tha t
sr ~  B r af log r Vr <  c > 1
We now define the formal sum and product of two Dirichlet series,
D e fin itio n . Let




f { s ) + g { s )  = ] T ( a n +  &n)n~s
nGN
f ( s ) - g ( s )  =  ^  5 3 a„ /A i
nGN \  d\n
n~s.
The best known Dirichlet series is the classical Riemann Zeta Function
coo =  Y ^ n ~s-
tiGN
Although named after Riemann, who wrote a fundamental paper on its properties, 
this function was in fact introduced by Euler. Euler showed th a t this sum may 
be w ritten as a product
c w = n  ^ ( s)
pev
where V  denotes the set of rational primes and we set
oo
n =0
This is a very powerful result since it allows methods of analysis to be applied 
to the study of prime numbers. It is essentially the Fundam ental Theorem of 
Arithm etic. R iem ann’s great advance was to view s as a complex variable, instead 
of a real variable as Euler had done. This then allowed complex function theory to 
be applied to zeta functions. One of the great unsolved problems of m athematics 
involves the zeros of the Riemann Zeta Function, and a solution of this would 
resolve many questions involving the distribution of prime numbers.
We now turn  aside from Dirichlet series and look at some group theory, before 
uniting the two together later.
4
1.2 Group Theory
Let G be a group. Let g, h G G be any elements of G then the com m utator of g 
and h is
kh h] = g~lh~lgh 
and th a t we are using left normed commutators so we put
[xu x 2,Xz] =  [[xu x 2\ , x 3].
The following formula’s of P. Hall are useful when dealing with commutators:
[x, yz \  =  [x, z ] [x, y] z 
Ixy, z\  =  [x, z]v [y,z]
see [Hal79, Lemma 2.1].
If H, K  < G w e  then let [H , K] =  ([/i, k\\h e  H ,k  G K ). We now define the fully 
invariant groups 7i(G) by setting 71(G) =  G and then inductively putting
7i+i(G) =  [7* (G), G].
These groups 7j(G) then form the lower central series of G and we have
G =  7 l (G) >  72(G) >  • • • .
Note th a t 7*(G) <  G for every i by induction on i. We define another normal
series of a group by letting Z 0(G) = 1 and inductively defining
Zi(G) = { g e  G\[g, h] G Z ^ G )  Vh G G}.
Note th a t this is a characteristic series and th a t Z\{G ) is the centre of G. The
upper central series of a group G is then
1 =  Z q(G) < Zi(G)  <  • • • .
More generally a finite series of subgroups
1 =  Gq Gi ^  Gr =  G
5
of a group G with [G*, G\ < G i-i is called a central series. A group with such a 
central series is called nilpotent and the minimum length of such a series is called 
the nilpotency class of G. In this case both the lower and upper central series 
achieve this lower bound so th a t 7c+i(G) =  1 and Z C(G) = G. Simple examples of 
nilpotent groups are the trivial group (which has class 0) and non-trivial abelian 
groups (which have class 1).
We will mainly be concerned with infinite groups. However, as it will be useful, 
we will give the following characterisation of finite nilpotent groups.
Theorem  (see for exam ple [Rob96, Theorem  5.2.4]). Let G be a finite 
group. Then the following are equivalent.
i. The group G is nilpotent.
ii. Every subgroup of G is subnormal.
Hi. The group G satisfies the normaliser condition (i.e. i f  H  ^  G then H  ^  
N g (H)).
iv. Every maximal subgroup of G is normal.
v. G is the Cartesian product of its Sylow p-subgroups.
Note th a t for infinite groups properties (iii)-(v) are weaker then nilpotency. Until 
recently this was also the case for property (ii), but a partial converse has now 
been found. It is clear th a t if G is nilpotent, then every subgroup is subnormal 
since if H  < G then H Z ^ G )  < H Z i+1(G) because Z ^ G ) / Z i+l(G) < Z(G/Gi) .  
Hence we have
H  = H Z 0{H) <  HZi ( G)  <  • • • <  H Z C{G) = G
is a subnormal series for H.  Thus any subgroup is subnormal in a t most c steps. 
Howard Smith has recently established:
Theorem . [SmiOO, Theorem 1] Let G be a torsion free group with all subgroups 
subnormal. Then G is nilpotent.
In this thesis we will mainly be concerned with a particular class of nilpotent 
groups — the torsion free finitely generated nilpotent groups. We will denote the 
class of all such groups by T .  The free nilpotent groups are of particular interest. 
We define them  as follows:
6
D efinition. Let Fn denote the free group on n letters. We will write
F n =  F n h c + l ( F n )
fo r  the free nilpotent group of class c on n  letters.
In fact F£ G T  and in this particular case the upper and lower central series 
coincide. We also note the following formula of W itt :
ran k (7j ( F “) / 7J+1(F “)) =  i  ^  ^ (d )n ]li
d\j
where p, is the is the Mobius function, ^(1) =  1, p(d) =  (—l ) r if d is a product 
of r distinct primes, otherwise p(d) = 0. One particular free nilpotent group we 
will be concerned with is the group F f  -  sometimes called the Heisenberg group. 
This can be described in mays ways, a particularly concrete one being as a group 
of upper unitriangular matrices,
/
1 X v\0 1
z
0 0
A presentation for this group is
F l  =  (x,y, z\[x,y\  z, [x,z] = [y,z\ = 1)
and we note th a t this group has Hirsch length 3. Following [Smi83, Definition
1.5] we make the following definition.
D e fin itio n . A T-group of nilpotency class 2 and Hirsch length 3 will be called 
an H -group.
It is also known th a t if G G H  then G is commensurable with F f  and th a t then 
the following lemma allows us to observe th a t for G G Li we have,
G ~  (x ,y , z \[x,y\  = z \  [x,z] = [y,z] =  1).
L e m m a  1.1 ([Sm i83, L em m a  1.5]). I f  G G H  then G is classified up to
isomorphism by the single numerical invariant \ Z(G)  : 72(G)!-
We now recall the following.
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Definition. Let ^  be a property of groups. Then a group G is
1. poly-^P i f  there is a finite chain of subgroups
G = Gn >  Gn-1 [>•••[> G] [> Go =  1
such that each factor G i/G i-i has property *p.
2. residually-^} if
Q{7V|Af <  G and G /N  has <p} =  1
(in other words i f ' i g E G  with g /  1 there exists N  < G such that G /N  is 
^3 and g & N ).
Thus for example, we call a group G polycyclic if G has a finite series of subgroups
1 =  Go <3 G\ 5] • • • <  Gn
such th a t G i/G i- i  is cyclic for i = 1,2, . . . , n .  The number of infinite cyclic 
factors in such a series is called the Hirsch length of G -  denoted h(G) -  (and is 
independent of the series we choose). If we have the stronger condition th a t Gi<G  
for every i we say th a t G is supersoluble. We note th a t polycyclic groups are 
residually finite (see for instance [Seg83, Theorem l.C .l] and [Bau71, Corollary 
1.21]).
As a finitely generated nilpotent group has a central series in which every factor 
is cyclic, we have th a t finitely generated nilpotent groups are supersoluble. It 
is also clear th a t supersoluble groups are polycyclic. We also have the result 
th a t finitely generated nilpotent groups are supersoluble and polycyclic and thus 
residually finite. As any subgroup of a polycyclic group is polycyclic, we have 
th a t a subgroup of a finitely generated nilpotent group will be finitely generated. 
We also have the following result of Gruenberg, which will be useful later.
T h e o re m  (G ru e n b e rg , see  fo r ex am p le  [R ob96, T h e o re m  5.2 .21]). I f
G E T  then G is residually finite-p for all primes p  G V .
1.3 M al’cev Completions
In this thesis we will be considering the number of overgroups of a group G. In 
most cases G will be a T-group and here we count overgroups within the M al’cev 
completion of a T-group. This construction is due to A. I. M al’cev [Mal49]. 
We will now briefly give one possible construction of this completion and outline 
another. Later on we will give the construction which we will be using. For the 
first construction we follow [Bau71].
Firstly we introduce the notion of isolators.
D e fin itio n . Let 7t be a set of primes (i.e. 7r C  V ).
1. Let n  E N. We say n  is a 7r-number i f  whenever q | n and q E V  then 
q E 7r.
2. Let G be a group. Then G is a 7r-group i f  every element g E G has order a 
'K-number.
Given a nilpotent group G and a subgroup N  < G we define the 7r-isolator of N  
in G  as follows,
Ig ( N)  = {g £ G\3m  E N, m  a 7r-number such th a t gm E N }.
Although defined as a set, Iq ( N)  is in fact a group in the event th a t G is nilpotent. 
We then say a subgroup H  < G is 7r-isolated if we have for g E G  and p E 7r,
gp e  H  ==> g € H  (i.e. FG{H) = H ).
If we take tt = V  we often omit the superscript and write /g(7V) for I q (N).  
If I g {N) = N  we say th a t N  is isolated in G. A result due to Kontorvic (see 
[Bau71]) is th a t the terms of the upper central series of a T-group are isolated.
We now show the embedding;
L e m m a  ([B au71 , le m m a  2.3]). Let G E T  and G be of  nilpotency class c with 
g E G and n  E N. Then G can be embedded in a torsion free group of class c in 
which g has an n th root.
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Proof. [Bau71] Pick a prime p such tha t p /n . Since G is residually-finite-p (being 
a T-group) we can find subgroups . . .  of G of p-power index such th a t
f >  =  i-
ieN
Let P  be the Cartesian product of the groups G / N if i.e
P  = ] \ G / N i.
ie  N
The projection <p : G —>• P  mapping g i-> (gNi) is a monomorphism since the 
Ni  intersect in 1. Here we note th a t (gNi) is the element of P  which has gNi  as 
its component in G/Ni .  Now, gNi  has an n th root hi in G/Ni .  Hence h = (hi) 
is an n th root of (g)p.  We observe th a t P  is nilpotent of class c since none of 
the G/Ni  has class exceeding c. Thus H  = ((G) (p,h) is of class c. Finally since 
(G)(pr\r(H) = 1 (t (H)  begin the torsion group of H).  It follows th a t G embeds 
into H / t (H)  as required.
The fact th a t we can find an n th is due to the fact th a t if Q is a p-group and p /n  
then we can find an a and b such tha t apk +  bn =  1 for some k £ N. Hence, if g 
has order pk we have
g = g1 = gapt+bn = (gpi)a9bn = (gb)n 
so th a t gb is an n th root of g. This root is unique as if x  £ Q with x n =  g we have
x  = x 1 = x ap+bn = x apx bn = 1 gb
since Q is a p-group.
□
This can be carefully extended so tha t every T-group can be embedded into a 
group where roots can always uniquely be extracted. This uses some of the theory 
of isolators outlined above. As a first step we need to show
L e m m a  1.2 ([B au71 , L e m m a  2.7]). Let A  and B  be T-groups and H  and K
be torsion free overgroups of A  and B  respectively. Let x  G H  and y G K  be such 
that
H  = (A, x) and K  = (B , y ) .
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Let n  6 N be such that
x n = a G A and yn =  b G B.
I f  p  is a homomorphism of A  onto B  which maps a onto b then p  can be extended 
to a homomorphism of H  into K  in such a way that x  is mapped to y.
We have the following immediate consequence of this,
C o ro lla ry  1.3 ([B au71 , C o ro lla ry  2 .71]). Let A, B , H  and K  be as above. I f  
p  is an isomorphism then so is its extension to H .
From this it follows th a t there is essentially only one way to adjoin an nth root to 
an element in a T-group if the resulting group is also to be torsion free nilpotent. 
This then enables one to show
T h e o re m  (M a l’cev ). Let G E T. Then G can be embedded into a torsion free 
nilpotent group where extraction of roots is unique and always possible.
A minimal torsion free group containing a given T-group G  as above is a M al’cev 
completion of G, which we will denote G T  An immediate consequence of this 
approach to the existence of GQ is the following lemma.
C o ro lla ry  1.4 ([B au71 , C o ro lla ry  2 .41]). Let G ,H  E T  and ip : G —* H .
I f  GQ and H® are any M al’cev completions of G and H  then p  can be uniquely 
extended to pP- : G® —>■ H®.
This yields further
C o ro lla ry  1.5 ([B au71 , C o ro lla ry  2.42]). Let G G T . A ny two M al’cev 
completions of G are isomorphic.
Thus we may say the M al’cev completion G® of a T-group G.
Another more concrete way to build the M al’cev completion of a T-group is to 
use a theorem of Auslander, which was first conjectured by P. Hall in the 1950’s, 
and involves embedding G into upper triangular groups over the integers.
T h e o re m  (A u s la n d e r  see [Hal79] o r  [Seg83]). Every T-group is isomorphic 
with a subgroup o /T ri(n , Z ); where Tri is the group of upper-triangular matrices 
with diagonal entries 1 (the group of unitriangular matrices).
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It is then clear th a t we may embed
Tr i (n, Z)  <-* T ri(n ,Q )
which is visibly torsion free nilpotent and radicable. We can then define,
G® = {g\g E Tri(n, Z), gl € G for some t  E Z}
Although this approach is concrete, it clouds the universal properties which are 
clearly visible in the previous approach.
1.4 Subgroup Growth
The main use of Dirichlet series in group theory is in the subject of subgroup 
growth. The idea of associating a Dirichlet series to  a group was motivated by 
the Dedekind zeta function of a number field. This Dirichlet series is defined for 
a ring of algebraic integers D over a field
Cs(®) =  E r "n " ’
neN
where rn is the number of ideals of D of index n  and captures some of the algebraic 
structure of This was the motivation behind Smith [Smi83] and Grunewald, 
Segal and Smith [GSS88] who developed the zeta function of a finitely generated 
group which they defined as follows:
D e fin itio n . Let G be a finitely generated group. The zeta function of G is
Ca(s)=  £  \G : H \ -  =
H < f G nE N
where an = an(G) = \ {H\H < G, \G : H\ = n}\. (Note that by H  < /  G we mean 
that H  <  G and \G : H\ < oo.)
We note th a t the restriction to finitely generated groups means th a t an(G) < oo 
for every n G N .  If this is the case anyway, we may relax the restriction on finite 
generation. As first example we note th a t
Cc&(s) = C(s)C(s- 1) •••C(s - d  +  1).
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Although this is a classical result there are four proofs of this given in [Lub93]. 
We will give one if these later on. O ther zeta functions are known and some 
for non-nilpotent groups. For example McDermott in his thesis [McD97] has 
calculated the zeta function of the seventeen plane crystallographic groups.
As we have an Euler product for the Riemann zeta function we would like such 
a factorisation to exist for the group zeta function. This is possible in the case 
of T -groups and we show this now. Following [Smi83] let G € T  and H  <f  G be 
such th a t
n = \G : H\  = Y [ p x>
p £V
then there exists
K  = < G , \ G : R p \ =  px’ ,p  €  V }
with H  = Dpt-pRp. Moreover /C is determined by H . We note th a t for all but 
a finite number of primes p £ V , we have Ftp = G. Conversely given a set 1C as 
above, with the property th a t Rp = G for all but a finite number of primes then
H = f ) Rr
p£V
satisfies H  < f G. Thus we have shown 
L e m m a  1 .6 . Let G  £ T  then
Cot*)= n  <s(»)
p e r
where
ch(s) =  E  \ ° : H \~s-
H < f G 
\G:H\a p-power
As Cg {s ) is a Dirichlet series it will have a abscissa of convergence and we will 
write a c  for this (instead of a^G). This information along with the Tauberian 
theorem allows us to make asymptotic estimates for subgroup growth of groups 
for which we have zeta functions. An obvious question to  now ask is for which 
groups do we have certain types of subgroup growth. For example we know
T h e o re m  1.7 (L u b o tzk y -M a n n -S eg a l (see [L ub93])). Let G be a finitely 
generated residually finite group. Then G has polynomial subgroup growth (PSG)
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i f  G is virtually soluble of finite rank.
We recall th a t a group is virtually soluble if it contains a soluble group of finite 
index. A group is of finite rank if the rank of every finitely generated subgroup 
is bounded by a given number of generators.
Also recently [KloOO] has given a relationship between a c  and the Hirsch length 
of a group. Thus we have
T h e o re m  1.8 ([KloOO]). Let G be a residually finite virtually soluble minimax  
group. Then
—J— 5: a G 5: h{Gf) +  1
A minimax group is a group with a series of finite length whose factors all satisfy 
max or min. As noted in [KloOO] this lower bound is not sharp, see for instance 
the calculation of C # ( 5 ) where H  = F f  is the Heisenberg group.
1.5 Co-growth of a group
The notion of subgroup growth of a group has been extensively studied recently. 
We now introduce the analogous idea of co-growth of a group, which seems not to 
have been considered. To start with, as with the beginnings of subgroup growth, 
we consider only T-groups. Thus we make the following definition.
D e fin itio n . The co-index zeta function of a torsion free finitely generated nilpo­
tent group G is
#w = E \ T  -■ ° \ ~ s = E6"n"s
G < f T < G Q 
|T:G|<oo
where G® is the M al’cev completion of G and
bn =  bn(G) =  \{T < G«|G < T , \ T : G \ =  n}|.
(One reason to restrict ourselves to T-groups is th a t G® will make sense in this 
case -  in other circumstances G® will have to be replaced by a suitable ambient 
group.) For such a Dirichlet series we will denote a.up -  its abscissa of convergence
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by a^up.As with both the Riemann Zeta Function and the zeta function of T - 
groups it would be helpful to have an Euler product formula for this zeta function. 
We prove th a t this zeta function has an Euler product using the next two lemmas 
1.9 and 1.10.
L e m m a  1.9. Let G G T  and for each p G V  select an overgroup Qp such that 
G < Qp <  GQ with |Qp : G\ =  pXp. Denote this collection Q =  {Qp\p G ? } .  I f  
we have that Qp =  G for all but finitely many primes p (i.e. \Q\ < oo) then the 
group
T = (Q\Q e Q)
is such that
G < f T  and \T : G\ =
per
Proof. Firstly let us rewrite the (finite) collection Q as
Q = {Qi\i = 1 ,2, . . .  n}  U G
with for each i, \Qi : G\ = p^Pi for Pi We note th a t Qi D Qj = G if i /  j .  Let 
T  be as above and define
m  = Y \,P Xp 
pev
We form the group G™ = (g E G ^\gm G G) and observe th a t |G™ : G| is 
finite by the theory of isolators in nilpotent groups (see [Hal79, Chapter 4]). As 
|Qi : G\ = PiPi, if g G Qj, then gv^v% G G. Hence Qi < G™ for each i =  1, 2 , . . . ,  n. 
Therefore we have th a t T  <  G™, so th a t G < /  T.
It remains to show th a t \T : G| =  m. Let C = C orer(G ) and note th a t |T : 
C\ < oo and C < T .  (Recall th a t Corer(G ) =  flterG*, and th a t if T  is finitely 
generated with \T : G\ < oo then |T : C orer(G )| <  oo.) We can now factor out 
C and work with finite nilpotent groups. Thus let 7r : T  —> T /C  be the canonical 
projection and form the groups,
T  =  (T)tt,
Q i =  (Q i ) 7r?
G = (G) 7T.
Let p i , p 2, . . .  , pr be the primes involved in \T\. We note th a t this list includes 
at least p i , P2> • • • 5Pn above, as Q{ < T. Now T  is a finite nilpotent group and
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hence we can write T  as the product of its Sylow p-subgroups,
T  = T i  x T 2 x • • • x T r
where for each i, Ti  is the Sylow p;-subgroup of T. We do the same for G,
G =  Gi x G2 x • • • x Gr
where for each i we have Gi being the Sylow pi subgroup of G (note th a t some 
factors may be trivial). Since G < T  we have Gi < T i  for every i.
We note th a t as G < Q{ and |Q{ : G\ = pXi we have th a t
Qi — G\ x G 2 x • • • x K i x Gi-|_i x Gr.
It is easy to see th a t Ki =  Ti so tha t we have,
n
\t -.g \ =  \t -.g \ =  Y [ p^ .
i= l
□
We now prove the converse of this lemma,
Lemma 1.10. Let T  be an overgroup of G with G < / T  < G®. Then there is a 
collection of groups
Q = {QP\G < f Qp < and \QP : G\ =  pXp fo r  each p € ? }
with Qp = G for all but a finite number of groups Qp such that
\ T : G \  = l [ p x>.
per
Proof. We wish to form the collection Q, th a t is we seek groups G < /  Qp < T  
such th a t |Qp : G | =  pXp for a finite number of primes p  € V . For the other 
primes we then set Qp =  G. Therefore we seek Qp for primes p  | \T  : G\.
It is clearly not always the case th a t G < T  and so we set
C  =  CoreT(G).
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T  -1r  T n
7r
p \P pXP
G — G —
C = Cor er (G)
T  = T /C
G = G /C  
1
Figure 1.1: Projection of T  to T /  Qoyqt (G)
Now C  < f T  so th a t we may factor out C  and work with finite nilpotent groups. 
Hence we form the projection 7r : T  —> T /C  and for brevity denote the image 
under 7r of a subgroup H  < T  as H. Hence instead of seeking groups G < /  Qp < 
T  with
p \ \ Q p : G\ and p J[\T : Qp\ 
we seek groups G < f Lp < T  such tha t
p \ \ L p : G\ and p / |T  : Lp|.
The situation is summed up in Figure 1.1.
Let Pi,P2, • • ■ ,Pr be the primes involved in \T\. Now T  is a finite nilpotent group 
and hence we may write T  as a Cartesian product of its Sylow p-subgroups,
T  =  T i x T 2 x • • • x T r
and for each i, T i is the Sylow pi subgroup of T. We do the same for G writing,
G  =  Gi x G2 x • • • x Gr
where each Gi is the Sylow pi subgroup of G. we note some of these factors may 
be trivial. Since G < T  we will have Gi < Ti. We note th a t T Pj <  T  and so we 
may form the group
L k =  Gi x G2 x • • • x T k x Gk+1 x • • • x G r.
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By construction, each L * is a group such th a t
\Lk : G\ =  p f
for some pk G N. We also have pk / |  T  : L/| for I ^  fc. Now
(La;|/c =  l , 2 , . . . , r )  = T  
so th a t setting Qp =  (Lj)7r-1 we have formed the desired collection. □
The two lemmas 1.9 and 1.10 show th a t we have an Euler product for the co-index 
zeta function of a T-group, which we summarise below.
Theorem  1.11. Let G G T  then
c m = n
p e v
where
= E \ T  ■ °r-
G < f T < G Q 
\T:G\a p-power
1.6 Overview
In Chapter 2 we will go over a method for calculation of zeta functions of T -  
groups. In Chapter 3 we will adapt this method to the co-index case and calculate 
some zeta functions.
In Chapters 4 and 5 we will look into other zeta and co-index zeta functions. In 
C hapter 6 we will apply these to look at the notion of sideways growth.
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Chapter 2
Zeta functions of Groups
We now explain the good basis method for calculating zeta functions of T-groups, 
as first given in in [GSS88]. We also calculate some “partia l” zeta functions 
which we will use later on. Finally we calculate the zeta function of some finitely 
generated abelian groups by adapting a method of Smith [Smi83].
2.1 Good Bases
Let G be a poly-Coo group. Thus we have a series
1 =  Go ^  G\  53 • • • <3 Gn =  G  (2-1)
in which each factor Gi/Gi - 1 ~  C ^ .  We may select Xi G Gi such th a t (xiGi-i)  = 
G i/Gi- i .  Now G = (xn, . . .  , x \ )  and every element y G G is uniquely expressible 
as
1/   rp^-n rr^n~ 1 . , . 'r‘^1   O'—y n—1 1 —
for A G Z n. We call (xn : . . .  ,x i )  a canonical basis for G  and the entries of 
A =  (An, . . . ,  Ai) the parameters of y with respect to this basis.
If we fix the canonical basis we may identify G with the set Z n by associating y 
with A where y = x-.  We place an ordering C. on Z n as follows:
(a) Order Z b y l - < 2 - < ' - - - < 0 - < —1 - < —2 " * .
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(b) Order Z n lexicographically by (An, An_x, . . . ,  Ax) C (fini . . . ,  Hi) i.e. if 
there is an i such tha t A * -< /i* but A j = fij for all j  > i.
(This order -< of Z is well-founded and so the induced order c  on Z n is also well 
founded.)
Henceforth we will assume th a t G  is a torsion-free finitely generated nilpotent 
group, so the series above can and will be chosen to be a refinement of the upper 
central series. In this context multiplication and exponentiation can be defined in 
terms of rational polynomials in 2n  variables (i.e Ax and A2) and n  +  1 variables 
(i.e A and the relevant power) respectively as shown in [Hal79].
Suppose G has a subgroup H  of finite index (recall th a t we write this as H  <f  G). 
Then as Gi = { ( 0 , 0 , . . . ,  7*, 7j _ i , . . . ,  7i ) |7j £ Z}, by the identification, then every 
element of Hi = H  n  Gi is of the form
(0, 0, . . . ,  Ai, Aj_i , . . . ,  Ai)
for suitable A*, A*_i,. . .  Ax G Z. We select
hi — (0, . . . ,  hit(i—1) , . . . ,  hiy 1) G Hi
to be minimal under c  for each i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n. Using the second isomorphism 
theorem, we have
H i / = (G^n #)/((?<_! n t f )
=  {Gi n H ) / { G i- 1 n ( G i n H ) )
~  ( G i n H ) G i - i / G i - i
= (Gi n HGi-i)/Gi-i
and the final step is by the modular law. Now observe th a t,
(Gi n H G ^ /G i- !  < Gi/Gi-i
so th a t H i / H ^  1 is cyclic, being isomorphic to a subgroup of a cyclic group. As 
Gi/Gi - 1 is generated by XiGi-i we have th a t
(Gi n H G i- i ) /G i - i  = (xfGi-i)
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for some q GZ.  Using the isomorphism,
0 : G i H H / i G i - x n i H n G i ) )  -> ( H G ^  n  G ^ / G ^
y(Gi-1 n  (H  n  Gi)) i-)- yGi- i
obtained above we find th a t H i/H i -1 is generated by
We now wish to determine the generator of H i /H i -
L e m m a  2.1. The cyclic group H i /H i -1 is generated by hiHi-
Proof. The previous discussion has shown th a t H i/H i -1 is indeed a cyclic group. 
Thus it remains to show tha t
(hHi-1 \ h e H i) = (hiH i- 1).
Let h £ Hi and then we can write
However, 
so we have th a t
h H i - X = • • • h ^ H i - i  = h f 'H i - L
Thus,
(hHi- 1 \ h e H i) = {h ? H i- 1 \ai e Z ) .
As hi is minimal in Hi we have tha t
hi \Z hf* for all G Z -  {1}
Thus
(h?\ai 6 Z) =
as required. □
Our aim now is to express \G : H\ using only information obtained from the
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hi. For this we use the following lemma (for a proof see [Lub93, Lemma 2.3], or 
observe th a t this is a case of the second isomorphism theorem),
L em m a. I f  A  and B  are subgroups of C, with B  normal in C , then \C : A\ — 
\B : A n B \ \ C  : AB\.
This allows us show the following lemma (which is folklore).
L e m m a  2 .2 . Let G and H  be as above, then
\ G : H \  = |Gn : t f nGn_i||G „_i : t f n_ iG n_2| • • • |Gi : H .G o |.
This is proved by the following process: firstly we observe th a t \G : H\ = \Gn : 
H n\ and then (in the notation of the above lemma) let C = Gn, A  = H n and 
B  =  Gn-1 so tha t,
\Gn : H n\ = | C  : A B  || B  : A n B  \
= | Gn . H n Gn—i || Gn—i : H n—i |«
Thus
IGn : H n | =  |Gn : HnGn-i \ \Gn- i  : H n- 1|? 
and if we now let C  =  Gn- 1, A = H n-1 and B  = Gn- 2 we have,
|Gn_ i : ^ „ _ i |  =  | C : A B  || B : A n B  \
— | Gn—i : Lfn_ i Gn- 2 || Gn- 2 : H n - 2 |-
Hence,
\Gn • H n\ — \Gn : H nGn-i \ \Gn- i  : Hn- i G n- 2 \\Gn - 2  : ^ n - 2|-
Continuing in this fashion, i.e. at each step j  (for j  =  1, 2 , . . .  ,n)  we let C  =  
Gn+i_j, B  = Gn- j , and yl =  we obtain the stated result.
Clearly HiGi- 1 <  Gi so th a t we may consider
\Gi/HiGi- l \ = \(xiH iG i- l )\ = hi,i.
Hence we have tha t
i—1
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Thus a finite index subgroup H  of G gives rise to a sequence hn, hn- \ , . . . ,  hi with 
the following properties:
1. \ G : H \  = l \h i , i
2. Hi = {hi, i, . . . , h x) for i = 1 , . . .  n.
Now we tu rn  the problem around. Suppose instead of being given H  < f  G, 
we are given a sequence hi G Gi for i = n , . . . ,  1. We address the question of 
determining when there is a group H  <f  G which will give rise to this sequence. 
First we make the following definition.
D e fin itio n . Let hi G Gi for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  n. Then hi is reduced if
1 . hi c  (hi)~l
2. hi C hih£j for  all j  < i and £ G {1, —1}.
The notion of being reduced is a condition on the exponents of the Xi in the 
basis elements hi. As such, the condition th a t hn, hn- i . . . ,  hi  is reduced is like 
saying th a t the m atrix of these coefficients is in Hermite Normal Form modulo 
the requirement th a t we must use the order E and only use integers.
L e m m a  2.3. Let G be a torsion-free nilpotent group and with central series (2.1) 
as above. Suppose that hi G Gi — Gi-1 for i =  1 , . . . ,  n. Define
Ki = { h f h j t f  • • • til1 | t j G Z for j  = 1 , . . . ,  i}.
Suppose further that hn, hn- \ , . . .  ,h \  is reduced and for each i set Ki is a subgroup 
o fG .  Then
H  (hn, . . . ,  h\)
has the property that Hi = H  fl Gi = Ki and hi is the minimal element of Hi.
Proof. We prove this in an number of steps. Firstly we show th a t Ki  is the 
subgroup generated by hi, h i -1, . . .  ,hi .  We then show hi is minimal in Ki  for 
each i. Finally we show Hi = H  fl Gi = Ki.
We observe th a t hj G Ki  for all j  < i. Hence
(hi, hi—i , . . . ,  h\) ^  (Kf).
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However Ki  is a group (by assumption) and so (hi, hi-  i , . . . ,  hi) < Ki. It is also 
clear th a t Ki < (h i , . . .  ,h \)  hence we are done.
Now we show th a t hi is minimal in Ki. Note th a t h\ = x \  for some a > 0 since 
hi is reduced (in the sense tha t the sequence hn, hn- \ , . . .  ,h \  is reduced so th a t
hi  must be such th a t hi IZ h [ l ). Now K i  =  {x “e\9 G Z} so th a t hi is minimal
in K\.
We proceed by induction, assuming th a t for k < i, we have h* minimal in Kf. 
and consider hi G Ki.  This is minimal if
i ___ 4 h{ (i—i) hi i —hi — Xi Xi_\ • • • x x n g  
for all g E Ki. We assume to the contrary, so th a t g C hi for some g G Ki. Now
9  = h fh] i :■■■hi 1 = s f i f iY  ■■■xe11 
for some 0* G Z. It must be the case th a t 0* =  hij. Hence
9 =  hih]lSi ' • • h f  =  • • • x?1
If g C hj, for some 1 <  j  < i we have:
1. 6 r = hi}r for i >  r > i — j
2. Oi—j
However, we have assumed th a t hi, h i -1, . . . ,  hi is reduced, so th a t hi c  hih£r for
all 1 < r < i and e G {1, —1}. So if j  = 1 we have
—1 hi,(i—1)
and then it must be th a t hjhf_i C hj. This contradicts our assumption th a t 
hi, h i - 1, . . . ,  hi is reduced. Hence, by induction, we have th a t hi is minimal in K{ 
for a lH  =  1, 2, . . . ,  n.
Finally we show th a t Hi = H  fl Gi = Ki.  Firstly observe,
Hn — H  — (hn, . . . ,  hi) — K n,
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so Hi = K n D Gi. Now g e  Gi if
a,- aj—i aig = x i ' x i_i 
If we also require g G K n, we must have,
9 = hbn" h t ~ l - - - h \ '
and hence g =  hbiihbi%~11 • • • /i 1^ so th a t =  Ki  as required. □
Thus we require th a t the given hn, hn- i , . . . ,  hi are reduced and Ki  is a group
for i =  1, . . .  ,n.  We also need to to ensure th a t |G : H\  be finite. Firstly we
investigate the conditions under which Ki  is a group.
L e m m a  2.4. Let G be a torsion-free nilpotent group and with central series (2.1) 
as above. Suppose that hi G Gi — Gi-1 for i = 1 , . . . ,  n. Define
Ki = { h fh ] Ti1 • • • h f  | t j G Z for j  =  1 , . . . ,  i}.
Suppose further that the sequence hn, hn- 1, . . .  ,h i  is reduced. Then for  each i = 
1, 2, . . .  ,n ,  Ki is a subgroup of G if  and only if
[hi, hk] G Ki -1 for all k = 1 , . . . ,  i — 1.
Proof. Firstly, we assume th a t [hi, hk] G FQ_i for all k = 1 , . . . ,  i — 1 and try  to 
show th a t Ki  is a group. We prove this by induction on i. We have th a t h f l G K \  
(by definition of if i )  so all we need to check is th a t h\h \  G K\.  However hi = x f  
so this is just
(r r jH z ?)6 =  (z?)(a+6) =  h i +b)-
Hence K \  is a group. Now let K i -1 be a group. We try  to show th a t Ki  is a
subgroup of G. Thus we must check th a t if g, h G Ki  then gh  G Ki  and g~l G Ki.
Let





=  K + b% ^  [hf, AT-iW -2 [ ^ .  K - i )  •••/»** [hbi, K } h t t  ■ ■ ■ h\K
As K i_i is a group and we have [hi, hk] G A j-i for all 1 <  k < i and 1 < I < k. 
We can write this
hii+bihfSi ■■■hf
so gh G Ki  as required. As
It remains to show th a t g~l G Ki  for any g G Ki. We note th a t by definition 
h~l G Ki. We now know th a t Ki  is closed under multiplication. Since g e  G we 
can write
g - 1 =  ( W - r - x r 1
=  h ^ ' h ^ 2 ■■■h~ai
for some Cj G Z, because Aj_i is a group. This is now a product of two elements 
of Ki  and so is in Ki  as Ki  is closed under multiplication. Hence Ki is a group.
Conversely, we assume Ki  is a subgroup of G. As G is nilpotent, so is Ki  (as 
Ki  <  G) and hence if Ki ^  1 we have [Ki,Ki\  is a proper subgroup of Ki. 
As the Gj  have been chosen to be a refinement of the upper central series we 
have th a t [Ki,Ki] < and hence we have shown [hi,hk\ G i for all k =
Finally we check the conditions which make H  a subgroup of finite index in G. 
However we already know by the argument above th a t |G : H\ = n ^ M -  Hence 
H  is of finite index provided h^i /  0 for i =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  n.
Consequently the conditions we need for a sequence hn, hn_ i , . . . ,  hi to define a 
subgroup H  of finite index are:
1. hn, hn- i , . . .  ,h \  is reduced
2. | G : ^ |  =  n ^ ,<
3. Hi — {hi, hi—i , . . . ,  h-i).
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We now use this to calculate zeta function of certain nilpotent groups.
2.2 The Zeta Function of
The following result is classical and is included as a dem onstration of the above 
method. Let G = C^  =  (xd,Xd-i , . . . , x i ) .  As G is abelian we have th a t the 
upper central series for G is:
1 — G 0 51 G\  — G
which we refine to
1 =  G0 <  G 1 <  • • • <  Gd = G
by setting Gi = (Xi, i , . . . ,  x\)  for i = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  d. We wish to count finite index 
subgroups H  of G and so we seek valid bases of these subgroups as above. T hat 
is we seek hi E Gi — Gi-1 for i = 1 , . . . ,  d such that:
1. The sequence hi is reduced
2. Ki = { h ^ h ^ x  ' • • h^1} is a group, th a t is, [K^hk] G K i -1 for all k = 
1, . . . ,  z — 1.
We firstly observe th a t as G is abelian [g, h] =  1 for all g ,h  E G, so tha t (2) is 
autom atically satisfied. Hence we have th a t Ki  is a group. Now recall th a t the 
sequence hi is reduced if
(a) hi c  (hi)~l
(b) hi C hih£j for all j  < i and e E {1, —1}.
We note th a t
y hi 4 hi i—i hi \hi = x i - x i^ l • • - x , '
and
(l \ —1 „ ^1,1 — 1 „ i^,l(hi) — x  ^ Xi_ i • • • x±
Thus if hi C (hi) - 1  we must have th a t h i -< — In in the standard ordering 
of Z this means th a t >  0 for (a) to  hold.
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We now consider (b); fix i and j  < i. As G is abelian we have tha t,
u ue _Illllj — Xj i Usj ^ j — 1
— xi x i- l  ' '  j j - 1 ' ' ' J / i
Thus if hi IZ hihej it must be the case th a t
hi,j hi,j i  hjj .  (2-2)
We split this up into two cases:
1. hitj <  0
2. h i j  > 0.
Firstly if hi j  < 0 then for (2.2) to hold it must be the case th a t
hid hj,j <  hij.
In other words we must have h j j  < 0 and h j j  > 0. This is a contradiction and 
so hij  > 0.
Thus as we require th a t (2.2) holds we must have hi j  > 0 and h j j  > 0. As we 
are dealing with positive integers it is now clear th a t
hid ^  hij  +  hjj .
So we must ensure th a t
hij  h i j  hjj .
The only way th a t this can happen is if
hid h j j  <  0.
Hence we have th a t th a t hij  < hj j .  Therefore hd~i , . . . ,  hi  are reduced if
1. hij > 0 for i =  1, 2, . . . ,  d
2. 0 < hi j  < h j j  for i = 1, 2, . . . ,  d and j  < i.
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We observe th a t the above process is a variant of finding the Hermite Normal 
form of a matrix. If we consider the good basis as a d x  d m atrix  of coefficients, 
then our aim is to reduce this to the above form. The variations are in the 
fact th a t we wish to have integer leading coefficients, and we are not using the 
standard ordering of Zn. The order we have chosen has the property th a t we 
prefer small positive integers. This is not ideal but does mean th a t we can use a 
single order for comparison, and deal with basis elements not containing negative 
powers. An alternative consider later is to use a family of orderings, which after 
the first non-zero element of a row prefers zero, and then small positive integers. 
However, using this family of orders introduces complications and the analysis 
becomes more sensitive, so for the most part we will use the above order.
We now ask; how many choices of subgroups of this index are there? The basis 
we have formed for H  is as follows:
hd Uhd,d rhd,d-l~  nd d—l
U^d, 2 hhJ l
hd-i I hd-l,d-lhd- 1
ihd-1,2h2 j^d -1,1
h2 = U*12.2h 2 h i 2,1
hi = hkJ l
with the above conditions. We know th a t this basis will form a subgroup H  of G 
of index,
d
\ G : H \  = Y[hifi.
i=1
If we fix hdtd, /id -M -i, • • •, ft 1,1, we then have
( d - 1)n
i=i
choices of different valid bases for this subgroup H  (tha t is we can pick hij  to  be 
0 < hi j  < h j j  for i = 2, . . . ,  d and each choice yields a different good basis, and 
consequently a different subgroup (as the good basis elements are minimal)).
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Thus,
1^  • 11 I
H < f G
oo d (d—1)
E (IlM-dKM^)
h'dydfod—1, d—1 1  ^  ^ ® ^
OO d
E (ft
^djd fad — l,d-lj —7*1,1 — 1  ^ 1
C (s )C (s - l ) - - -C (s -r f+ l )
So we have shown the classical result 
T h e o re m  2.5. Le£ G — CfL thenoo
“  C(S)C(S — 1) • *' C(s — d +  !)•
There are other methods to calculate this for example, see [Lub93] for three 
different methods. We then have,
C o ro lla ry  2 .6 . Let G = C t h e n  ag = d.
This follows because (fts) is the sum of ^  and a holomorphic function when 
analytically continued to the left of the half plane Re(z) =  1.
2.3 The Zeta Function of F2
We now turn  to the zeta function for F2 the nilpotent group on 2 generators of 
class 2. This group, sometimes called the Heisenberg group, has presentation
H  = (x ,y ,z\[x,y] = z, [x,z] = [y,z] = 1).
From [Smi83] we know th a t 
T h e o re m  2.7. [Smi83, Theorem 1 .1]
C A s )  = C(g)C(g — l)C(2s — 2)C(2s — 3) ^
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C o ro lla ry  2 .8 . a F 2 = 2 , as Cf2(s) may be continued analytically left of the 
punctured line
{s| Re(s) =  2} /{ 2}, 
and at 2 Cf2(s ) has a double pole.
We briefly prove this using the good basis m ethod described in §2.1 (and as in 
[Lub93]).
Proof. We note th a t the upper central series for H  = F% is
1 < ( z ) < H
and we refine this to the central series,
1 ^  H 2 ^  H 3 — H
where Hi = (z ) and H 2 = (y , z ). We wish to count the subgroups of a given 
index and so we seek a good basis gz,g2 ,gi  of a subgroup G  < /  H.  We recall 
th a t we must have
1- £3, £2, Pi reduced
2- G 3 =  {gtgb2gci\a,b,c  G Z}, G2 = {g%gi\b,c G Z} and Gi = {g{\c G Z} are 
groups, th a t is \gi,gk] G Gk_ 1 for k < i.
Thus we select
g3 =  x a yP z 1
g2 =  y* 2e
gi = z x
Now as g\ G Z (H )  it is clear th a t [p3,pi] =  [P25P1] — 1 so we only need check 
th a t [#3, 32] G G2, th a t is,
[a;a2/^27, y ^ £] =  [xayP,y6] as 2; is central 
=  {xa, y s\v\ y p, y s\
= z aS • 1
where we have used one of P. Hall’s com m utator formula’s (see [Hal79, Lemma 
2.1] and Section 1.2 of the introduction).
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Hence, if z a5 G Gi,  we must have th a t a 8  =  IX for some I G Z and we have shown 
condition 2. It remains to  check th a t the sequence #3, g2, gi is reduced. Firstly 
we note th a t as we must have
9i C  9 7 1
for i — 1,2,3,  it must be the case th a t a, S, A G N. Now if
92  c  P2P1 = 2/ 2:
then we must have e -< e ±  A. As we already know th a t A G N, we consider two 
cases, i.e. when e < 0 and when e > 0. If e < 0, we must have
e -< e — X and 
£ £ “h A
th a t is
£ — X < £ < 0 and
£ X ^  ^  0
both of which cannot occur. Hence e > 0 and we need
£ <  £ +  A and 
£ “f- A ^  0
for £ -< £ ±  A to hold. Therefore we need 0 <  e < X.
Similar arguments will show us th a t we also need
0 <  7 <  A 
0 <0  < 6.
Thus our good basis for a subgroup G  < /  H  is
g3 = x a y 13 z7
92 = V5 z e
9i = z X
with a, /3,7 , S,£,X G N, 0 <  /3 < 6 , 0 < 7 , £ < X and a 8  = I • A for some I G Z.
Hence for a index of a£A we have SX2 choices of groups (that is choices for good
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basis and each good basis yields a different subgroup due to the fact th a t U is 
minimal in Ti) of th a t index and thus,
EEE (“5A)~S
Ch {s ) =  q£N £eN AeN
IX—ad for some I
C(s)C(s -1 )C (2 s -2 )C (2 s - 3 )
C (3s — 3)
(Here, for brevity, we have om itted the finer details of the calculation.) □
2.4 The Zeta Functions of T^-groups
We now wish to continue by looking at other groups of Hirsch Length 3 and nil 
potency class 2 (which we call ^-groups). These groups can all be presented as
G =  (x,y,z\[x ,y]  = z \ [ x , z \  = [y,z] =  1)
for some t G N, where if t = 1 we have G = F%. As mentioned in the introduction
we have t = \Z(G) : 72(G)| and this classifies such a group up to isomorphism
(see [Smi83]). For convenience we will call a group G as above H t, and note the 
following result,
T h e o re m  2.9 ([Sm i83, T h e o re m  1.4]). Suppose H t E H  and choose p G V . 
Suppose further that the p ^ -p a r t  of t is p6 then
C =  ( i - P * (2- a)Kl3(s) + / (2- s)C£(s).
Proof. We apply the good basis method as for the Heisenberg group. We note 
th a t H t G PL has upper central series 1 < (z) < H t and refine this to the series
1 <3 Ht, 1 <3 H ty2 <  H ty3 =  H t
where H tji = (z) and H t>2 =  (y , z). We aim to count subgroups G < /  H t and so 
we pick a good basis
g3 = x a y 13 z 7
92 =  V5 z £
9 i = z x
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with g% £ (j?3 — Q2 £ G2 — G\ and Q\ £ G\  — {!}• As we need [<73, ^2] £ G 2 we 
must have
[xayPz1 , y 5ze) = [xayP, y 5] as z  is central
=  [xa, y l }yl3 [yp, v s]
= z taS
so th a t we require tad = IX for some I £ Z.
To determine when such a good basis is reduced follows a similar argument to 
th a t in the proof of the zeta function for F%. We end up insisting th a t
0 < 7 ,£  <  A 
0 <  {3 <  5
with a , /?,7 , 6, £ , A e  N. Thus we have,
( f f t ( s )  =  aGN JeN agn 
IX =  tad
If we reduce to the case of a single prime p £ V,  where the pth part of t is pd, this 
sum becomes more tractable and we find th a t
& ,(*) =  ( i  - / (2- s)) c |3(S) + / (2- s)& («).
(Again we have om itted the finer details of the tedious calculation.) □
We now wish to estim ate a n t for any H t £ Ti. We note, th a t for fixed t £ N 
there are only finitely many primes p £ V  such th a t p\t. Thus we can partition 
V  = T> U V  — V  where V  contains all the prime divisors of t. We note th a t if 
p 0  V  we have th a t
C&t (s ) — Ch (s)-
Hence we have,
cHt(s ) = n  cHt (s) = n  n  ^h (s )•
p e r  p e v  p e r - v
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Now recall that
f l  _  p 3- 3s\
Cp f A = ______________ \z_£___ I______________
^ H {  } ( 1  -  p - s ) ( l  -  p ! - s ) ( l  -  2 s )  ( 1  _  p 3 - 2  s )
so th a t pd(2~s^(h{s) is a non-zero analytic functions for s 6 C with Re(s) >  2. 
Now
£ z 3( 5 ) ( 1  — p - s ) ( l  — p 1~ s ) ( l  — p 2- s )
so th a t we have
( i - P H2- s)K s ( s )  = ( {1 ^ p2_s]) ez 2(s).
Now we observe th a t
(1 -  pW-^)  (2_ s) (9- l ) ( 2- s)
( l _ p 2- » )  ^  ^
is an analytic functions for all s G C and tha t (s) is an analytic function for 
all s, with Re(s) >  2. Therefore we have shown,
L e m m a  ([Sm i83, L em m a  1.6]). Let H t E % then
a Ht =  2
with a double pole at s = 2 .
2.5 Partial Zeta Functions
We now calculate a ‘new’ type of zeta function. We have already seen the stan­
dard zeta function of a group, however here we a ttem pt to  only look at those 
subgroups with a particular property. As we shall see later on, such properties 
can include whether the subgroups are normal in the original group, or if they 
are isomorphic to the original group. In this section we will adapt the la tter 
point of view, however instead of just looking at the case when a subgroup is 
isomorphic to the original group, we wish to consider the case when it belongs 
to a specified isomorphism class. We will then compare these results with the 
(known) isomorphism zeta functions for certain groups.
If G is commensurable with F2 then G G %. Thus if L < f  F2 , then L  G %. So
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we may write
C f | ( s )  =  E  E  lF 2 : L \~ ‘ -
G£H l < f %
G~L
Hence we make the following definition,
D e fin itio n . Let H r, H t G H  for some r G N. Define
* { & ( » ) =  E  \ H t : L \ -
L < f Ht
L~Hr
We also set
/ * f r ( s )  =  E  \H * - L \
L < f Ht 
L ~ H t 
\Ht'L\ a p-power
(We make no claims of an Euler product for such functions.)
We now attem pt to calculate (j>*Hr{s) for firstly the case t = 1 and then when 
t > 1. To do this we will use the following lemma,
L e m m a  2 .1 0 .  Let H r, H t G H. I f  L < f  H t = (x, y, z\[x, y] = z l ,[x, z] = [y,z\ =  
1) with good basis
x a yP z 7 
y 5 z£ 
z x
then L  ~  H r i f  tad  =  rX.
Proof  Let H r =  (u, v, w\[u, v] = wr,[u,w\ = [v,w] = 1) and define a map 
0 : H r —y L  as follows
u i—y x ay^z 1 
v (->• y 5z E 
w (->> zA.
Thus as 6  maps a basis of H r to  a basis of L  this will be an isomorphism if it is 
a homomorphism. Hence we must check th a t
([it, v ] )6  = (wr)6 .
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Now,
{[u,v])9 =  (xaypz7) 1(ysz£) 1(xaypz'y)(y5z£)
=  (x~ay~^z~1~ta )^ (y~6z~£) (xay ^ +6  ^z1+£)
(recalling th a t in Ht  we have tha t
xaybz c -x dyez ! =  xa+iyb+‘z c+f~tdb 
{ x ^ z 0) - 1 = x - “y - bz - c- tab). 
(xaybzc)n =  xnaynbznc- t(*')ab).
Hence,
([u,v])0 =  (x ay & sz  7 e tal3)(xay ^ +5 z^'r+e)
= ( x - ay - {p+s)z - ' r- £- taP)(yiP+6)x az ta^ +6)z'r+£)
_  z - t a/3+ta(P+5)
Now we require th a t
(wr ) 6  =  ([u, v ] ) 0  =
and
(w r)e = (zA)r
Thus we must have tad = rX if L ~  H r. □
We are now in a position to calculate *&*(»)•
Proposition  2.11. Let H  be the Heisenberg group, so H  = (x ,y ,  z\[x,y] =
z, z  central) then,
H =  p - >scp( ^  -  2) _  -  3)
H u  ( i - p )  a - ? )
where 0 is the pth part o f t  for some prime p G V.
Before we give the proof of this we note th a t if t  = 1 then we have (from Propo-
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sition 2.11)
Cp(2a -  2) pC”(2s -  3)
( 1 - P )
1
(1 ~ P )
1
(1 ~ P )
[Cp(2s — 2) — pCP(2 s — 3)]
1 p
(1 — p) 
1
(1 — p2_2s) (1 — p3-2s^
(1 — p 3 ~ 2 s )  ~  ( p  ~  P 3 ~ 2 S )
l 
l (1 — p2-2s) ( l  — p 3-2s 
1
J
( i —p) (1 — p2_2s) ( l  — p3“ 2s)_
=  Cp(2s -  2)Cp(2s -  3).
This, as expected, is the isomorphism zeta function for the Heisenberg group, see 
section 5.1.
Proof. If G < H  then we know from above th a t G is given by a good basis
x a y b z c 
yd z e
with a , b, c, d, e, /  E N such that,
I f  =  ad for some I E  N 
0 <  b < d 
0 < c, e <  / .
It thus remains to calculate when G  ~  H t for some fixed t. This calculation is 
performed in Lemma 2.10, and we conclude th a t we need t f  = ad. This condition 
does not lead to an as tractable calculation of 0#  (s) as we would wish, so for 
ease we calculate for a given prime p € V.  Then we have, as for id,
oo oo oo
(p V p c) spbp2c
a—0 6=0 c=0
a~\-b= c~\-0
where pe is the p ^ -p a r t  of t (which is 0  = 0 for all but a finite number of primes
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p € V).  We now observe th a t the condition a + b = c + 6  can be replaced by the 
condition th a t a +  b > 9 provided we set c = a +  b — 9. So,
oo oo oo oo ooEEE ( p a p b p c ) ~ s p V c  =  EE ( p a p b P a + b - e ) - s p V ( a + b - e } -
a=0 6=0 c=0 a=0 6=0
a+6=c+ 0 a+6>0,c= a+6—0
Hence we have,
oo oo
*§*(») = P«(-2) (p V )-y v a
a = 0  6=0  
a+6>0
t \
=  pe<s“2) E E ( p > 2t) v v -  E E  y v 6) w °
a=0 6=0 a=0 6=0
y  a+6<0 J
In this last step we have summed over all a, 6 and subtracted those which fail to 
meet the condition a +  b > 6 . If we now let i = a +  b so we have 0 <  b < i < 6 , 
and the above becomes
oo oo 0—1 i
.2 *w = / (s-2) EEyy6)-yya - E Eyyw
\ a = 0  6 = 0  2= 0  6 = 0
=  p"<s- 2> ( Cp(2s -  2)C”(2s - 3 )  -  £  X )(p 2i) - y p 2i ) • (2.3)
\  2=0 6=0 /
If we now consider the last term  in the above (2.3), and change it so th a t we now 
sum over all b we have,
0 — 1 2 0 — 1 OO 0—1 OO
E E y w  = E E y y y ^E  e  yyyp*
2 = 0 6 = 0  2 = 0 6 = 0  2 = 0 6= 2 + 1
0—1 oo 0—1 oo
= e  E y w _ E Eyyy+i+v‘
2=0 6=0 2=0 c=0
0—1 oo 0—1 oo
= E E y y y p2i“P 'E E y ^ ’^ y 4 y 4)
2=0 6=0 2=0 c=0
where we have set b = i + 1  +  c. We now consider the last term  in (2.4). We sum
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over all valid i by considering all possible i and subtracting invalid values,
0—1 oo /  oo oo oo oo
i —0 c= 0 \  i = 0 c=0 i= 6  c—0
=  ^ ( ^ | ^ - E E p e(3- 2v (3- 2v )
( ? ( 2 s - 3 )  6(3_2s)<: > ( 2 s - 3 )
P \  (1 - p )  P (1 - p )
where we have set i = j  +  6 . We deal with the first term  of (2.4) in a similar 
fashion,
0—1 oo oo oo oo oo
E X > 2i) " V p 2i =
i= 0  6=0 1=0 6=0 i= 0  6=0
=
'  j= 0  6=0
? ( 2 s - 2 )  »I2- 2s) C ( 2 s - 2 )
(1 - p )  P (1 - p )  •
Thus combining the above we see th a t (2.3) becomes,
/ / ■ ( * )  =  / (s' 2) (Cp(2* -  2)Cp(2s -  3) -  ( ^ 1 ~ ) 2 ) -
ne,2-2S^ p(2s -  2) Z C W - 3 )  _  fl(3_28) Cp(2^ — 3)
P (1 - p )  p \  (1 - p )  P (1 - p )
=  p«-*> ( c p(2s -  2)Cp(2s -  3) -  C*[2*-~  2 + p CP((2^ ~ )3) +
0(2-25) CP(2  ^~  2) _  0(3-25) CP(2  ^~  3)
p ( l - p )  pp ( l - p )
Now observing tha t
1 (pCp(2s -  3) -  Cp(2s -  2)) =  1 1  P 1
(1 — p) (1 — p) \ ( 1 — P3_2S) ( 1  ~  P2~2S)
1 (  {P ~  P3~2S) ~  (1 -  P3~2S)
(1 ~  p) \  (1 ~  P2~2S)(1 ~  P3~2S)
=  ~ ^ ~ ^ Cp (2s - 2 ) C ( 2 s - Z )
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we have
J f ,H t  (s \ _  6(s-2)  (  e(2-2S) Cp ( 2 s  2) e (3 -2 s ) ^ p ( 2 s __ 3) \
<PH W  -  P [P ( 1 _ p) PP ( 1 _ p) )
_  is? { 2 s - 2 )  m _s)? ( 2 s  -  3)
P ( 1 _ p) PP ( 1 _ p)
as required. □
We now check th a t this is indeed the case as we know th a t
& ( * )  =  £ * & * ( « ) •
te n
Hence,
V -  ( p - e%p(2s -  2) p /< l - V ( 2 s  -  3) ^
(x - p )  /
Cp(«)Cp(2s -  2) pCp(s — l)Cp(2s — 3)
(1 -
1
p) (1 -  p)
1 p
+ p3“3s)
(1 - p )
1
(1 — p~s){ 1 — p2_2s) (1 — p1_s)(l — p3“2s) 
(1 — p1-s — p3~2s -1- p4~3s) — (p — p l~s — p3-2




(1 — p~s)(l — p2~2s)(l — p1-s)(l — p 3 2s)
— 1)CP(2S — 2)CP(2« — 3) [ l _ p _ ^ + p ^ ]
S- l ) C p(2f - 2Kp(2S - 3)
(1 - P )  
s -  l)Cp(2s -  2)Cp(2s -  3)
Cp(3s -  3)
as expected.
We can also using Lemma 2.10 calculate,
P ro p o s it io n  2.12. Let H r, H t G % for some r, t G N and let the p ^ -p a r t  of r be 
pp and the p ^  -part of t be p9. Then i f  0 — p < 0
^ f ' W  =  ^ 3 c P(2S -2 )C P(2S - 3 )
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and i f  6  — p < 0
rp,H,( X =  p ^ _  f Cp( 2 s - 2 )  _  p p ^ s  -  3)
H‘ p/>(2-s) ^  (X _  p) pP(l — p)
Proof. (Sketch) The proof is similar to Proposition 2.11, and so we omit most of 
it. As before we begin by picking a good basis for H t and impose the conditions of 
Lemma 2.10 so we end up (in the notation of Proposition 2.11) with the condition 
th a t taS = r A. Moving to the case for a prime p € V  we see th a t
JZ  (PaP 6P X) ~ sP 2XPS
r (s ) =  qGN *eN AeN
Thus as we must have A < 0 we split the sum into two cases, when 9 — p < 0 and
6  — p < 0. Using methods similar to the above, we can then simplify this sum to
the stated results. □
We also observe th a t if we have £ G N we have no need to  use the above “prim e” 
version and we have,
L e m m a  2.13. Let H r , H t € % for some r, t E N. Suppose that J g N  then
^ ( s ) = ( “ )  C(2s - 2 ) C( 2 s - 3 ) .
2.6 Zeta Functions for some Abelian Groups
We will now calculate some zeta functions of some abelian groups with torsion. 
We do this utilising an inductive method for showing Cg (s ) when G = C first 
given in [Smi83]. The following results do not seem to be contained in the liter­
ature, however from [McD97] we know tha t
C c 2x c & ( s ) =  (1  +  2 d _ s ) C c & ( s )-
We aim to prove similar results for groups of the form M  x where M  is a 
finite abelian group. The link to the crystallographic groups is by way of the 
following theorem;
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Theorem . [dSMS99, Theorem 1.3] There exist two plane crystallographic groups 
with non-isomorphic pro-finite completions but with the same number of subgroups 
of each finite index.
The two groups in question are
p i  =  <rc,y|[rc,y]> ~  C£,
pg  =  {x ,y , t \ [x ,y \ , t 2 = =  x -1 )
and their shared zeta function is
CpiM = Cpg(s) =  C(s)C(s - 1).
However there are also two families of such groups [i.e. having non-isomorphic 
pro-finite completions) which share zeta functions. One of them  is
{C2 x C i \ d e N , d > 2 },
and the other is
{ r n =  ( t , x  1, . .  . , x n \t2 , x \  =  x u x\ = x f \
[xj, Xk] for 1 < i < n, 1 <  j  < k < n)\n E N, n > 2},
which is the analogue in n  dimensions of the plane crystallographic group pm  
(for details of this see [McD97, Section 7.4]).
We now say something of the classical theory of derivations which we will use 
to calculate the zeta functions of M  x C ^ .  Let G be a group with a normal 
abelian subgroup N.  Conjugation of G on induces an action of G / N  on N  
via n Nx =  nx. Using this we define a derivation (5 : G / N  —> TV to be a map 5 
such th a t (ab)S =  (a5)b(b5). Note th a t if G is abelian (and this is the case we are 
interested in) then this map is ju st a homomorphism.
Suppose further th a t L < G with L N  = G and L n  N  =  1. We define Sl '
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G / N  —> N  by (hN)5L = n  where h =  In. We observe th a t Sl is a derivation:
{hlN h 2N)SL = (h1h2N ) 6 L = (l1l2n[2n 2N ) 6 L = n[2n 2
= nlf 1n lf n 2n 2 as N  is abelian 
=  n \ 2n 2.
Now let 5 : G / N  —> N  be a derivation and H  < G with H N  =  G and H  fi N  =  
1. Define f a  : H  —>• G by h i-> h (h N ) 6 . We claim th a t this map is then a 
monomorphism for:
(hi h2 )i]j5 = h ih 2 (hih2N)5  = h ih 2 (h iN)82(h2N)5
= h i (h iN )5 h 2 (h2N)5
and (h)ips =  1 if and only if h € N.  Defining L = Im ipg we observe th a t L ~  H  
so th a t G =  L N  and L n l V  =  l.
The two maps a  : 6  »->> Im rpg and /? : L 8 l  then set up a bijection between 
derivations G / N  —> N  and the set of complements for N  in G. This method is 
behind the proofs of the following results of Smith [Smi83].
Lemma. [Smi83, Lemma 1.3] Let G be a group, G = A x  B  and Q < B  < L < G 
then there exists a H  <  G such that H B  =  L and H  fl B  =  Q.
Lemma. [Smi83, Lemma 1 .4] Subject to the conditions above and with the further  
proviso that Q <  G is abelian, the number of possible choices for  H  < G is 
\D er(L /B ,  B /Q ) \ .  (Note that D e r ( A , B ) =  {5 : A  —» B\5 is a derivation}.)
(Note the slightly stronger (correct) condition in this last lemma than  in [Smi83]).
In [Smi83] these results are used to give an inductive m ethod to  calculate Cc^(s)- 
We first of all generalise the result above for C2 x C to any prime p G V.
Theorem  2.14. Let G = Cp x C f o r  some prime p  G V.  Then
CG(s) =  ( l+ p ^ - ^ C c i ts ) .
Proof. In the notation of the above lemmas, let A = and B  = Cp. Thus we 
have th a t Q < B  = Cp is one of Q = Cp or Q = 1. We count subgroups of G by 
enumerating all pairs (L, Q) with B  < L  < G, and counting the resulting groups
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Figure 2.1: Subgroups in the proof of Theorem 2.14
H  with H B  = L  and H  D B  = Q as above. So we have a situation as in the 
Figure 2.1.
Let
Cc*(s) = ' Y ^ ar,n~s
neN
so th a t an is the number of subgroups of index n  in C ^ .  We also note tha t
\ G : H \  = \ G : L \ \ L : H \  
and tha t, by the second isomorphism theorem, we have
\L : H\ = \CP : Q\.
Hence \L : H\ = 1 or \L : H\ = p.
Let \G : H\ = m.  We consider two cases, either p j m o r  p\m.  If p \ m  then in 
particular p \ \L : H\  so th a t we must have \CP : Q | =  1. Thus Q = Cp and the 
number of H  is
| D ei(L /B ,  B /Q) \  = | D e r(L /5 ,1 ) | =  1.
If p\m  we have th a t Q =  Cp or Q —  1. Hence in addition to  the above case we 
must consider the case when Q —  1. Here we have
| D er( L / B,  B /Q ) \  = \ Der( L / B,  Cp)\ =  | Cp)\ = pd
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Figure 2.2: Subgroups in the proof of Theorem 2.15
where this is valid as both L / B  ~  C^  and B / Q  ~  Cp are abelian. Thus each 
(L, Q) pair (where Q — 1) gives rise to pd choices for H.
Thus we have
CgOO =  ^  anTl~S +  anpd{np)~s
nGN nGN
where the first summand is the case when Q = Cp and the second is when Q = 1. 
Hence,
cg M  =  ^ 2  anTi~s + pdp~s 1 2  ann~s
nGN nGN
=  (1 + p d~S) Y 2 ann ~S
nG N
=  (1 + P d_sKc&(s)-
□
Clearly we can take this further,
Theorem  2.15. Let G =  C x Cp2 for some prime p  G V. Then
Cg { s ) =  (1 + / -s + p 2(d-s))Cc£-
Proof. We proceed as in Theorem 2.14. T hat is we let A  = C and B  = Cp2, and 
seek pairs (L, Q) with B < L < G , Q < B  such th a t H B  = L  and H  n  B  =  Q.  
So we have the situation as in Figure 2.2.
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Let
C c £ , ( s )  =  X l a " n ~ S
n e N
so th a t an is the number of subgroups of index n  in C and note th a t
\G : H\ = \G : L\\L : H\ = \G : L \\B  : Q\.
If Q < B  then Q is isomorphic to one of 1, Cp or Cp2. We again let \G : H\ = m  
and consider the three cases p /m , p \ m  and p2 \ m.
If p \ m  then it must be the case th a t Q — B  so th a t B / Q  ~  1 hence we have a 
single choice of H.  If p \ m  then in addition to the above case we must consider 
the single group Q < B  with Q ~  Cp. Thus we have
| Der (L /B ,  B /Q )  \ = \ Der (C £, C » |  =  | Cp,)\ =  /
choices for H . Finally if p2 \ m  then we could also have the case Q = 1 so th a t 
we have
\D e i (L /B ,B /Q ) \  = \ D er(C £, Cp)| =  | H om (C £, CT)\ = p 2d.
Hence we have p2d choices for H  in this case. Thus
Cg { s )  =  ^ 2  anTl~S + a nPd(n p )~ s ^ 2  a nP2d{np2)~ s 
n e N  n e N  n e N
=  ( l+p^+pK ^K ciW -
□
In fact, we can generalise this to the following,
T h e o re m  2.16. Let G = C^  x Cpr for some prime p G V  and r G N. Then
Cc(s)= Ccg,(s).
(We omit the proof as it is similar to the above.)
Following on from this, the next step is clearly, to examine what happens when 
the torsion subgroup is not elementary abelian.
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T heorem  2.17. Let p , q ^ V  with p /  q and let G = Cp x Cq x C t h e n
Cg(s) = (1 + ? V S)(1 + p V s)Cci(s)-
Proof. The proof follows the approach to  th a t of Theorem 2.15. Let A = C ^  
and B  = Cp x Cq. Thus if Q < B  then we must have Q being one of 1 ,C p,C q or 
Cp x Cq. We count subgroups of G by enumerating all pairs (L , Q) and counting 
the resulting groups H  such th a t H B  = L  and H  D B  = Q. Let
Cc* M = 5Z<inn“s
neN
so th a t an is the number of subgroups of index n  in C ^ .  We also note th a t 
\G : H\ = \G : L\\L : H\ and th a t we have \L : H\ = \CP x Cq : Q\. Hence we 
have one of,
1. \ L : H \  = 1
2. \ L : H \ = p
3. \ L : H \  = q
4. \ L : H \ = p q .
Let \G : H\ = m  and we consider the four cases as above. Hence if p \ m  and 
q \ m  we must have \L : H\ = 1 and so Q — Cq x  Cp. The number of possible H  
is then,
| D e r(L /B ,B /Q ) \  = | D er(L /H , 1)| =  1 
and hence for each L  there is a single H.
If we have p\m  and ^ f m, then we can have either Q = Cq or Q =  Cq x Cp. 
Thus in addition to the above we must consider what happens when Q = Cq. If 
Q = Cq, we have th a t B /Q  =  Cp and so we have
| Der (L /B ,  B /Q )  \ = \ Der (<&, Cp)\ = \ H om (C£, Cr)\ = pd 
possible H. Similarly, if q\m  and p \ m, the we have qd possible choices for H. 
Finally if both p\m  and q\m  we must consider, in addition to the above, the case
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when Q = 1, so th a t B / Q  = Cp x Cq. Thus we have
| D er(C *, Cp)\ =  | H om (C * ,C„ x Cq)\ =  (pq)d 
choices for H. Hence, putting this altogether we see th a t 
CgOO =  ^ 2 a nn~s + ^ 2 a n(qd){pn)~s P ^ 2 a n(pd)(qn)~s +  ^ a nH dH " s
n e N  n e N  n e N  n e N
=  (1 +  QdP~s +  Pd +  Q~s +  (pd)d"*Kc& M  
=  (1 4- qdp~s)( 1 + pdq~s)(Cd0{s)•
□
We note th a t in the above we have only considered cyclic groups, or groups where 
there has been a single subgroup of each valid index. We now move away from 
this using the following lemma.
L em m a  2.18. Let G = C art£=1 Cpm for some prime p  £ V  and fixed m  G N. Let
oo
^ ( s) = J 2 biP~iS
j = 0
then the number of subgroups of index pk for k =  0 , 1, . . .  is b
The Duality theorem for finite abelian groups (see page 63 for more details) then 
allows us to find the number of subgroups of all indices.
Proof. We have an epimorphism 0 : C ^  -> G given by
%i •-> 9i
where C^  = (xi ,X2 , . . .  , x r) and each factor Cpm of G is generated by gi. This 
map then sets up a bijection between subgroups of C above the kernel of 9 (we 
note th a t Ker C =  {xpx ,x^  , . . . ,  t fT ) )  and subgroups of G  giving us the stated 
result. □
Thus we can prove
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Theorem  2.19. Let M  = Cart£=1 Cpm for some prime p G V  and fixed m  G N.
Let G = M  x C ^ , then
where bi is the number of subgroup of index pl in M .
Proof We again use the above derivation style argument, which we will now 
simply sketch. Let A  = C and B  = M. We count subgroups by enumerating 
pairs (L , Q) with B  < L < Q and counting the resulting groups H  with H C \B  = 
Q. We note tha t
Thus we must consider when pl | \G : H | and pl+1 \  \G : H\ for each / =  0, 1, . . .  r. 
Each case includes the previous case. If we fix I, we then have bi subgroups of 
index pm and size pm~l. Thus we have
\G : H\ =  \G : L\\L  : H\ and \L : H\ = \B : Q |.
D e r (L /B ,B /Q )\  = | H o m (C ^ ,B /Q )| =  pm~‘
as C and B / Q  are abelian. This will happen for each I and hence,
□
At this point we stop our calculations, as this is not the main thrust of this thesis. 
We note however th a t these calculations could be carried on, or even performed 
using a method similar to th a t in [McD97].
Chapter 3
Co-index zeta functions of 
T-groups
We now attem pt to calculate the co-index zeta functions of some T-groups. To 
do this we first give another construction of the M al’cev completion G® of a T - 
group G. We then use this construction to form a good basis for a finite co-index 
overgroup T  < G® of G before using this good basis m ethod to calculate some 
co-index zeta functions.
3.1 The M al’cev Completion
We begin to build the M al’cev completion of a T-group G. We go about this in 
a way such th a t we can then start to form good bases of overgroups of a group 
within this completion in an analogous way to th a t of good bases for subgroups. 
Let G be a torsion free finitely-generated nilpotent group of class c. Such a group 
will have an upper central series
1 =  G0 < Gi < • • • <  Gc =  G 
which may be refined to a central series
l  = G o < G 1 < - - - < G n = G (3.1)
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in which each factor G i/G i-1 ~  CQG. This means th a t we may select Xi G Gi—Gi-i  
such th a t Gi = (G i-i ,X i). Thus every element y G G is uniquely expressible as
for a  G Zn. Now let iu =  be another element of G and consider the product 
wy. Now wy  G G and so we can write
»m /  _  ~ 7 n ~ 7 n - l  . . . 71 _  ~ 7
— x n x n—1 X 1 —
,7 r #
Each 7i is determined by the 2n integer variables a*, f t  and so there is a function 
/ i  : Z 2n -* Z such th a t 7* =  / i( a , /3). In a similar way if A G Z we have tha t
so th a t ft depends only on a  and A Thus we have a function ^  : Z n+1 —»■ Z where
ft ^ ) ’
As shown in [Hal79, Theorem 6.5] these functions are defined by rational poly­
nomials. These polynomials are integer valued (in th a t an integer argument will 
yield an integer value). As a polynomial is determined by its values a t integral 
integer arguments, there is no ambiguity if we identify the polynomials with the 
function. Furthermore a polynomial which is integer valued can be written as a 
Z-linear combination of binomial polynomials with integer coefficients. That is, 
we may write each polynomial as a Z-linear combination of products of the form,
where rj and Sk are integers greater than or equal to  zero.
Such polynomials, when given rational arguments, will take values th a t lie in 
Q. Using this, we use the polynomials to define a group G will consist 
of all elements gP- with 7  G Q. M ultiplication and exponentiation are defined in 
terms of the above polynomials. The associative law is then given by a polynomial 
identity with the other group axioms following easily. We also have the embedding 
1 : G  —» GQ which allows us to identify G with i{G) < G®.
We call G® the M al’cev completion of G  and observe th a t unlike the construction 
in Section 1.3 the properties of are not so easy to “read off.” However,
wx =  x 5px \,6n fin-1 _ 5\ — 5n 1
)(
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as we know th a t any two Mal’cev completions are isomorphic we can observe 
the following properties (which are clear from the constructions given in the 
introduction):
1. The group G® is radicable (i.e. if m  £ N and g £ then there is a 
h £ G such th a t hm — g. In fact such an h is unique).
2. The group G® = I g®(G) — {d £ G®\gn £ G for some n  £ N}.
3. The group GQ is torsion free. (For if w x = 1 for 1 /  w £ and A £ N, 
then w £ G® -  G as G is torsion free. Further, if we pick A to be the 
smallest possible value such th a t w x =  1 we must have th a t w° qL G for 
1 <  C < A as G is torsion free. However given w £ G® there is a g £ G 
such th a t wm = g /  1 for some m  £ N. This is a contradiction and so
is torsion free.)
4. The group GQ has the same nilpotency class as G (G® is certainly of class at 
most c (the nilpotency class of G) as 7c+i(G q ) is generated by commutators 
of weight c +  1, which can be given by a polynomial identity. However as 
G < G® the class of G is bounded by the class of so it must be th a t G® 
is of nilpotency class c.)
As shown in the introduction, see Section 1.3, we have th a t if H  is a radicable 
torsion free nilpotent group then if g : G —» H  is a homomorphism then 77 extends 
uniquely to a homomorphism rp- : G® —> H .  This property allows us to show 
th a t GQ is unique up to isomorphism, in the sense th a t it is characterised by 
the above properties. However, we omit this here and observe th a t the above 
construction is independent of the choice of the Xi above.
3.1.1 Good bases for overgroups
We wish to count finite co-index overgroups of G which are contained in GQ, i.e 
groups T  such th a t
G <f  T  < Gq .
Note th a t we are concerned with overgroups contained in a fixed M al’cev com­
pletion of G. Henceforth we will omit this remark, but the provision will be in
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force throughout, unless noted otherwise. We recall the definition of the following 
formal sum, the co-index zeta function of G
CoP ( s ) =  E  \T -G\~S,
G<fT<GQ
and approach the calculation of this by finding bases for these overgroups.
We place an ordering E q on Q™ as follows:
(a) Firstly order Q is the usual manner (denoted by <). For a, b £ Q we write 
a -<q b if
i) 0 < a, b and a < b, or
ii) 0 <  a and b < 0, or
iii) a, b <  0 and b < a
(in other words we prefer small positive numbers to large positive numbers, 
then negative numbers of small modulus followed by ones of large modulus, 
and finally zero).
(b) Order Q 1 lexicographically by (An, A„_i , . . . ,  Ax) Eq (/zn, . . . ,  /zx) if 
there is an i such th a t Aj -<q Hi but Aj = fij for all j  > i.
We identify G® with Qn by associating A =  (An, An_ i , . . . ,  Ai) to
ii — rr^n 1 Ai — A 
y  — x n X n - 1 X 1 — •
We now fix the above basis for G and using this form G® its M al’cev completion. 
As observed above we can write
= { ( 7n , 7n- i , - - . , 7 i ) l 7 j  e  Q for j  =  1,2, .  . . , n} .
We now wish to have a central series of G to do this we form the M al’cev 
completions of the members Gj for j  = 1, 2, . . . ,  n, of the refinement of the upper 
central series (3.1). As in these groups m ultiplication and exponentiation are 
defined as in G® we find tha t
1 =  G ?  <  G ?  <  • • • <  G® =  GQ
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is a central series of G® with
G? =  { {.Ifni I n - u  • • ■, 7i)l7j e  Q Vj and 7 n =  7 „_i =  • • • =  7i+1 =  0} 
and thus G f / G f _ 1 ~  Q  for all i.
Let T be an overgroup of G of finite co-index (that is G < /  T). We define
Ti = T n G f.
We consider
Ti/Ti- 1  =  {tTi-i \t  £ Ti).
Now, by definition we have,
T i / T i - ,  =  ( r n  G f ) / ( T  n Gf.,)
and we may write this as (TnG f)/(TnG f nG ^j) so th a t the second isomorphism 
theorem applies and we have
(T n Gf )/(T n Gf n Gf_,) ~  (T n G f ^ / G f . ,  < G f/G f.,.
Now, Gf /G f., ~  (Q, + ) and (T  n Gf)Gf_1/G f.1 is finitely generated. Hence we 
have th a t T i/T i- i  is cyclic, as any finitely generated subgroup of (Q, + ) is cyclic.
We now select, for i =  1, 2 , . . . ,  n,
ti £ Ti — Tj_i = T D lQ(Gi) 
to be minimal under Cq and let
ti — (0, 0, . . . ,  0, tijj  . . . ,  titi).
We wish to show now that
T i / T ^  i =  (UTi-1)
Firstly we note th a t
W  =  <*?)
for some a  £ Q (as this is a cyclic group). Since t\  is minimal subject to Cq 
we must have th a t t\ =  x f. Now consider, T i/T i-1. If t £ Ti then we have 
t = t^ H ^ i  - - ' t ^ 1 by construction. As t*^[l • • -t*1 £ Tj_i we have th a t tT i-1 =
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t f ' T i - ! .  Thus
Ti/Ti-1 =  { t fT i- i \a  G Z).
Hence as ti is minimal under Cq we have th a t Ti/Ti-1 =  as required.
We now define what it means to be reduced in our current setting,
D e fin itio n . Let ti G Ti for i = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  n. Then ti is reduced if
T  L Cq {ti)-1
2. L Cq L t£j for all j  < i and £ G {1, —1}.
We now reuse [Lub93, Lemma 2.3]. This allowed us to  write, for a subgroup 
H  < f G of a T-group G , with central series 1 =  Go < G\ <  • • • Gn = G ,
\ G : H \  =  |Gn : H nGn-i\ \G n- i  : • • • \GX : H ,G o |.
where Hi = Gi fl H. If we replace G  by T  and H  by G we find tha t,
\ T : G \  = |Tn : G'nTn_1||Tn_1 : Gn_iTn_2| • • • \T, : G ,T01.
It now remains to calculate \Tj : G jT j-1| for j  =  1 ,2 , . . .  n. We firstly prove,
L e m m a  3.1. Let G be a torsion-free finitely generated nilpotent group with central 
series as above. Let G < f T  < G®. I f t i  is defined as above for  i — 1 ,2, . . . ,  n we 
find that
where a i  G N.
Proof. We recall th a t
Ti = T  n  Gf.
We also note from the above discussion th a t T i / T i - 1  is generated by t / T i - i  with 
U minimal under Cq. Hence, as L =  (0 , 0 , . . . ,  t ^ ,  t ^ - i , . . .  we will have th a t 
t i j  >  0. Now G i  <  Ti and so we have Xi G Ti.  Thus it must be possible to write
T.  — 1 . , . *ai
X1 — l i l i - 1
for some G Z. As L = • • -x^'1 and Xi does not occur in any other tj
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for j  <  i it suffices to show that for some a  G Z,
t? =  Xi-(x?L i1 •••a;?1) 
with p j  G Q  for j  =  1, 2 , . . . ,  i  — 1. So we write,
+a —— K't'i x i - 1 X1 J
=  (2^ ) “ - 2/
where y 6 We can write this because y will only involve X i - i , X i - i , .. . £1
and com m utators of the form [xi,Xj]  which must lie in Tj_i since T  is nilpotent 
and the Ti form a central series.
Therefore = 1 and so t^i = a -1 . As ti is minimal under \Zq we will have 
th a t Uj > 0 so th a t a  G N. □
We now calculate |Ti : G{Ti-1|. We have th a t <  Ti as certainly Tj_i <  Tn
and i f  x e  G i  and y  G Ti we have,
x y =  x - [x, y\.
As T  is nilpotent [x, y] G T*_i so th a t a: • [x, y] G G { T i - Now,
T i / G i T i -1  =  ( t G i T i - i \ t  G Tj)
and as we know if t G Ti,
j- __ ^ai
6 — Li i—1 ‘ ' 61
with • • • t®1 G Tj_! we have
( f G t f U l t  G Ti) =  ( t f G i T i - i ) .
We also have th a t
with t i}i =  say. So th a t
t$GiTi-i = XiG{Ti-1
as tfy  =  for some y G Tj_i. Thus |Tj : GjTj-il is a t most p. If 0 <  o; < P we
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have that from a central series
t? = X ? *  ■ y
with y €  Gf_[. As x f ' ' 1 Tj_! and as a  < f3 we have x f ' ' 1 £  Gi we find th a t
|Ti : GiTi.il = f}  =
Hence,
\ T : G \  = \Tn :G nTn. 1\\Tn. 1 -.Gn- 1Tn. 2\ - - - \T 1 -.G1T0\
=  rW
i= l
Thus a finite co-index group T  of G gives rise to a sequence tn, t n_ i , . . . ,  t\  with 
the following properties:
1- | T : G |  =  n * w
2. Gi = (ti: U -1, . . . ,  ti)  for i = 1, . . .  n
Now we turn  the problem around. Suppose instead of being given an overgroup T  
of G of finite co-index, we are given a sequence ti 6 G f  — Gf_x for i =  1, 2, . . . ,  n. 
We address the question of determining when there is a group T  such th a t G < /  T  
which will give rise to this sequence. The first two lemmas are sufficiently similar 
to the subgroup case th a t we omit their proofs.
L e m m a  3.2. Let G be a torsion-free nilpotent group and with central series (3.1) 
as above. Suppose that ti € G f — Gf_x for i = 1, . . . ,  n. Define
L i =  { $ ‘*1 -1  It# e  z  for  j  = 1, . . . ,  i}.
Suppose further that the sequence U is reduced and the set Li is a subgroup of G 
Then
T  =  (tn, . . . , t  i)
has the property that Ti = T  0  G f  =  Li and ti is the minimal element of T i. 
L e m m a  3.3. Let G be a torsion-free nilpotent group and with central series (3.1)
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as above. Suppose that U G G f  — Gf_x for i =  1 , . . . ,  n. Define 
Ti = { t f t j l ' i  t f  Yij e  z  for j  =  1, . . . ,  i}.
Suppose further that the sequence U is reduced. Then for each i = 1 ,2, . . . ,  n, Ti 
is a subgroup of G® if and only if  [£*, tk] £ T<_i for all k = 1, . . . ,  i — 1.
Note th a t we have not yet addressed the question of how to enforce the fact tha t 
G < f T. We must impose some extra conditions to do this. The basic condition 
we need is th a t Xi G 7b However we may express this as follows,
L em m a  3.4. Let G and tn, £n_ i , . . . ,  t\ be as above such that T  — (tn, £n_ i , . . . ,  t\) 
is a subgroup ofG®. I f
(1.) = a ~ l for all i and ai G Z
(2.) x ~ l t f %'%) G Tj_i for all i =  2 , 3 , . . .  n
then T  is an overgroup of G of co-index,
| r : G |  =  n ^ .
1= 1
Proof. We note th a t once we have shown th a t G < T  we may use the above 
analysis to conclude tha t
1=1
Thus it remains to show G < T ,  th a t is,
(Xm %n—1} • • • ? * l^) 5; T.
So it suffices to show th a t Xi G Ti for every i. Hence for fixed i we note th a t (1) 
means th a t
t p  = ( ^ ‘T 1’ • • =  *  • ( « r 2’< )
for some 9i G Q Then condition (2) will ensure tha t
( x l ^ x ^ x l 1) e  Ti_!
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so th a t X{ G Ti. Hence we are done. □
3.2 The Co-index Zeta Function of
We now wish to calculate the co-index zeta function of C ^ .  We do this in two 
ways: using the above method and utilising the duality theorem  of finite abelian 
groups. The second of these two proofs is more elegant bu t the first is included 
to illustrate this effective technique for use when the more elegant methods do 
not apply.
Theorem  3.5. Let G = C ^  then
Ca(s) =  Ca(s) =  C M C ( « -  <2 +  1 ) .
Before this however we prove the following (easier) case:
Lemma 3.6. Let G =  then
Cg (s) =  C g M  =  C(s)C(s -  1 ) .
Proof. Let G = (x,y)  = C ^ . Then the upper central series for G is
1 <G.
We refine this to
Go — 1 <3 G\ = (y) <  G 2 =  (^j y) — G.
Next we form the M al’cev completion for G. We observe th a t as G ~  Z 2 and 
th a t (Z2)® =  Q2 we have GQ ~  Q2.
We wish to count finite index overgroups of T  of G and so we seek valid bases 
of these overgroups. T hat is we wish to find t 2 = G G ? — G? and
t\ =  aq1’1 G G f such that:
1. t 2, t i  is reduced
2. T2 =  {t^tWa, b G Z} and Ti =  {t\\c  G Z} are groups, i.e [t2, t\] G Ti
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3. *i,i =  £ and t 2 ,2 =  ^ for a ,  j3 G Z -  {0}
4. e  Ti.
As we are dealing with an abelian group condition (2) is trivial. Condition (3) 
tells us we must have
.02 x ]
*1 =  x\
t 2 =  X% X {  
1
and then condition (4) ensures tha t
=  x ^ i x ^ x j ) 0 
= x f z T u
in other words we must have th a t M  — ^  f°r some A G Z.
It remains to consider when *2, *1 will be reduced. As we must have th a t *1 Cq t ^ 1 
we need « G N .  Similarly t 2 Cq *2 1 means th a t
_ 1 1
*2,2
th a t is, we need ft G N. Being reduced also means th a t
t 2 Cq t 2 t f 1 ,
so we have
-  -  ± -  
X% x j  Cq X 2 X \
In order for this to hold we must have
7 - < q  7 ±
a
We break this into two cases 7 < 0 and 7 > 0. If 7 <  0 we must have th a t
7 7  -  -  (3-2)a
7 -<q 7 + “ - (3.3)a
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As 7 — ^ is more negative than 7 it is clear (3.2) holds. For (3.3) we need
1
7 > 7 +  — a
which cannot happen.
So it must be the case th a t 7 >  0 and then we consider when
7 -<q 7 -  -  (3-4)a
7 -<q 7 + “ - (3-5)a
It is clear th a t (3.5) holds as we are only dealing with positive numbers. For (3.4) 
to  hold we must have tha t
7 — — < 0 
a
so th a t
0 <  7 <  —. 
a
We know from above th a t
P'y = — for some A G Z 
a
or equivalently a/37 G Z.  This allows us to write
A
7 ~  aP
for some A G Z. Thus we have the condition
ap a
and hence
0 < A < p.
Thus for a given a  and we have (3 distinct choices for 7 .
Therefore we have tha t
t 2 = x i  x[
t i  =  X?
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is a good basis if a ,  (3 G N and 7  =  ^  for 0 <  A <  ft. Thus,




We now use a more elegant method to prove the theorem. Firstly we recall the 
duality theorem for finite abelian groups.
Theorem  (D uality Theorem  of F in ite A belian G roups). Suppose that we 
have a finite abelian group G. LetG* = { f \ f  : G —> C—{0}, /  a homomorphism}. 
Now G* has a natural group structure and and G ~  G*.
Corollary 3.7. I f  G is a finite abelian group then the number of subgroups of 
index m  is the same as the number of subgroups of size m,.
Proof Let G be a finite abelian group. Then, by the structure theorem for finite 
abelian groups we have
G ~  Cdl x Cd2 x • • • Cdt
where 1 < di\di+i for all 1 < i < t (for more details see, for example, [ST00, 
Theorem 2.4.2]). Now we have th a t
G* = Hom(G, C )
and we know th a t Hom(G, C*) will respect x so th a t
(A  x B f  ~  (A* x B*)
(where the isomorphism is natural). Thus it suffices to prove the theorem in the 
case where G is a cyclic group. Let G = Cn, and note th a t the operation of 
forming G* inverts the lattice of G, thus proving the corollary. □
Proof of Theorem 3.5. As ~  Z d we prove the result for Z d.
Let A = Z d and U =  ~  Q1. We seek the number of overgroups B of A such
th a t A <f B < U  and \B : A\ =  m for some fixed m G N. Let
C  — — A  =  { ( — , — , . . . ,  — ) \ai G Z for z =  l , 2 , . . . ,  d \  
m l V m r a m /  J
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and observe that we have an epimorphism,
0 : C  —y j  niZi
i-> (fli mod m, 02 mod m , . . . ,  mod m).
m m  m
This map has kernel, Ker# =  , 12^ L)} =  A  so th a t
C /A  ~  © jLiZ/m Z.
If D < C /A  and |D | =  m, then we have tha t D = E / A  for some unique E  with 
A  < E  < U .  Thus we need to understand subgroups of C /A  of order m  and then 
we can count overgroups of A  of co-index m. We now apply the duality theorem 
of finite abelian groups to C /A
This tells us th a t
{ClA)  ~  (C M )* .
In other words this allows us to count the number of subgroups of index m  instead 
of the number of subgroup of order m. Thus we need only calculate the number of 
groups F  such th a t A  <  F  < C  and \C : F\ = m. However if \C : F\ =  m  we have 
th a t m C  < F  and m C  = A  < F  so th a t we need only consider F  < C  such tha t 
\C : F\ = m. As C  =; A  (using the map ( J ,  *  . . . ,  * )  ^  (S£S, , . . . ,  )
the number of groups of co-index m  to A  is the same as the number of subgroups 
of A  of index m  so th a t
Cc5,(s) =  Cc&M =  C(a)C(«- l ) - " C ( s - d  +  l )
as required. □
Thus, as we are writing a^up ^  as a ^ d we have,
Corollary 3.8. a ^ d =  a Cd =  dlc d ^
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3.3 The Co-index Zeta Function of Ff
We now seek the co-index zeta function for the free nilpotent group of class 2 on 
2 generators, the so-called Heisenberg group. Recall th a t
H  = F% = (x , y , z \ [ x , y ] 2, [x,z] = [y,z] = 1).
We know from [Smi83, Theorem 1.3] and our earlier calculations th a t
_  C(s)C(s-l)C(2s~2)C(2s-3)
C(3s-3)
so th a t a n  = 2.
T h e o re m  3.9. Let
H  = (x, y, z\[x, y] =  z, [x, z] = [y, z] =  1)
then
Q p(s) =  C(«)C(2* -  l)C(2s -  2).
We note th a t it is somewhat surprising th a t the upwards formula is ‘nicer’ than 
the downwards formula. Of course ‘nicer’ is very subjective, and just relates to 
the appearance of the formula. We also note th a t both formulas contain the 
factor of £(s)C(2s — 2).
Proof. Let U =  H® be the M al’cev completion of the Heisenberg group. We note 
th a t we can write every element in U as x ay bz c for some a, 6, c G Q. We also 
observe th a t in U we have
( x a y bZC) • ( X dy ez f ) =  x o-+dyb+ez c + f - b d
(xaybz°)n = x naynbz nc- t i )°b 
(x aybz c)~1 =  x~ay~bz~c~ab.
We wish to count the number of overgroups T  of H. The upper central series of 
H  is
1 < ( z ) < H
which we refine to
1 <  (z) < (V, z) <  (x, y , z )  = H
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and we label (z) = Hi ,  {y, z)  = H 2 and H  = JT3. We seek valid bases for 
overgroups of T. T hat is we wish to find a good basis h , t 2, t i  such tha t
1. t3 €  H 3® -  H ?, h  € H 2  -  h  6 H ? -  {1}
2. t 3, t 2, t i  reduced
3. Ti =  (ti), T2 = (tu t2), T3 =  (tu t2, t 3) are groups
4. Uj = 1/ai  for some aj G Z
5. x ~ lt f  G T2 and y~ H ?  G Tx
(this is ju st applying the conditions for a good basis). Hence let
t3 = x a~l y 13 z y 
t 2 = y 5~l z£
ti = z x~'
so th a t we have fulfilled condition (1) and we note th a t to meet condition (4) we 
must pick a, 5, A G Z. In fact a, 6, A G N, as otherwise the basis would not be 
reduced. Clearly 7\ and T2 are groups and if
[^ 3 ? fa] £ T2
we will have T3 being a group. Now,
[t3, t 2] = \xa~X y t  z1 , y b~X z e)
— [xa 1y ^ , y 5 *] as z  is central 
=  z {a6)~ \
Hence we need tha t
(a:5)-1 =  /A-1 or A =  laS 
for some I g Z .  For t3, t 2, ti  to  be reduced we need t3 to  be such th a t
£3 Cq
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that is we need
P /3 -  (T 1 (3.6)
and/? -<q P + 5~l . (3.7)
We consider two cases. Firstly if /? <  0 we need (as £-1 >  0)
/3 -*(q B +  5 1
i.e. as {3 < 0 we need ft +  <5_1 < P and this is clearly false. Thus we must have
P >  0. Hence (3.7) is clearly true and we only need check th a t
P <q P ~  S ' 1
th a t is we must have P — 5~1 < 0 and so we insist th a t
0 < P < 5 - \
Similar arguments will show th a t we will also need
0 <  7 , e <  A-1
if t 3 , t 2 , t i  is to be reduced. Finally we need to  satisfy condition (5),
y~l t52 G Ti and G TV
Firstly we note th a t
y - lt{ = y - l - y z Sc e T l = (zx~l )
if Ss = |  for some a G Z. Thus we need A5e G Z or equivalently we need 6 = 
for some a G Z.
Similarly we have
=  x- 1 • x i /“ V 7- ( 1)a ' 1'3 e  T 2
if
ya0z cr,-(%)a-'0 _  fy c
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so we need
a/3 = b5 and (3.8)
cry — [ ^ ) a ~ l(3 =  fe +  cA-1 . (3.9)
For (3.8) we need th a t a(35 G Z so th a t we set f3 =  ^  for some 5 G Z. To meet
the condition (3.9), as b is now fixed as above we need
cry — a  1(3 — be — c \  1 =  0
th a t is we need
a ( a  — 1)(3\ , . „
0:7 A   ----------- be A € Z.
' 2a
Thus t3, t 2 , t i  is a good basis if it meets the above conditions. We now fix a, 5 
and A (such th a t A =  lad for some I € Z) and we ask how many good bases this 
choice will give us. As we have
L
P = —  and 0 < P <  £_1 
ad
we can pick 0 <  b <  a  and so we have a  valid choices for /3. Similarly as,
e =  and 0 <  e < A-1
dX
we have 5 choices for e. Finally we need th a t
a ( a  — l )6X , % „
a j X   ----------- beX G Z
1 2 a
and 0 <  7 <  A so if we set
. a (a  -  1)(3X
a jX  = i H  ----------- beX
2a
for some i G Z we see th a t
1 ( .  ( a -  1)0X , x .
— t e A i -
As 0 < 7 <  A 1 we need to know when
0 <  ( i  +  ~ _  beX\  <  A- i
aX \  2 )
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that is when
0 <  ^  +  ( a  —^ 1)IA _  teA^ ^  a
Hence we need to know |(Z +  d) fl (0, a]| for d =  — feA. Clearly the size
of this set is a. Thus we have a 2d choices for good basis of index subject to 
the condition th a t A =  lad. for I G Z. So,
E E E  (a6\ )~sa 2S
C//P ( s ) =  q£N 5eN AGN
A =  lad  for some I G Z
As we know we have an Euler product formula for this zeta function we now 
switch to considering this for a given prime p G V.  Hence we consider
oo oo oo
Aj>,up/ ■, _  E E E  ( p w r w
SH VS J a=0 d=0 1=0 
cl T d /
and we then have
a pw  =  n ^ upw -
per
If we let i = a +  d so we have, 0 <  a < i < I so th a t d — i — a and we fix the 
condition th a t a +  d < I. Thus we have
00 l i
< supw  =  E E E w v i ' V V " 1
1=0 i= 0  a=0  
00 I i
=  E E E ^ ' p ' ^ ^ p 1
1=0 i = 0 a=0  
00 I i
=  E E E p ~ ly (l~s)pa-
1—0 i = 0 a=0
As we need infinite sums, we alter the above to our advantage by summing over 




c§upw  =  E E E p ' V (1" V
1=0 i= 0 a=0
oo I oo oo I oo
= E E X > " V (1- V  -E E E  p~‘v (1~s)pa
1=0 i= 0  a=0 Z=0 a = i+ l
oo I oo oo I oo
=  EEX>_!y(1~v-EE E p_v (1-v+m
Z=0 i= 0 a=0 Z=0 2=0 6=0,
a = i+ l+ 6
oo I oo /  oo I oo \
= EEE p'V'-v -p EEE p - l s p i ( 2 - s ) p b I p  1Qj 
Z=0 2=0 a=0 \  Z=0 2=0 6=0 /
where we have set a = i +  1 +  b and sum over b for 0 to oo. If we now consider 
the first term  in the above and again we change the sum m ation to sum over all 
i and subtract the invalid ones we have,
oo l oo o o o o o o  o o o o o o
E E Ep"'V<1_sy = E E Ep'V(1-sV -E E  x y v 1-v
Z=0 i= 0 a=0 1=0 i=0 a=0 1=0 i= l+ 1 a=0
oo oo oo




1=0 j= Q ti= l-\- l+ j a= 0
cp(s)<?(s -  1) oo oo oo
(1  — p )
v 1=0 j —0 a=0
where again we have put i = I +  1 +  j .  Hence we have
oo t oo
-  P O O P t *  - * )  _  P (1~ 8)c p ( ^  -  1 ) C P ( 2 «  - 1 )E E E f - v - y -  , , (1 ,
z=o 2=0 a=o \ y j  \  y j
Returning to the second term  of (3.10) we see th a t
/  oo l oo \
p ( E E E p " V (2- v j  =
p  ( c"(srr_2)?(s) - p(2“s) E EEp'(2“2v (2-v
V  ^ V ' 1=0 j= 0  6=0
where again we have switched from summing i =  0 to  / to summing over all i
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and subtracting off the invalid values. Hence we now have, combining the above
_ POOPO* -1 ) p {1~sK p(s -  i)C?(2s - 1)
Cff u  (1 - p )  (1 - p )
cp(^ -  2)Cp(a) 3_,Cp( 2 ^ - 2 ) C ^ - 2 )
P ( 1 - p )  P ( 1 - P )
=  ^ y [ C ^ - l ) - PC ^ - 2)]
+ t w )  [p2cP(s -  2)c?(2s -  2) _  c" (s _  1)c" (2s -  1)b - n )
If we consider
1 pCp( s _ 1) _ K p(s _ 2) =
( l — p i - s )  (1 — P2~s)
_  1 — p2~s — p  +  p2~s
(1 — p 1_s)( l  — p2~s)
(1 ~ P )
(1 — p1-s)(l — p2-s)
=  (1 — P)CP(-5 — l)CP(-5 — 2),
we see th a t (3.11) becomes
(1 -  P K p( s K p{s -  l)Cp(s ~ 2)
C&up(s) =
( 1 - P )
+  ( f = ^ )  [p2C” (s “  2)C” (2S “  2) “  CP(S “  lK P (2 s  "  : ) ]
= CP(®)CP(® — i)Cp(s — 2)
+ ( f r ^ )  [p2c?(s “  2)c”(2s “ 2) “  c”(s “ 1)CP(2s “ -(3-12)




(1 — p2~s)( 1 — p2~2s) (1 — p 1-s)( l — p l~2s)
p2( 1 — p 1_s)( l — p 1-2s) — (1 — p2~s){ 1 — p2~2s)
(1 — p2~s)( 1 — p2~2s)( 1 — p 1_s)( l  — p l~2s) 
p2 — p3~s — p3~2s p4-3s — (1 — p2~2s — p2~s H- p4~3s)
(1 — p2_s) ( l — p2_2s)( l — p 1_s)( l  — p l~2s)
(1 -  p)( 1 -  p ^ j - l  - p -  p 1' 3)
(1 — p2~s){ 1 — p2_2s)( l  — p1_s)( l — p l~2s)
_____________(i - p ) ( - i  - v ~ p l~s)_____________
Cp(s — i ) ( i  — p2~s)( l  — p2_2s)( l  — p1-s) ( l  — p 1_2s)
(i - p ) ( - i  -  p - p i_s)
Cp(s -  1)
So (3.12) becomes
■C^s -  2)<?(2s -  2)Cp(s -  l)Cp(2s -  1).
CSup(s) =  Cp(s)Cp(^  -  1)CP(« -  2)
+ p l n i -p K - i^ -P z P 1 S)< p[s _  2)CP(2s _ 2)c„(2s _
= W ( » - l ) ? ( » - 2)
-(1 + p  +  p 1- s)p1- ’C p ( s  -  2)CP(2S -  2)C”(2s -  1)
= Cp(s ~  2) [C(s)Cp(s -  1) -  (1 + p  + p1- s)p1- sCp(2s -  2)CP(2s -  1)]
1 p1_S(l + p  +  P1_S)
=  CP( * - 2) (1 — p~s)( l — p 1-s) (1 — p2-2s) ( l — p l~2s) _
cp(s -  2)
(1 — p2_2s)(l — p1-2s)(l — p~s)( 1 — p l~s)
[(I -  p2~2s -  p l~2s + p3~*s)
- p 1_s(l +  P +  P1_s)(l -  P~s ~ P1-5 +  P1_2s)] •
Now we notice th a t
p l~s(1 +  p +  p 1- 3) (1 -  p~s -  p l~s +  p 1- 23) =
p l~s +  p2~s — p3~2s — p1_2s — p2~2s -f p3_4s.
So th a t
(1 -  p2~2s - p l~2s + p 3-4s) - p 1_s(l +  p + p1-s)( 1 - p _s - p 1_s + P 1_2s)
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becomes
(1 ~ p l~s ~ p 2~s + p 3~2s) = (1 - p 1_s) ( l  ~ p 2~s). 
Hence we have th a t
(i - p '-'X i - p2- )
<$"PW  =  <p( s - 2) (1 — p2_2s)( l  — p 1-2s) ( l  — p _s) ( l — p 1-s) 
-  Cp(5)Cp(2 5 -1 )C p( 2 s - 2 ) .
Then taking this as a product over all primes yields




o $  -  3/2
We note th a t this abscissa is lower than th a t for the downwards zeta function of 
the Heisenberg group, which has a n  =  2.
3.4 The Co-index Zeta Function of %-groups
We now wish to calculate the co-index zeta function for other T-groups of class 2 
and Hirsch length 3. These groups G (sometimes called %-groups) are classified 
up to isomorphism by the single numerical invariant \Z(G) : 72(G)! and may be 
presented as
(x ,y ,z \[x ,y \  = z \ [ x , z ]  = [y , z } = 1)
for some t G N. For convenience we will denote such a group by Ht. Clearly Ht 
has upper central series
1 < (z) < Ht 
as Ht/Z(H) ~  Z 2. We refine this to 
1 ^  Gi  ^  G2 ^  G 3 =  Ht
where G\  =  Z(Ht) and G2 = (y , z). So to count overgroups T  of Ht in its M al’cev 
completion U = we need to consider possible good bases which can occur 
for such T. We pick a candidate possible basis £3, £2,^1 with t i  G G® — as
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follows
t3 =  xa yP z1
t2 =  2Is zc
<1 =  ZA.
Now to be a suitable good basis, £3,£2,£i must to satisfy
1. h , t 2,t i  reduced
2. Ti is a group for z =  1, 2,3, i.e, [£*, tk] € Ti_i for k < i
3. Q!_1, <5_1, A-1 G Z
4. a;-1#* G T2 and y~lt 52 G Ti.
Condition (3) says th a t a - 1,<$- 1,A-1 G Z. Given this fact we relabel the expo­
nents a, 5, and A to be a -1 , J -1 , A-1 as follows
h  =  z Q_1 y fi 
£2 =  y5"1
tx =  ^ ' 1.
We now check condition (2). Firstly note th a t [£3,^1] =  [£2,£i] =  1 as z  is central. 
We also observe tha t
[£3, h] = £3 1£J1^ £2 =  z ~ta~1/?-
If we are to have
z -ta-'6-' e Ti =  {ZX~')
we require th a t £ a r15“ 1 =  aA_1 for some a G Z (or £A =  aa5).
Thus it remains to check conditions (1) and (4). We show (1) first, i.e th a t 
£3, £2, £1 are reduced. Thus for i =  1, 2,3 we check
a. ti Cq £j
b. ti Q q > £j£“ for j  < i and a G {1, —1}.
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To meet condition (a) it is sufficient to have a , <5, A € N. For condition (b) we 
note tha t,
£3^2 =  xOL~l y ^ +5~l zl+£
t 3t2 1 = x a 1 yP 6 1 z1 £
t2t\ =  y° ~ z6 * ~£+A *
t 2t 11 = y 6 z £ x \
So to have t3 Cq t 3t2 and t3 Cq £3t2 1 we need
P -<q P +  ^_1 and 
P -<q P ~ 8 ~ l .
We consider the two cases when p < 0 and P > 0. Firstly if P <  0, then we must 
have th a t both
P +  6-1 < P and 
P - 8 - 1 < P
and clearly this cannot happen. Thus we must have p > 0. In this case we need
•  p +  £_1 < /?, and
•  either
— P < P — (5-1 if P — 5_1 > 0, or
-  p -  5 - 1 < p if p  -  5 - 1 <  0.
Clearly P P — 6 1 so we must have p — 5 1 <  0. We deduce th a t
0 <  p < 5 ~ \
Similar arguments allow us to show th a t t3, t2> h  are reduced when
a , 8 , \  e  N, 0 <  P <  £_1, 0 <  7 , e < A-1 .
Thus is remains to determine exactly when condition (4) holds. Thus we need to 
ensure th a t both
x ~ lt J G T2 and 
y~H62 € Ti
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(as z 1t§ 1 =  1). If y 1t2 G Ti we need th a t
y - 1 • (y*“V )*  g Ti,
th a t is =  (zA 1)a. Thus it must be the case th a t sS = aA_1 or e6X G Z. 
Finally we check when x ~ l t% G T2. Now,
a;_1t3 =  rr-1 • {xya^ z 0,1-1^ 01
_ aPz a y - t ( * ) a ~ lP'
This will happen if we can find an appropriate a G Z such th a t
(2/“V'>'-‘(?)“"1'3) • t% e  Ti.
Such an a exists if we can write a£_1 =  — a/?, th a t is if G Z. Thus we need
z a 'y - t (^ ) a~ 1P . ^ a /3  ^  ^
which means th a t we require th a t
cry — — e5af5 =  cA_1
for some c G Z. Therefore we need,
cryA — t { ^ o T l f}\  — s5a{3\ =  c G  Z.
We know th a t 0 <  7 < A-1 , and so we reorganise the above,
7 =  T ( c  +  i ( ; ) / j  +  e*/j)
which enables us to count the valid choices for 7 .
Thus for t$ , t 2 , t i  to  be a good basis for an overgroup of co-index a5A, we need
tX = la{3, for some I G Z 
0 < /3 < <S-1 , afi5 G Z
0 <C 6 ^  A e8X G Z
0 < 7 <  A-1 , 7 =  ^  (c +  for some c G Z.
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We now wish to count the choices we can make for f3, 7 and e with a , 5 and A 
fixed. For (3, as we must have a/35 6 Z so
for some a € Z and as 0 <  [3 <  £ 1. This means th a t 0 < a < a  so th a t we have
a  choices for (3. Similarly for e we need
e =  for b G Z and 0 <  £ <  A-1 , 
oA
so th a t we have $ choices of e. Finally as
for some c G Z we are interested in the number of c such th a t
0 <  c +  t ( “)/3 +  £<$/? < a
This is just |(Z + d)n[0 , a ) | where d = c+t(^)/3-\-e5l3. Clearly |(Z + d)n[0 , a)\ = a. 
So for fixed a, 5, A we have a 25 choices of overgroups T  of this co-index. Thus 
the upwards zeta function for H t is,
EEE w e n
^Ht \S) = aGN 5eN AeN
tX = laP, for some I G Z
As this does not seem to lend itself to simplification, and we have an Euler product 
formula for the co-index zeta function of T-groups, we fix a prime p and try  to 
calculate C ^’P(S)* Let the p-part of t  be p9, the p-part of a  be p°, the p-part of 5 
be p6 and the p-part of A be pc, then this becomes,
00 00 00
Q p( s ) =  EEE (pVpTW
c—0 6=0 a=0 
O<a+6<c+0
If we now let i = a + b (so th a t b = i — a) we rewrite this sum as
00 c+ 6  i 00 c+ 0  i
or w = E E E(pV-v)-y v-“ = E E E ^)-w
c= 0  i—0 a= 0  c—0 i= 0  a = 0
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I f  w e  n o w  s w i t c h  f r o m  s u m m i n g  a =  1 t o  i t o  s u m m i n g  o v e r  a l l  a  a n d  s u b t r a c t i n g  
t h o s e  a > i w e  g e t
oo c+ 9  oo oo c+ 9  oo
Q ( s ) =  E E E ( p y ) ~ y y -  E E  E  ip 'pc)~5p ap'
c=0 i—0 a=0 c= 0 z=0 a = z+ l
oo c+ 9  oo oo c+ 9  oo
= J2(py)~spapl ^Z(plpc)~sp{l+1+e)pl
c=0 i= 0 a=0 c=0 i= 0  e=0
w h e r e  w e  h a v e  p u t  a =  e -\- i +  1 . I f  w e  n o w  u s e  a  s i m i l a r  t r i c k  w i t h  i in  t h e  f ir s t  
t e r m  wre  s e e  t h a t
oo oo oo oo oo oo
C ^ w  =  E E E ( ^ c) " W - E  E  E ( p V ) “ W
c=0 i = 0  a=0 c=0 i= c + 9+ \  a=0
oo c+ 6  oo
“ E E  E ( p 'p T > V p
=  - E E  £ y +c+*+y y p V + c + m
' P '  c= 0 j= 0  a=0
oo c+0 oo
- E E E ( p y ) " V y p
Cp(s)Cp(s -  l)
c=0 z=0 e=0  
oo oo oo
f l _ r t  - E E E / ^ V 1-  s\ p * p 2c) sp apPpc
'  P '  c=0 j= 0  a=0
oo c+0 oo
- E E E y p c)’ V y p
c=0 i= 0  e=0
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where we have set i = c +  0 +  1 + j .  If we now do the same trick on the last term 
of the above sum and tidy up we get,
Cp(s)Cp(s -  1) -  l)CP(2s -  1)
(1 -  p) (1 -  p)
oo oo oo oo oo oo
- E E E & V )  sp2ipep  +  E  E  E ( p > c ) - y y p
c=0 i= 0  e=0 c=0 i = c + 0 + 1 e=0
Cp(s)Cp(s -  1) / (1- s)p(1- s)C''(5 -  l)Cp(2s -  1)
(1 -  p) (1 -  p)
» C p(s 
(1  — p )
p r ( s ) ? ( , -  2) + g  g  g y+c+#+y)_y(3.+c+(,+Vp
c=0 j= 0  e=0
cp(s)cp(s - 1) penmens - 2)
( i - p )  ( i - p )
p fl( l  —s ) p ( l  —s ) ^ p ( g  _  l ) ^ » ( 2 g  -  1 )
(1 - p )
p6(2—^ )p(3—s)^p(2 g _  2)£p(s  -  2)
(1 - p )
+
We now begin to simplify the above by combining like term s
Cp(s)
( i - p )
p +
_ ( i —pi_s) ( i —p2-*)_ 
p9(2-S)p (3-S)£p(2s _  2)£p(s -  2) p»<1-*>p<1- ' )C’(s -  l)Cp(2s -  1)
(1 - p )
Cp(s)Cp(s -  l)Cp(s -  2)
(1 - p )
(1 - p )
[(1 - p 2 s - p + p 2 s] +
p»(2-.)p(3-«)^p(23 _  2)(P(S -  2) _  pg(i-» )p (i-» )^ (g  _  1)Cp(23 -  1) 
( 1 - p )  ( 1 - P )
= Cp(s)Cp(-s — 1)CP(S — 2) +
p»(2-«)p (3-«)^p(2g -  2)^P(S -  2) p ^ - ^ p ^ C ’is -  l)Cp(2s -  1)
(1 - p )  (1 - p )
=  (1 -  p e(2- s))Cp(5)C"(5 -  l )< p(s  -  2) +  
p9(2_,)Cp(2s -  1)CP(2s -  2) +
(p* _  1)p«(i-.)p ( i - . ) ^ ( 8 _  i)ff>(28 -  1)
( 1 - P )
This last step is computed using maple. We then have shown
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Theorem  3.11. Let H t G % then,
C£v(s) = (1 - / <2- s))Cz“S’pM  + / (2- s)c r ( s )
( /  -  -  lK ^ S s  - 1)
+  M  '
Now we have
^ ’3aP(^  =  ( l - p - ^ f i - p i - ^ f i - p 2-*) 3^'13^
and
^  P^ =  ( i —p-*) ( i —p1- 2*) ( i —p2- 2*) ■ 3^ ' 14^
From (3.14) we see th a t p ^ 2- ^C#up(s ) 1S a non-zero analytic function for s such
th a t R es  > 3/2. From (3.13) we have
1 _  r)0(2- s )
n  _  r)0(2_s) irp,up(rs>i -  p r p,up U P AZ3 -  ( l _ p 2 - s ) CjZ2
and then
1 _  ^0(2-s)
_ ^ _  =  1 + p 2-  +  . . . + p ( ^ ) ( 2-»)
is an analytic function for all s. Moreover C|’2UP(5) is an analytic for all s with 
R es >  1. Finally as we have th a t
_ i ) Cp(2s _  i)
is an analytic function for all s with Re s >  2. Thus we have shown th a t
csw = n <r
per
is analytic for all s with Re s > 2. Hence we have proved 
C o ro lla ry  3 .12. I f  G E H  then a up = 3/2.
3.5 Co-index Zeta Functions of Non-T-groups
We now attem pt to calculate the co-index zeta function for some other groups. 
We consider the plane crystallographic groups. This set of seventeen groups have
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T  ( C l ^ x K
Figure 3.1: The Crystallographic case
had their zeta functions explicitly calculated in [McD97] (and see also [dSMS99]).
one of these groups (bar one which is C ^ )  is nilpotent and all (again bar C ^ )  
have torsion. Thus we cannot use the M al’cev completion, for it does not exist. 
However some of these groups can be w ritten as split extensions, x K , for 
some appropriate finite group K .  We begin by giving a m ethod to calculate 
the co-index zeta function within the universe (C^o)® x K .  This m ethod closely 
mimics the method given for the subgroup case, see [McD97]. This however may 
not be the ‘best’ universe to choose, as to some extent we are ignoring growth in 
the “K  direction.”
Let C =  (x, y) and form the groups G = C^  x K  and U =  (C^)® x K .  We 
then seek groups L  such th a t G < /  L <11.
Suppose th a t (C ^ )Q < /  E  < U .  To enable us to count all finite co-index groups 
of G we firstly seek groups L  such tha t
.  L(C« )<* =  E
•  \L : G\ < oo
and then sum over all such E  to calculate the upwards zeta function.
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We already know how to describe T  >f C^  from previous analysis of this case. 
For groups L  as above to exists a necessary condition is th a t T < E .  We determine 
this by choosing elements X  of E  which generate E  modulo We can then
determine whether or not T  < E  by conjugation of a basis of T  by elements of X  
and testing for membership of T.
We now assume th a t T < E .  If L < E  such th a t L r l =  T  and L (C ^ )Q =  E
then there is a natural isomorphism between
E / ( C l f  and L / T
which will send preferred generators to preferred generators.
This process is reversible. Suppose we have elements Y  C 
E  in a distinguished correspondence with X  such th a t Y  
generates E  modulo T. Suppose further tha t corresponding 
elements coincide modulo (C^,)Q. Find a set of relations R  
for E K C ^ f ^  on the generating set X .  Let L  =  (Y , T ) and 
suppose th a t Y  satisfies R.  We can apply Von Dyck’s theorem 
to give us an epimorphism,
P : L / T  -> E / ( C 2J Q.
We know th a t E / i C ^ f ^  is a finite group and we also have th a t
E / ( C i f  ~  L / ( L  n  ( C l f ) .
The first isomorphism theorem tells us tha t
L / T /{Ker 0) ~  L / ( L  n (C ^ )Q)
thus we have th a t Ker f3 = 1 so th a t L  n  (C ^ )Q =  T  and hence E  =
We now use this method to a ttem pt to calculate the upwards zeta function for 
the crystallographic group pm which can be presented
pm =  ( x ,y ,m \[x ,y ] ,m 2,[x ,m ] ,ym = y~ l )
or w ritten as pm =  C x C2. Thus we have th a t U =  (C^)® x C2. Firstly we 
count groups G < /  L < U  such th a t Z/(C^)Q =  U  (that is we take E  = U). We
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note that if < T <  (C £,)** we have that
with a , c e N  and b = ^  with 0 < e < a. We pick a distinguished generator m  of 
£//(^oo)Q and observe th a t if T  < U  we must have,
(:xa~lyb)m G T  
( y ^ r  e  T.
We also need z  =  (m x dy e) with d, e G Q, such th a t z 2 G T. So overall we insist 
tha t,
(zfl' V ) ro =  x a~xy - b e T  (3.15)
(yc_1)m =  (3.16)
( m ^ V )2 =  x 2d € T. (3.17)
Observing th a t (3.16) is trivial and as T  is generated by x a~1y b and yc_1 we must
have th a t
x* 1v~b = (x“ 1yb)a(yc 7
x 2d = ( x ^ y ^ i y ^ Y
for a , f3, 7 ,6 G Z. Observe th a t to avoid over counting we must have 0 <  d < a~l 
and 0 <  e <  c_1. Hence we need to show the following equations hold
a 1 = a  • a 1 (3.18)
—b =  Q!-& +  /3’ C-1 (3.19)
2d =  7 - a " 1 (3.20)
0 =  7 .& +  <J.c- 1. (3.21)
Now (3.18) implies th a t a  =  1 which forces
— 2f
P = —2bc = —  
a
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so th a t e =  a or e =  §. Now (3.20) tells us th a t
7 =  2 da
and if 2da G Z we must have d =  ^  or d =  It remains to  consider (3.21),
(5 =  —7 be.
As <5 G Z and 7 =  1,2 this forces e =  a if 7 =  1 or we can have e = a or e =  |  if 
7 =  2.
Thus if d =  d- we must have e =  a and if d =  -  we can have both of e =  a or2a a
However we still only have the condition th a t 0 <  e < c~l leaving us with a 
countable number of choices for e. Thus we cannot write down the co-index zeta 




Norm al and Co-normal Zeta 
functions
We now introduce a new zeta (and co-index zeta) function, the Normal Zeta 
function. The idea for this stems from the fact th a t zeta functions themselves may 
not encapsulate the information about a group th a t is of interest in a particular 
context. We will in §4.1 introduce the normal zeta function and give some results 
about it, before proceeding to the co-normal zeta function case.
4.1 Normal Zeta functions
We first make a definition.
D e fin itio n  ([Sm i83, D e fin itio n  1.6]). Let G be a finitely generated group. The 
normal zeta function of G is
C2M  =  £  \G : H \ -  = a,nn~a
H < f G
where an = an(G) = { H \H  < G , \ G : H \ =  n}.
As with the zeta function, we may relax the condition th a t G is finitely generated 
if for some other reason we know th a t each an is finite. We can also show the 
following, as noted in [Smi83],
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Lem m a 4.1. Let G G T , then we have
C3M  =  I I ^ W
per
where
< s »  =  E  iG :  *  r -
H < f G 
\G:H\a p-power
Proof. Let H  < /  G. We seek a collection of groups
K  =  {K„\KV < G, \G : K p\ =  px",p  € V }
such th a t C\KpeicKp =  H  and K p = G for all but finitely many primes p  G V.  To 
do this we use some of the theory of isolators. Let p  G V  and define 7r = V  — {p}. 
Set
K p = I q (H) — {9 £ G\m  G N, m  a 7r-number , G iL}
th a t is K p is the 7r-isolator of H  in G. We firstly note th a t K P< G  since if k G K p 
then
{g-l kg)m =  g - ' k T g
for m  a 7r-number such th a t km G H.  Thus we have g~1krng G H  as iL <  G and 
so by definition of K p we have (g~lkg) G i^p.
We recall the fact th a t U N  < f G  then N  is 7r-isolated if and only if G / N  is 7r-free. 
Thus we have th a t
|G : Kp\ =  px”
for some Ap G N as K p is 7r-isolated. Hence, we also know th a t if p \  |G : H\ then 
K p = G. Thus we have formed the desired collection JC and so have shown the 
existence of the desired Euler product. □
We now find the normal zeta function of the groups for which we have zeta 
functions. First of all (and easiest), as C*, is abelian, we have
P ro p o s it io n  4.2. Let G = C ^ ,  then
Cg M  =  Cg ( s ) =  C ( s ) C ( s -  1 )  • •  - C ( s -  d +  1 ) .
C o ro lla ry  4.3. Let G = C t h e n  =  d.
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(Where is the abscissa of convergence of Cg (s)-)
Next we consider ^-groups. We recall th a t if H  < G then it must be the case 
th a t [G, H] < H.  As we will be dealing with finitely generated groups, we can 
test this condition by considering [g, h] for all generators g of G  and h of H.  
Thus given a group G G TL, with G =  (x, y , z\[x, y] = z l , [x, z] = [y, z] = 1) and a 
subgroup H  given by a good basis
we must test when
[x, x ay^z1] € H , [x, y 6ze] G H , [y, x ay /3z7] G H  and [y, y sze] G H
(as z  is central). Thus using conditions th a t the above will give and combining 
them  with the good basis proof of the zeta function of G  we can calculate the 
following results first given in [Smi83].
Theorem  4.4. [Smi83, Theorem 1.5] Let G =  F] then we have
CSM = CMC(a-l)C(3»-2).
Corollary 4.5. Let G — then = 2.
We can also do this for the other %-groups,
Theorem  4.6. [Smi83, Theorem 1.6] Let G G Ti with G — (x,y ,z\[x ,y]  = 
z l , [x, z] = [y, z] = 1). I f  the p th-part of t is pe then
C2 ( 3 )  =
Corollary 4.7. Let G €TL then = 2.
4.2 Co-normal zeta functions
We now introduce a new kind of co-index zeta function.
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D efinition. Let G be a finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group. The normal 
co-index (or co-normal) zeta function of G is
C upM  =  E  lT : G l"s
G < T < G Q 
|T:G|<oo 
G < T
where G i s  the Mal’cev completion of G.
We aim to calculate the normal co-index zeta function explicitly for groups which 
we have co-index zeta functions. Firstly, if G = Zn we have G® ~  Q” which is 
abelian and so the following is immediate.
Proposition  4.8. C z ^ P( s ) =  CzP(5) =  Cz«(s).
Corollary 4.9. Let G = Zn then o up,< =  n.
(Where as always a up,<1 is the abscissa of convergence of £up,<(s).)
We next observe th a t we have an Euler product for Cz”UP(s )- The Pro° f ls as tha t 
of the Euler product for C M  and we omit the details.
Lemma 4.10. Let G £ T ,  then we have
c upm = n
pev
where
c§« 'up(S) =  e  \T  ■ ° \ ~ s-
G < f T
\t -.g \ a p-pow er
4.3 Co-normal zeta function of T~i-groups
We now consider Cg’UP(5) f°r ^-groups. We have already determined conditions 
which allow us to calculate CgP(5) f°r suc^ groups. Hence we must determine 
when a finite co-index overgroup T  of G £ Ti has the property th a t G <  T.
Lemma 4.11. Let G £ TL, i.e. G =  (x, y, z\[x, y] = z t , [x,z] = [y,z] = 1) for
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some t G N. Let G < T  < GQ with T  described by the good basis,
x a 1 yP z1
y 6' 1 z £
(note that we say nothing about the values of a, (3,^,6, e, A we only assert that 
the above is a good basis). I f
G G
then G < T.
Proof. I f  G < T  t h e n  fo r  e a c h  g e n e r a t o r  g o f  G a n d  h o f  T  w e  m u s t  h a v e  gh G G 
o r  e q u i v a l e n t l y  [<7 , h] G G. T h i s  i s  w h a t  w e  n o w  c h e c k .
Firstly note th a t z  is central and so we need not check generators just involving 
powers of z. Thus we only have to consider when
[x,xa~1ypz'1], [x,y5~lze], [y,xa~1ypz'1] G G.
So,
[x,xa l y ^ z 1] =  (x 1)(x a xy ^z  7 ta 1^ ) (x ) (xa 1y^z1) 
= (x~^a 1^ )(x^a I + 1^ ?/^2:7)
_  z ~ ta  xp  p z - t ( - P ( a  : + l) )  
=  Z*
[x,ys V ]  =  (x l ){y ‘ l z  e)(x)(ys V )  
=  z ts- 1
[y,xa V z 7] =  {y ^ ( x  “ ' y  13z  7 ta 1/3)(y) (xa ' y ^ z7)
=  Z <
—fa -1
  J - t a  1/3 - 2ta  1+ t(yS + l)a
Z
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Hence we need z  ta 1, z t^ , z tS 1 G G.  □
We now use this lemma to calculate the normal co-index zeta functions for these 
groups.
T h e o re m  4.12. Let G be the Heisenberg Group (i.e. G — F f  = (x ,y ,z \[x ,y \  = 
z, [x,z] = [y,z\ = I)),  then
£'upto = cw.
C o ro lla ry  4 .13. Let G =  F2 then a^p,< = 1.
Proof. We know th a t if T  > G then T  is given by a good basis




a, 6, A e N  (4.1)
A =  lad for some I G Z (4.2)
0 < ( 3 <  J _1 and a/35 G Z (4.3)
0 < e < A-1 and sSX G Z (4.4)
0 <  7 < 5_1 and 7 — ^  (c +  (2) ^  +  PSeA) for some c G Z. (4.5)
We now use Lemma 4.11 to determine when such a T  has the property th a t G < T .  
So we need
z a~ \ z ? , z 8~l G G
(as t = 1). This means th a t we must have a  1,j316 1 G Z. As a  G N and a  1 G Z
we must have a  = 1. Similarly we must have 5 =  1.
From condition (4.3) we see th a t we must have
0 < /3 < 5-1 =  1 and a/35 = (3 G Z, 
in addition to the fact th a t f3 G Z to force T > G .  Thus we can only choose (3 = 1.
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For condition (4.4) where we have
0 <  e <  A-1 and e \  E Z.
We firstly note th a t we may set e — f  for some a E Z and then as
0 <  e = y  <  A-1
the only valid choice we have is a =  1. Now we need to  consider the valid choices 
for 7 . We have,





0 <  7 =  ~ (c  +  1) <  A 1 A
0 <  c + l  <  1.
Thus we are forced to fix c =  0 and so have a single choice for c.
Hence we must have a good basis as follows,
x y z1 
V z x 
z*-1
where 7 is fixed (as above) and A E Z. Hence we have a single co-normal over­
group of each co-index so tha t
-0>UP ( 0\ —c r pw = c ( s ) .
□
T h e o re m  4 . 1 4 .  Let G E % with G = (x , y, z\\x, y\ = z t1 [x, z] =  [y, z] = 1) (with 
f  E N and t > 1), then
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C orollary 4.15. Let G G % then olq'^ = 1.
Proof. As above we have th a t if T  > G then T  is determined by a good basis,
.a - l
y s 1
such th a t
a, 6, A G N (4.6)
tX = lad for some I G Z (4.7)
0 < f3 < S~l and a{35 G Z (4.8)
0 < e <  A-1 and sSX G Z (4.9)
0 < 7 < £_1 and 7 =  ^  (c +  t ( “) 77 +  fiSeX) for some c G Z (4.10)
We now impose the conditions of Lemma 4.11, th a t is we insist th a t 
so th a t G <  T.
As a  G N and as the above conditions mean th a t t o r 1 G Z we must have a  = t. 
Similarly we have th a t 5 = t. If we now consider condition (4.7) this becomes
tX = It2 <£=>• X = It
for some I G Z. We must also ensure th a t G G, in other words, t(3 G Z. We
also note condition (4.8) th a t is
0 < / ? <  and =  t2/3 G Z.
Hence, as if £/3 G Z then t2/3 G Z, we can just consider when t{3 G Z, in other 
words when /? =  |  for some a G Z. Thus,
0 <  — <  <5_1 =  — 0 < a <  1
t ~  t
which forces a =  1 and thus
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We next check condition (4.9), which in light of the above becomes,
0 <  e < A 1 and teA E Z.
As te A E Z we will have e =  ^  for some b E Z so th a t
0 <  4  <  A-1 0 < b < t .
tX ~
7 =
Finally we check condition (4.10),
^ x ( c + t ® ^ -  + P SeX)
1 (  m  A A6A
a  (  ( ^  +  A tv
1 /  *(*)(* -  DA 6
iA \  2t2 t
1 /  ( < - l ) A  6
tA ( C +  2 ~ ~  +  t
So we need tha t
1 (t — 1)A b
0 < 7 <  -r> Le- 0 < c H  -------\- -  < t .
A I  t
We wish to count the valid choices of c and so we wish to know |(Z +  d) D [0, t) |,
where d = This number is t and so we have t choices for 7 . So for an
overgroup T  > G to have the property T  >  G  we m ust have a good basis,
i  1 f — 1 >yx  y l z 7
i  1 £
y z
-A"1
where A = It for some I E Z, and we have t  valid choices for each of e and 7 . 
Hence
< r p(s) =  £ ( «  • t ■ t ) - ° ?
lez
lez
= t v - ^ a s ) .
□
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4.4 Co-normal Zeta Function of F %
We now attem pt to generalise these results to obtain C f^P(s) f°r certain values 
of c and n. (Recall th a t F , is the free nilpotent group on n  generators of class c, 
and th a t the upper and lower central series of these groups coincide). To begin 
with, let G = F£, so th a t G has central series,
1 ^  G\ ^  (j?2 ^  ■ * * 5^  Gc — G.
We note th a t G\ ~  for some d G N. Let GQ be the M al’cev completion of G.
We then have, using the obvious notation, upper central series
1 <  G ? <  G ? <  • • • <  G ? =  GQ.
for GQ with G f being the centre of GQ.
L em m a  4 .16 . Let G be as above, and let G\  < /  Z  <  G f. Then T  =  (G , Z ) = 
G Z  is such that G < /  T.
(Since |GZ : G\ = \Z : Z fl G|, and we have th a t Z n G  >  G i, it must be the case
th a t \Z  : Z  n  G| <  oo. Clearly G < T.)
We recall the following definition from [Smi83],
D e fin itio n . I f
oo oo
/(s)= ^ 2  a n n ~s and  g =  bnTi~s 
n = 1 n = l
with ai,bi € M, and a*, 6; >  0 /o r  all i G N i/ien z/ a* <  bi we write f ( s )  < g(s).
Thus we have, from the Lemma 4.16 above:
C o ro lla ry  4 .17.
where d = rank Z(F£).
(in fact this is true of any T-group). We note in passing th a t for the Heisenberg 
group (which is Ff)  we have already shown tha t
Q up(s) =  Cz(s) 
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and extend this result.
T h e o re m  4.18. Let F% be the free nilpotent group of class 2 on n generators. 
Then
c ^ w =<zr pw
where d = rank Z(F%).
C o ro lla ry  4.19. I f  G = F% and d = rank(Z (F 2)) =  d then =  d.
Proof Let G = F% = ( x i , x 2, . . .  , x n \[xi,Xj] = Zij,Zij  central, 1 <  i < j  < n)
(note tha t there are d =  (n— l) +  (n — 2)H h i =  n^~1^ n~2^ of the ziyj). If T  is an
overgroup of G of finite co-index, we have a good basis tn+d, tn+d-1, . . . ,  td, . . . ,  h  
such that,
j    t n + d ,n + d  tn + d ,n + d - 1 t n + d ,d + 1 tn + d ,d  tn + d ,  1
l n+d — d'Ti x n - l  ' ' ' X 1 z l,2 * ' ' z n - l , n




which meet the following conditions:
1. The sequence tn+d, £n+d-i> • • •, 1^ is reduced
2. Tj = {t*3t*3~i • • • ^i11a* G Z} is a group for j  =  1 , . . . ,  n  +  d
3. If tj = x 1-'3 x ' f f f 1 • • • Z i '1 then t j j  = for some Oj € N
4. x~xt°jj G Tj_i.
We note that 0 < tk j  < A- for n > > j  as the £n+d-i> • • •, is reduced.
If G < T,  then [G, T] <  G. As both T  and G are finitely generated, we test that 
[g, t\ G G for each generator g of G and t of T.  We note that
[Zj,tk] = [xi9ti] = 1
as Zj and ti are central for 1 < i < j  < n, 1 < A: <  n  and d > I > 1.
n + d—l — 'n—1 Xi ' 1,2
td = ,td,d' 1,2
U =
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Recalling P. Hall’s com m utator formulas,
[x,yz\ = [x,z][x,y]z 
[xy,z\ = [x,z]y[y,z\
we first check th a t [x2 , t d+i\ G G. For brevity we write,
. _  t d + i td + l  *d+l,d t d + l , d - l  t d + 1,1
f'd.+l — J'l * i t2 z l,3 ' * * z n - l , n
as
U+1 =  a?
where td+l)d+l =  £ and #  =  l , d Hence,
[z2,*d+i] =  [z2, z f l z I ]
=  [x2,Xi]a~X = Z ^ f 1
since zX is central. Hence we need a -1 G Z if [x2 , td+1] G G. We also require that 
o  G N so we see th a t a  = 1. We now check th a t
#1 * ^  -^ d =  ^d-1 • • • j l^)*
T hat is we require
7 _ *d+l,d *d+l,d-l *d+M_J.ad+ad-1
z  z l,2  z l,3  * ’ * z n —l,n  — cd cd - l  ’ * * C1
for some G Z. From the above conditions, we see th a t we must have
0 <  td+i,d <  td,d 
and td+i(d =  OLd • td,d
forcing us to choose a d =  1 and td+\,d to be fixed at tdjd. Next we must have,
0 < td+\,d- i  < ^d-i,d-i 
and td+l,di =  td,d- 1 +  ^d -l * ^d—l,d—1
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observing that as 0 <  td+i.d-i <  td - i , d - i  we will have,
td— l,d— 1 ^d+l,di td,d— 1 ^  ^d— l,d— 1
and so we are forced to select a d~i = 0 so th a t td+M_i is fixed. Similar arguments 
allow us to see th a t td+i j  is then fixed for 1 < j < d .
Next we consider the extra conditions necessary for [£3,^ + 2] G G. Again we 
write
td+2 =  x% \{ z± -  
and apply the above comm utator formulas to see th a t
[ x ^ t d+2] =  [ x ^ x ^ x ^ ]
= [x^X2~lx{]-[Xz , # ] I? ^
=  [^3,^2 *Xi] as [•,•] is central 
=  [x3,x{][x3, x f 1}
— Z l , 3 Z2,3 •
This forces a  = 1 (as both a ~ l G Z and a  G N must hold) and as ft G Z and
0 < a i  <  1 we also have f$ = 1. We now consider when,
x 2 l td+2 G Td+i
th a t is when is X\zX G T^+i. As above we argue by considering the exponents 
one at a time and see th a t each is fixed.
We follow this procedure and continue to refine our good basis to see th a t we have 
a single choice of U for n > i > d , th a t each has leading coefficient 1. However 
we are free to choose td: • • *ti and hence,
c r w  =  c z ^ ) .* n
□
We will now calculate to give an example of this proof. Let F3 =
(w, x , y\[w, x] = zi, [w, y] =  z2, [x, y] = z3, Zi central ). An overgroup T  > F32 will
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have a good basis
w a 1 x6 yc rydZ1 4 ZfZ3 II C+. Oi
a;5”1 y h 4 4 ~kZ3 — h
yrl ~mz \ ryTlZ2 *3 =  u
p~l4 7qZ2 4 — h






1. . . . ,  ti reduced
2. for i = 1, 2, . . . 6, is a group
3. a, g , Z,p, s, u G N
4. e T b, . . . , z 2 lt s2 e T i .
We assume th a t we have already met these conditions. We now check to see if 
<3 T, by considering the appropriate commutators. Firstly,
[z,ti] =  [x,y1^  z ^z^ z l )
= [x,zTz'}zl}[x,yl' 'Y™z>z*
which as the Zi are central,
Thus we must have I 1 G Z if z\ 1 G T32. As I G N we have I =  1. It remains to 
check th a t
y - ^ y z T z ^ z l )  e  T3.
T hat is we must have,
J. ~j ~k _  j.Qj.^j.7 
1 2  3 — 3 2 1
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so we need
m  = ap  1
n — aq + (3s 1 
o =  o r  +  p t  +  7U_1.
As the sequence .. . t i  is reduced we know th a t in particular for ti we have
0 <  m  < p~l and as ap~l = m  we must have a  =  1 and so m  = M s fixed. We 
now need,
n  =  q +  /3s-1 
o =  r + p t  + j u -1 .
Again, as the sequence t i , t j_l5. . .  t\ is reduced we know th a t, in particular, for ti 
we have
0 <  n < s_1 
0  <  q < 5 _ 1
and so we have
consequently,
0 <  q + fis~l < s~l
0 < qs +  P < 1.
We know th a t 0 < qs < 1 and as p  G Z we are forced into choosing p = 0. Hence 
we have a fixed choice of n — q. Finally we have
with
0 < o <  u 1 
0 < r  <  w-1
so th a t 0 < r  +  7u x < u  I o r 0 < r u  +  7 < 1, again forcing us to select 7 =  0
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and o =  r.  Thus we have that £4 is now fixed and our good basis now looks like,
x b y c tydZ l 4 Z fZ3 — ^6
x 9 1 y h A 4
~k
3 =  ^5
y P 1 Z 1 z qz 2 Z3 =  £4
P _1





=  £2 
=  *1-
We now consider,
[ w , t 5\ = [w,x9~lyhz \zJ2zl]
=  [w ,  z \ z 32z^ ] [w ,  x g 1y h]z i z2 z*
which as z \z2z3 is central we have,
=  [w,x9 ly h) 
= [w,yh][w,x9
_ ~h g~l — z2 1 •
If z2z9 this is to  belong to  we must have g = 1 (as g~l G Z and g G N) and 
h = 1 (as h G Z and 0 <  h <  1). Hence £5 now looks like
xyz[zJ2z%.
We now must have x~ l £5 G T4 so tha t
y z \z \ z \  =
So we need,
a  =  1
i =  ap~l +  f t ?-1
j  =  aq +  flq +  7 s -1
A; =  o r  +  /3r +  7  ^+  <$u_1
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which simplifies to
i = (P +  l )P~l
j  =  (  ^+  1)9 +  i s ~ l
k = (P +  \ ) r  +  j t  +  8u~l .
Now, 0 < i < p~l and hence (ft +  1) =  1 so th a t ft = 0 and i is fixed. Thus we 
have,
j  = q + 7 s~l
with 0 < j  < s_1 and 0 <  q < s~1 so th a t we have
0 < qs +  7 <  1.
Therefore 7 =  0 so th a t j  = q is fixed. Finally, and with a similar calculation 
have
k = r +  5u~l
so th a t 0 <  ru + S < 1 which forces 5 = 0 and so k = r. W ith this our good basis 
now looks like,
y c Z1 4 Z fz 3 =  t 6
y P _1 4 4 =  h
y p ~ 1 z qZ2 4 =  U
p _ i
4 7qZ2 4 — h
4  1 4  =  t 2
z f 1 =  t x.
Finally we consider
[x,  t 6] =  [x,  w a 1 x by cZ i z l z { ]
=  \ x , z { z \ z { \ \ x , w a~ \ by c\ z^ 4
=  [ x , w a~Xx by %
and as z fz^ z (  is central,
=  [ x , x by c] [ x , w a l ]xbyC 
=  [x,  y c][x,  x b]yC[x,  w a~l ]xbyC
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As z{ 1 z \  e  F32 if F 2 <  T  we must have a = 1 (as a 6 N and a 1 G Z ) and c =  1 
(as c G Z and 0 < c <  1). Now we must have w ~Hq € T5 so tha t,
x byz{z f2zl = t ^ 4 t l t 62t[
so th a t
b =  a
1 =  a  +  p
d =  p~l (a + (3 + 7)
e = g(a + (3 + 7) + £s_1
/  =  r(a  +  (3 +  7) +  4- eit-1.
As a  £ Z and 0 < b < 1 we must have 6 =  1 so th a t (3 = 0. Hence the above 
simplifies to
d = (7 + l)p -1 
e =  g(7 +  l )+<5s_1 
/  =  r (7 +  1) +  +  eu~l .
As 0 < d < p 1 we must have 7 =  0. Now as 0 <  e < s 1 we have 0 < qs +  5 < 1, 
forcing <5 =  0 a s 0 < g s < l .  Similarly, e = 0 leaving us with a good basis,
w x  y z \  z2 z\ = te
x  y z \ X z \  z r3 = t5
y z \ X z \  z\ = U
z f 1 z \  z \ = h
z f 1 z\ = t2
= h
-1
where we are free to choose p, q , r, s, t , u provided they do not break the above 
constraints. Thus we have,
C ^ W  =  C W C ( * - 1 ) C ( * -  2).
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4.5 Good Bases Revisited
We make the following observation concerning the good basis for the overgroup 
T  >  , it is a good basis but it is not the most attractive in this context.
If we replace £4  by t \  =  M 3 1, £ 5  by t'5 = and finally £6 by t'6 =







z q z r ^2  3 I
I w
~ s -1  ~t  
z 2 z 3 — £2
u -1
z 3 =  £1
which facilitates calculation and we can also see th a t T  = ( F ^ Z )  for some Z  
with Z (F 23) <  Z  < Z (F 23)q .
The reason for the effectiveness of the above manoeuvre is the order th a t we use 
to determine when a sequence of elements is reduced. Recall th a t we are using 
the order C q ,  which is defined as follows:
1. Firstly order Q in the usual manner (which we denote by <). For a,b E Q 
we write a -*<q b if
(a) 0 < a, b and a < b, or
(b) 0 < a and b < 0, or
(c) a, b <  0 and b < a.
2. Order Q 1 lexicographically by (An, An_ i . . . ,  Ai) Cq (/i„, /in- i , . . .  M i) *-e- 
if there is an i such th a t Aj - < q  fii  but A j  =  fij  for j  > i.
In this ordering zero is not preferred; a situation which leads to bases such as the 
one above.
W hat we seek to do is to define a new order Cq which, after the first non-zero 
element, preferred zeros. Thus, we define
D efinition. Order Q is the usual manner (denoted <). For a, b G Q we write 
a < q  6 if
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(%) 0 <  a, b and a < b, or 
(ii) 0 <  a and b <  0, or 
(Hi) a, b < 0 and b < a.
D efin itio n . We order Q 1 lexicographically using <q by (An, An_ i , . . . ,  Ai) Cq 
(/xn, p n- 1, . . . ,  pi) if  there is an i such that A i -<q Pi with A j = pj =  0 for j  > i
or i f  there is an i such that <q pi and A j = pj for  j  > i with at least one pj
or A j non-zero.
It should be noted th a t rather than  a single ordering as with Cq this is in fact a 
family of orderings, with a different order on Q* for each i. Thus care needs to be 
taken when using this ordering as it is ‘not quite com patible’ with multiplication 
and this is why we have only introduced it a t this late point.
Now using the new IZq order the calculation of the co-normal zeta function is 
simplified; if we again consider T  > F f  = (w , x, y\[w, x] = z i, [w, y] = z2, [x, y] = 
z3,Zi central), with “good” basis (using our new ordering)
x b yc /y CL Z1 Z2 Z fZ3 =  t &
x 9 1 yh A 4 ~k3 — h
yr l ~mZ1 ~n2 Z °3 = u
P ~ 1A 7qz 2 Z3 =  h
s ~ x4 Zl3 =  t 2
~ u ~ x
Z3 = t i
and begin to determine if [F f,T \ < F f.  Firstly, we consider
[a:, f4] =  [x, j/'”1# ]
=  [ar,z2][:r>3/r 1 ] ^
and we find th a t I = 1 (as I G N and I 1 G Z). We now check th a t
y~ lU G T 3
which holds when
n o _  +aj.P+l  
z \  z 2 z 3 ~  l 3 2 L1 •
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Thus we must have
m  = ap~l 
n  =  aq +  fis~l 
o =  a r  +  ^  +  7u _1.
Now, (and using the new order) we need 0 <  m  < p~l and m  = ap~l so tha t 
a  = m  = 0. This means th a t as 0 < n = /3s1 <  s -1 we have /3 = n = 0. Finally 
we must have o = 0. Continuing in a similar fashion we end up with T  having a 
good basis
w  =  t 6
x  =  t 5
y =  U
rP-1 <? yr _  j.
z l  z 2 z Z ~
z f x Z\  =  t 2
r 1 
'3 =-  u
Thus the new ordering renders the calculation for the co-normal function for F% 
more straightforward, as we begin to find more zero coefficients on non-leading 
terms.
4.6 The co-index zeta function of F ”
We use the strategy of §4.5 to  calculate Cp!up(s).
T h e o re m  4 .20 . Let F£ be the free nilpotent group of class c on n generators. 
Then
( f c UP( s )  =  Czd(s)
where d — rank Z(Fff).
C o ro lla ry  4 .21 . I f  G = F£ and d = rank (Z(F£)) then o f f ! = d.
Proof. Let F£ = ( x i , x 2, . . .  , x n)/^fc(F). If T  is an overgroup of finite co-index,
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t d ,d - i  
z d - 1
2
"  V
t d + 1 w \ ^ 1 4 + 1  ■■
J d + l , d  
' ' z d
t d + i , d - i  
z d - 1
*d+l,2
z2 *d + l,lZ 1
t d + 2
*d+2,d+2 t d + 2 ,d + l  
W 2  W 1
td + 2 ,d  
' ' Z d
td + 2 ,d —l  
Z d - 1
t d + 2 ,2 
’ ‘ 2
‘d+2,121
where Wi G 7c_i and as always assume th a t basis meets the condition for it to be 
a good basis (in the (Zq ordering). As we are dealing with F£ we firstly consider 
when
[Xi, t d+1] G F.„ where [xi, Wi\ = zj
For convenience we write td+1 =  w f  x zX where td+i,d+i — ^ and a  G N. So tha t
as Zr1 is central. Thus we require z* 1 G G =  F£, which means th a t a  1 G Z, and 
as we already have a G N w e  must have a  =  1. We now check to see if
W f V l  G Td
th a t is
t d + l ,d  t d + l , d - l  td + 1 ,2  td + 1 ,1  _  j . a d j .a d - 1 +Ot2+OLi
Zd Zd- 1 ' ’ ’ z 2 z \  ~  Ld d—1 ' ' ' l 2 L1 "
We know th a t the sequence t j , t j - 1, . . . ,  t \  is reduced (using the above ordering), 
so we must have 0 <  t d+ \ yd < td+i^+i and also we must have th a t a d • t djd = t d+ i td 
for the above equation to hold. This forces t d+ i td =  a d =  0. Next we have tha t
0 <  td+l,d2 <  t- l ,d -l  
and Oid—itd—i td—i — ^d+i,d—i
so th a t a d- i  =  0 and td+i^ - i  =  0. Similarly we find th a t td+ i j  =  0 for 1 <  j  < d. 
Next we consider when,
[ x k , t d+2] G F£
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(where [xk,Wi\ = zm and [xk,w2] =  z{). Thus and writing td+2 — ^ 22 WT ^  
where td+2,d+1 =  for a 2 G N,
[xk, t d+2] =  [xk,w%2w*l z±\
=  [zfc,#] *
=  [ajjfc, w ^ w * 1] as 2r- central
For this to belong to G we need th a t a  1 G Z and 0:2  1 G Z. Thus we must 
have a 2 — 1. At this point we can observe th a t as we know th a t the sequence 
td+2, td+i , . . .  ti is reduced, it follows (focusing on td+2 th a t 0 <  aq < tdjd = 1. 
Since we now require aq G Z, it must be the case th a t aq =  1. However, we also 
must check th a t
and 0 <  aq < td+hd+1 =  1.
We carry on checking in this way to discover th a t td+i j  = 0 for d +  1 >  j  > 1. 
We end up with our good basis fragment having the form:
w2 1td+2 G Td+i
so we must be able to write
td+2,2 td+2,1 • • • z 2 z x j.Pd+1 j-PdfPd— 1 j.P 2-L&1 Ld+1 Ld Ld- 1 ‘ ‘ ' 62 61 *
This also allows us to conclude th a t aq =  0 as we must have





wW/+M+I+i ^+«+i.d+l . . .  w t<d+l+l,d+l td+l+l,d
1
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where [xi, Uj] =  Wk for some 1 <  i <  n.  We now consider when
[^jj^d+i+l] £ Fn
For ease we write (in the obvious notation) £<*+*+1 =  u “ 1w -z -  then
[xi:td+i+1] =  [Xi,u“ 'wP-z?]
= [Xi,z^][xi,u^ 1w^]-:l
= [Xi,u° lwp[
since zX is central. Now,
[xi,u* xw£\ =  [xi,w2]  •  [xi,u“ l]~L
= [Xi ,w£\ •
=  [ X i , w £ \ - ( w f 1).
As [xi, Wj] G Z(F£) for all 1 < j  < I we have
[xu uA\ • K T 1) =  w?-1
for some 7 E Q". Hence we need a  = 1 since we know a  G N and a -1 G Z. 
We also need th a t 22 G FJJ, however, the conditions th a t we are about to find to 
ensure th a t u ^ 1td+i+1 £ T^+i will be sufficient to ensure this. Thus we need
...td+l+ij+l td+l+i,d+l-i *d+l+1,1 _ ,ad+i,ad+i-1 .ad+z-i
a l “'j- l  ' ' ’zl — Cd+Z ld+l-l d+l
We know th a t td+i+i,td+i, . . .  , t i  is reduced so tha t, in particular, we must have 
(for td+1+1) 0 <  td+i+i,d+i < td+id+i = 1- Hence as ad+i • ^+z,d+z =  U+1+14+1 we 
have t^+z+id+z =  0. Similar arguments will show th a t td+1+1 = u\.
We proceed in this way; th a t is consider when [xk,U] G F£ and find tha t the 
leading coefficient of U must be 1. Then use the arguments outlined above to see 
th a t the other coefficients are 0. Hence we find th a t our good basis is prescribed 
apart from the elements generating the centre and hence
c ^ r =
where d =  rank Z (F £). □
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We note th a t this is a surprising result. Lemma 4.16 gives a general result stating 
th a t if G is a T-group with centre Z  and Z  < f K  < Z® we have G < / (G ,K ).  
However, the above result gives a converse to this in the case when G is a free 
nilpotent group.
Again we will do an example to demonstrate this calculation. Let G =  F23 =  
(x, y\[Xj y] = w, [x , w\ = z i, [y, w] = z2, Zi central). If we have T  > G then T  will 
have a good basis
w c Z1 4 —
w 9 ry h Z1 4 =  t A




Z2 =  t 2
z p ~XZ2 =  h -
We note th a t we assume th a t this is a good basis and th a t the sequence t^is 
reduced using the Cq order (as above). So, for example we have 0 <  g < j -1 . 
We begin by considering when [y, t3] G G. Now,
[y,h\ = [y, w3~lz \ z l^[
since Zi, z2 are central. Thus we need z { 1 G G hence j  1 G Z. Therefore we have 
j  G N so j  = 1. We now check if w~lt$ G T2, th a t is if z*zl2 = . So we need
a m ' 1 = k 
and I = a n  +  P p '1.
Since t s , t2, h  is reduced we know tha t
0 <  k < m ~ l and 0 <  I, n  < p _1.
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Thus we must have k =  I =  0. So our good basis becomes
w c /ydZl 4 — tb
w 9 syhZ1 4 = t4
w 1 i =  h
~m-1Z1 ~nz2 = t2
We now check when [x,t4] G G. Thus,
[x,U] = [x,yf  Xw9z\zQ
— [x,y f Xw9] as z i , z 2 are central 
=  [x,w9][x,yf  ^
=  z 9 -(w r l )w9 
=  V)f 1 z9
and so we have /  =  1 (as /  G N and we must have / -1 G Z) and g =  0 (as g G Z 
and 0 <  g <  1) if [x, t4\ G G. As before we check when y~H4 G T3, thus we must 
check th a t
z \ z \  =  *3^ # .
Clearly a  =  0, and since we know th a t 0 <  h < m ~ 1 and 0 < i < p~l and have 
a m ~ l =  h and 
basis becomes
a n  +  (3p 1 =  i i t  m u s t  b e  th e c ase t h a t  h
x a 1 y b w c iv dz l Z2 — ^5
y 1 l 1
toII
w l 1 COtoII
~m_1Z1 ~n — h
2 =  h -
F in a l ly  w e c o n s id e r  w h e n  [y,ts] G G.
[y , t5] =  [ y , x a y bw cz ^ z e2]
=  [ y , x a Xy bw c] a s  z i , z 2 a re  c e n tr a l  
=  [ y ,w c] • [ y , x a~1y b]'°c 
= z c2([y,yb][y,xa- Y r  
= z$(wa~ y bwc
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Now if we consider ( w a 1y bu)Ci we find,
(■wa~ Y =  (y -bwa yb - l ) w°
= (y~bwa 1y bw~a 1w a 1)"'c
= ([!/>-“" v -1r c
=  z2- * ' ' V '
as z 2 is central. Hence,
[y,t5\ = wa~l • z%~a~lb 
so we need a~l E Z and hence a =  1. We now check to see if
x ~ 1t$ = y bwcZiZ2 E T4.
Thus we try  to write
y bw czf z%  =  £ j£ ? £ j£ i .
Firstly b = a  E Z and we must have 0 <  b <  1 so th a t a  =  0. Similarly we now 
need th a t c = (3 G Z so th a t c =  0 since 0 <  c <  1. Similar arguments will give 
d = e =  0 so th a t our good basis for G <  T  will look like
1 1 1 1 — ^5
y 1 1 1 =  £ 4
w 1 1 COII
Z1
~nZ2 — £2
z v ~XZ2 =  *1,
and thus we have
C | ' < W  =  C W C ( s - 1 ) .
Ill
Chapter 5
Isomorphism  and Co-index  
Isomorphism  Zeta Functions
We now introduce the isomorphism and co-isomorphism zeta functions. In §5.1 
we define terminology and obtain some results for the subgroup case before con­
sidering the overgroup case for ^-groups and F£. We also calculate the partial 
co-index zeta functions for %-groups in an analogous way to the subgroup case.
5.1 Isomorphism Zeta Functions
We begin with the following definition.
D e fin itio n . [Smi83, Definition 1.7], [GSS88] Let G be a finitely generated group, 
then the isomorphism zeta function of G is
cn*)= E iG:-ff|-* = E°»n“
H < f G ne  N
H ~ G
where an = an(G) = \{H \H  <f G , H ~  G, \G : H\ =  n }|.
As always we may relax the condition th a t G is finitely generated provided we 
have th a t an < oo for all n  G N. We now state some results for isomorphism zeta 
functions of T-groups. Firstly we have
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T heorem  5.1. Let G = CfL then
( S ° ( s )  =  Cg (s ) =  ( ( s ) C ( s  -  1) • • • C ( 8  -  d  +  1).
This holds because each subgroup of finite index in C is a copy of C£
If we define og° to be the abscissa of convergence of Cg°(s ) we have, 
C o ro lla ry  5 .2 . I f  G = C t h e n  =  d.
Next we consider %-groups. To prove the following result we find a good basis 
for an overgroup T  of G 6 7i method and apply Lemma 2.10 to tell us when 
T  ~  G. Thus we have,
T h e o re m  ([Sm i83, T h e o re m  1.7]). Let G E %. Then
C o ro lla ry  5 .3 . I f  G = 71 then =  2.
Finally, we state  the following result (again in [Smi83]) and we will seek the 
co-isomorphism analogue
T h e o re m  ([Sm i83, T h e o re m  1.9]). Let G = F£ and
Cg°(s) =  C (2s — l)C(2s — 2).
c
Ac = y > ( 7.(G))
then
C o ro lla ry  5.4 . I f  G = F£ then =  n.
We now consider the co-isomorphism case.
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5.2 Co-isomorphism Zeta Functions
D efin itio n . Let G be a finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group. We define 
the co-isomorphism zeta function of G to be
CcP’ 'S0( s ) =  £  I T : G \ - S.
g < t < g q
|T:G|<oo
G ~T
Our aim is to calculate, as with the subgroup case, this zeta function for F*. 
Firstly however we consider the cases G = C£, and G E l i .
Proposition 5.5. I f  G — C t h e n
&  iSO(s) = & (*).
Corollary 5.6. a Z ’is° = d .o^o
(Where a up,1S0 is the abscissa of convergence of Cq ' lso.)
As before this result is immediate. We now perform a simple calculation (Lemma 
5.8), which will show us when an overgroup of a TL-group G is isomorphic to G. 
This will then enable us to easily prove,
Theorem  5.7. Let G E l i ,  that is let G = (x, y\[x, y] = z l , [x, z]  = [y, z]  = 1) for  
some t E N. Then
Q P’ i50M = C(2s -  l)C(2a -  2).
Lemma 5.8. Let G E Ti, that is let G = (rr, y\[x, y] = z*, [x, z] =  [y , z] = 1) for  
some fixed t E N. I f  G < /  T  < G®, then T  will have good basis
x a 1 yb z c 
y d~l z e
J - i
Let H r E Ti, where H r =  (w, u\[w, u] = vr , [w,v] = [u,v] =  1). In this situation 
we have T  ~  H r if  f t  = rad.
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Proof. We define a map 9 : H r —> T  as follows,
’ 1 ,bw x a y z c 
u y d 1 z e
v i-> z ^_1
and extend to i / r in the obvious manner. As this is a map between two bases, if 
9 is a homomorphism then we will have Hr ~  T. This is what we check, i.e.,
([iu, v])9 =  (vr)9.
Now,
([w, u])9 — (w~1v~1wv)9
= (xa ' y fjz c)~1(yd~lz e)~1(xa~Iy bz c)(yd~'ze)
=  ( x - a~ 'y - bz - c- ta' H) ( y -d~ 'z - e) (xa_1 y bz c) { y ^ z 6)
(Recalling th a t in Hr we have
M ultiplication waubvc • w duev f  = wa+dub+evc+e~rbd 
Inversion [waubvc)~l = w~au~bv~c~rab 
Exponentiation (waubvc)n = wnaunbvnc~r( 2)a6
where ©  =  ( ^ p ) -
Now, we have
([tu,u])0 =  (:z - a~iy - bz - c- ta~'b) ( y -d~1z - e)(xa~1ybz c)(yd~1z e)
=  (x~a~* y~(b+d~1)z~c~ta~lb~e)(xa~1y(b+d~i^zc+e))
_  (x~a~1 y ~^b+d~1 )z~c~ta~1 b~e) (y(b+d~ ^ x a~1 z ta~1 (b+d~1) z c+e)) 
= z~  y —ta 1b+ta 1(b+d *)
Thus we have,
([w,u])e  =
and require th a t
(vr)e  =  ([w,u])e  =  z ^ ~ ' d~">.
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Hence we must have,
In other words we must have f t  = radii T  ~  H r. □
We are now in a position to to calculate CgP’1S°(s) f° * G E H  and hence prove
Theorem 5.7.
Proof of Theorem 5.7. Recall we are in the following situation. We have G £ 77, 
with G = (x,y\[x,y\ = z l ,[x,z] = \y,z] =  1) for some t £ N. Let T  be an 
overgroup of finite co-index G , th a t is G < /  T  < G Thus we have the following 
good basis for T,
with a, d, f  £ N and 6, c, e £ Q. We have previously shown in Theorem 3.11 tha t 
if this is a good basis we must have
• /  =  A ad for some A £ Z,
•   ^=  ad 0 < I < a,
•  e = §  with 0 < m  < d,df — ’
•  a distinct choices for c.
We have also just shown in Lemma 5.8 th a t if T  ~  G we must have tad = t f  or 
in other words, ad = / ,  which then replaces the first condition above. Hence we 
have,
CSP,iS°M  =  £  (a d f) - ‘a2d
a,d,f£  N 
ad =f
a,d£ N
C(2s — l)C(2s — 2).
□
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C orollary  5.9. Let H  GTL then a f f ’lS0 =  §.
5.3 Partial Co-index zeta functions
In a similar fashion to the subgroup case we make the following definition of a 
partial co-index zeta function.
D e fin itio n . Let H r,H t E % for some r , t  e  N. Define
<t>'S;Hr( s ) =  E  \ r - H t \ - .
Ht < f T < ( H t ) q
T ~ H r
We also set
4 T j'r H' ( s ) =  E  \T - H t \ ~s .
H t < f T < ( H t )Q 
T ~ H r 
\T:Ht\a p power
Our aim is to calculate (s) . We will firstly consider the case when t = 1, 
thus,
P ro p o s i t io n  5 .10 . Let H  =  F f and H r e W  for some r G N. Then
^ ( s ) =  r “* C ( 2 5 - l ) C( 2 s - 2 ) .
Proof. We know from Theorem 3.9 tha t an overgroup T  of H  such th a t H  < f  
T  < will have a good basis
xa 1 y13
y 5~l
with a, 6, A E N and with a  choices of valid [3 and 7 and J valid choices of e. 
Further if we want T  ~  H  Lemma 5.8 means tha t we require A =  ra8. Hence we
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have
(a 5 X ) ~ Sa25
(« )  =  a€N  (Sell AgN
A =  raS
= ^ ^ r - s(a5 )“2sQ;25 
qgn <jgn 
= r”*C(2s -  l)C(2s -  2)
as required. □
In the case when t  > 1 things are more complicated.
P ro p o s it io n  5 .11. Let H t ,H r G %. I f  j  G N then
^ ; ffrW = ^ C ( 2 S - l ) C ( 2 s - 2 ) .
Otherwise let 6 be the p ^  part of t and p be the p ^  part of r then i f  r — t > 0 
we have
<Ph ? ' H t ( * )  =  P p - \ p { l s  -  1)CP(25 -  2),
otherwise we have
„ (p - 0 ) ( l - 3 a )
t f T *  W = (1 _  -p )  (Cp(2s -  1) -  -  2)) .
Proof. As above we know th a t a good basis for a finite co-index overgroup T  of 
H t is given by
x a 1 yP z y
y 5~l z e 
z ^
where a, 6, A G N and we have a  choices for valid /3 and 7 and S choices for e 
(see Theorem 3.11). Further to these we need th a t At = ra5  if we are to have 
T  ~  H r. Thus, if j  G N we can proceed to set A =  ja S  and we have
^ , ’HrW = ^ C ( 2 S -l)C (2 S - 2 ) .
(This calculation is similar to Proposition 5.10.) If j  £ N then the calculation is 
more problematic and so move to considering the case of a single prime p G V. 
Thus let the pth part of a, 6, X ,r  and t  be pa,p d,p l,p p and pe respectively. We
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then have
E E E  (p“pV) w
0 P . U p,Hr _  o 6 t ,  r f e l |  ! e N
E E  (jp?a p(p 1^) sjp,ap^ ‘.
=  aeN deN
£=(p—0)-|-fl-(-d
If p — 6> > 0 then the above sum can easily be seen to  be
4 > H ? ' H r ( s )  =  P"~V(2s -  l)C”(2s -  2).
If p — 6 < 0 then the calculation is less clear, but eventually we can see tha t
„ ( p - 0 ) ( l - 3  s)
C ” W = ( l - p )  t t P(-2s  - V -  P ^ * +1)^ (  2s -  2)) •
□
5.4 The Co-isomorphism Zeta Function for
We now aim to calculate Cf£,1S0(s) where as always F£ is the free nilpotent group 
of class c on n  generators. We calculate this zeta function using a sequence of 
lemmas.
L e m m a  5.12. Let G = F£ = (x n, x n- i . . . ,  X\) and G  < /  T  < G® with T  given 
by a good basis T  = (tm, £m_ i , . . . ,  t\) (here m  = h(G)). I f  T  ~  G then T  is 
generated by the first n elements of the good basis.
Note th a t this is ju st a generalisation of Lemma 5.8.
Proof Any isomorphism 6 : G T  will send generators to generators. As G is 
free in its class we will have th a t T  is generated by tm, . . .  t\ as required. □
Thus if an overgroup T  of F£ is isomorphic to F!f we must have th a t the good 
basis for T  is determined save for the first n  basis elements -  the others are then 
appropriate commutators of these generators. This is the same as in standard 
(subgroup) isomorphism zeta function case. Hence, if we know the degree of
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choice we have for each of these n  basis elements, we can determine the co­
isomorphism zeta function for F£. Next, we determine the co-index of such an 
overgroup.
L em m a 5.13. Let < /  T  and let T  have a good basis as follows,
w.^771 — 71,771 — 7177i—n
and tm—n—i — \tm j tm—i ] i • • ■ where the wm — x n, wm—\ — x n—\ . . .  wm—n — X \  and 
then W m - n -1  = [xn, xn_i], Wfn—n—i = [xn, xn_2] , . . . .  I f  T  — Fn we have
1
771  71  1
where \ c = £ i= i  h(yi(F£)).
Proof. This formula counts the occurrences of the L in each set of basic commu­
tators of weight j  with 1 <  j  < c (see [Hal79, section 5]).This is independent of 
our choice of basic commutators, and to see this let
and examine \ j j(T )  : y j (T k)jj+i(T)\. If this is independent of k we are done.
We observe tha t T  is free nilpotent of class c on Tm, . . .  tm_n (as T  ~  Fff). Now, 
it is easy to see tha t |T : T kT'\ is finite which means tha t |T : T k\ is finite. 
We may extend a map 9 : T  —> T k which sends tm- k i-> t2m_k and L h-> t{ to 
an epimorphism. Considering the Hirsch lengths of the groups, we find that the 
kernel will be finite. Hence (as T  is torsion free) we see tha t 6 is an isomorphism.
Any perm utation of the generators of T  induces an isomorphism of T. If the 
(■m —k)th generator gets sent to the (m —j ) th generator, say,then T k will be map bi- 
jectively to T-7 and |T : T k\ = T  : TJ |. This ensures tha t | t j(T )  : 7j(T fc)7J+i(T )|n  
is independent of k. Hence the number of occurrences of tm- k must be indepen-
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dent of the choice of basic sequence and so is
n
□
It remains to see the number of choices we have for the elements tm, , tm_n
of our good basis (and thus the whole good basis by Lemma 5.12 when |T : F " | 
is fixed and this is the content of the next lemma.
L em m a 5.14. Let F£ <f T  and let T  have a good basis,
and tm- n-1 =  i ] , . . .  where the Wi are as in Lemma 5.12. We then have
t~l choices for L j m  — n < i < m  and 1 < j  < i.
Proof. Since tm, tm_i, • • • ti are a good basis we should have 
1- tm itm -1, * * * reduced
We observe tha t (2) and (3) are clear. We note the (1) is problematic as tk for 
1 < k < m  — n is fixed so so we only insist that £m, . . . ,  are reduced
(this causes no problems as the other good basis elements are fixed). We thus 
check (4).
We firstly look at tm- n so we must have
w
w
2. Tj = { t f t ^ 1 ■ • € 1 }  a group
3. ti j  = ^ for a  6 N
4. w -H ?  e  Tj_i.
w,m —n m —n m —n —l m —n —2 ' '  1
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where =  £ for some ft  G Z. Now
— 1 iOt __  _ —n,m —n —l'I'Tm —n —1 . n ,m —n —2'('7m —n —2 —n ,l "H'Tl
m—n m —n '^m—n—1 m—n—2 1
for some 7  ^ G Q. So we need
&tm—n,m—n—1 d- Tm—n—1 ftn—n—ftm—n—l,m—n—1
0 ^m—n,m—n—1 ^  tm—n—l,m—n—l
If, for simplicity, we write |  we have,
,   1 j fim—n—1
tm—n,m—n—1 — I ? Tm—n—1o; \  d
So we need,
1 //?„_„_! \  1 
°  <  a  {  S ^  ,5
and hence we have
0 ftn—n—1 Tm—n—1^  ^  &■
As G Z, the number of choices for (3m- n- i  and hence for is
|(Z — d) (T (0, o;] | where d =  7m_n_i$. Thus we have a  choices for i.
We now consider the choices for ^m_n>m_n_2; thus we have
Qdm—n,m—n—2 T  Tm—n—2 =  ftn—n—lfti—n—l,m—n—2 d- ftn—n—1 d- /5m—n—2^m—n—2,m—n—2
As /5m_n_i tm_n_i )m_n_2 d- is fixed we will write this as 5. We also need
0 ^  tm—n,m—n—2 — tm—n—2,m—n—2
Thus we write,
,   1 / _ ftn—n—1
tm—n,m—n—2 — I S Tm—n—2 —1 w I III  II  4 ro; \  0
where tm- n- 2,m-n- 2  =  t- Hence we need th a t
where r = s — 7m_n_2 is fixed, so again we have a  choices for £m_n)Tn_n_2.
We proceed in this way along this basis element to find a t each step we have a  
choices for l < i < m  — n — If we consider each row in turn, in this
manner, we arrive a t the stated conclusion. □
We are now in a position to prove
T h e o re m  5.15. Let F b e  the free nilpotent group of class c on n  generators. 
Then
C p/ S0(s) = C z » ( -s  -  (Ac -  1)).n n
Proof. Let T  be an overgroup of F£ of finite co-index such th a t T  ~  F!  ^ with 
good basis tm, £m- i , . . . ,  t\. Lemma 5.13 tells us th a t
m
IT  : F: |  =  P [  (Xct - J )
i = m —n
and Lemma 5.14 tells is th a t we have
m
^   ^ 1^AC—2i —{m—n)
i = m —n
choices for our good basis.
Hence if we let t a  = — we have*>* av
cuf o(s) = £ £ . . . £  n £m x \  30 (Y- I • (YXc~l (YXc~2 • • • Cv^ c~n Yi J m  rn—l Ul-m—n
am €N am_iGN a m_neN \ i = m - n  J
= C(-» -  (Ac -  l))C(-« -  (Ac -  2)) • • • C( - s -  (Ac -  n))n n n
=  C z » ( - s -  ( A c - 1 ) ) .n
□
C o ro lla ry  5.16. Let F£ be the free nilpotent group on n  generators. Then 
a up’is° =  n
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5.5 Bounds for Co-index Zeta functions
We recall from [Smi83] the following partial ordering on Dirichlet series with 
non-negative real coefficients.
,n 3
D efin itio n . I f
f (s ) =  ann~sand g(s) = ^  bni
n£N n£N
with a,i,bi G R and ai,b{ > 0, Vi G N then if  a* <  bi for  all i e  N we write 
f ( s ) < g ( s ) .
We also have,
L em m a  5.17. [Smi83, Lemma 1.1] I f  f ( s )  < g(s) then a f  < a g
Proof. The dominated convergence theorem. □
W ith this in mind the above theorem allows us to give the following (obvious) 
lower bound for f  JS(s).
P ro p o s it io n  5.18. Let F£ be the free nilpotent group of class c on n  generators. 
Then
c ™  < csw
so that
o $ r °  < a j£ .
We now make some observations about overgroups of F£ using the information 
contained within the proof of the formula for the co-isomorphism zeta function 
and the proof of the co-normal zeta function. Firstly we have
P ro p o s it io n  5.19. Let F b e  the free nilpotent group of class c on n  generators. 
I f T  is a proper overgroup of F£ of finite co-index such that F£ < T  then T  ^  F£.
(Note by proper we mean of co-index larger th a t 1.)
Proof. Let T  be a proper overgroup of F£ with good basis tm, t m- 1, . . .  , t \ .  Let 
d =  rank(Z(F^)). If F£ <  T  then we have th a t tm, t m- 1, .. .td+1 are fixed, with 
tj = Wj for m  > j  > d -1- 1 and we are free to select td, i , . . . ,  t\ subject to
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the constraint th a t the ti remain a good basis. However, if T  ~  F£ then we are 
not free to choose t j , td -1, . . . ,  h  and they are fixed - determined by first n  basis 
elements. Hence T  ^  F£. □
This proposition allows us to prove the following lower bound for Cfc(s):
T h e o re m  5.20. Let F£ be the free nilpotent group of class c on n  generators. 
We then have
Proof Proposition 5.19 gives us the fact th a t we do not count anything twice. 
Also if F£ < f  T, R  with F£ < R  and T  ~  F£ we have T R  =  (T, R) >} F£. □
Observing th a t we have
the above is a sharp lower bound. It also leads to the following conjecture,
C o n je c tu re  5 .21. Let F% be the free nilpotent group of class 2 on n generators. 
Then
c r ° ( s )  =  c js " 1 w c j s  w* n  x n  x n
Heuristically if we have F£ <  T  with good basis i , . . . ,  11 we know that
the co-isomorphism function gives us information about how we may select basis 
elements tm, tm_ i , . . .  (note th a t m  = d +  n  where d = rank(Z (F^))) and 
these then determine the rest of the basis. Similarly if F% <  T  we have tha t 
i , . .  .td+i are fixed and £d+i,td+i,. .  . t \  can be chosen. This gives us the 
above result. We note th a t if c > 2 then this argument does not hold water since 
we do not have information on the choices of basis elements tm_n, tm_n- i ,  • • • ^d+i-
We also observe the following, which we try  to extend to the co-index case.
L e m m a  5.22. [Smi83, Lemma 1.2] I f  G ,L  are finitely generated groups and 
(p : G —» L is an epimorphism then
Cl(s) < Cg {s )
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TG
T  = (T)<p
L = (G)(p
Figure 5.1: The mapping <p
Proof.
cL(s) = ' £ \ L : H \ ' =  £  \G : H \‘ <  lG : H \‘ =  Co(»)
H<f L H<jG H<f G
KeT<p<H
□
This then allows the following bound,
C o ro lla ry  5.23. Let G and L be as in Lemma 5.22 then c*l < &g -
We now try  to extend this to the upwards case. Thus let G, L  G T  and assume 
we have an epimorphism
y ' . G ^ L
We now form the M al’cev completion of G and IP- of L. As we wish to 
compare the number of overgroups of G and L  we extend this map tp to
: Gq L q
which is the unique extension of (p (and so an epimorphism) which we know we 
can form by properties of M al’cev completions. Thus given an overgroup of T  of 
finite co-index we wish to know |(T )^ Q : =  |(T)<p^ : L\. We restrict our
attention to the map
<p : T  -> ( 2 > q
and for ease set (T)ipq = T. Thus we have the situation as in figure 5.1.
Now, as (p will preserve indices of groups above the kernel we have
\ T : L \  = \ T / K  : G K / K \
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(noting th a t as K  <  T  we have G K  < T  and th a t (G)<p = L). If we now apply 
the third isomorphism theorem we see that
\T /K  : G K /K \ = \T : G K \.
Hence if Ker (p < G  we can use the above estimates. However in most cases this 
will not be true and so equivalent overgroups of L  will have smaller co-index. 




Let G  be a finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group. We have seen tha t 
we can embed G into its M al’cev completion, G®, and in some cases we have 
calculated the co-index function for G in G®, where
Copw  =  £  \T  ■ G r -
G<fT<GQ
We now wish to consider the notion of groups to the “side of” a such a group G. 
Thus we make the following definition.
D e fin itio n . Let G be a T-group, with M al’cev completion G®. We say a group 
K  < G® has sideways distance n from G if there is a group T  such that
1. G < f T  and \T  : G\ =  n
2. K  < f T  and \T  : K \ = n
3. (G, K )  =  T.
We denote this by \G : K \Side = n.
We note th a t this is not the only way to define this idea of being “to the side 
of” a group and we will consider some alternatives later. Using this definition we 
now define the sideways zeta function,
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D efinition. Let G be a finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group. The side­
ways zeta function of G in G® is
< sde(.s) =  £  iG:  K \~sL-
K < G Q
We will now attem pt to calculate this in some cases. Firstly let G =  C ^ ,  the 
free abelian group with d generators. We know th a t G® ~  Q 1 and recall th a t we 
have already calculated
Cg(s) =  C00C0?- l ) - - - c ( s - d + l )  =  ^ a nn~s
n£  N
CSP ( s ) =  C(s ) ( ( s - l ) ' " ( { s - d + l )  = ^ 2 b nn~s
n£  N
(we denote these functions using an and bn for clarity of exposition as will become 
clear in a moment; obviously in this case an = bn). Let
csdew  =  $ > n -
n£N
and so clearly tn is the number of groups to the side of G. Working with the free 
abelian groups we are in a favourable position as if we have H  < f G < f T  then 
G  ~  T  and G ~  H .
We will calculate tn by counting all the groups K  < such th a t K  < /  T  
and \T : G\ = \T : K \ = n, and not worrying if we over-count. This of course 
is another possible definition of a sideways distance away from G (without the 
over-counting). There are bnan such groups (there are bn choices for overgroups 
T  of co-index n  and for each T ~  G we have an possible subgroups of index n ) .
We now count these groups in a different way. Let K  < GQ be such th a t | G :
|side =  k where k\n. Then we have th a t ( G, K)  < T  for some overgroup 
G <j  T  < GQ with \T : G\ = n. Thus we have |T  : (G, K) \  = |  and we are 
in the situation as in Figure 6.1. There are tk choices of such K  and then bn/k 
possible overgroups T  of (G , K )  and hence there are




Figure 6.1: A group to the side of G 
groups th a t we wish to count. Thus we have
O'nbn  ^  ^t k ^ n / k
k\n
and so we have a formula for t n . If we take the above, multiply both  sides by n  
and sum over all n  G N we find tha t
^   ^ ^   ^^   ^tk^n/k^
n £ N A:|n
(6.1)
n£N
Recalling th a t if f ( s )  = s and g(s)  = ^ 2 n£Ngnn  s, then their product
is
/ ( * ) * ( « )  =  £ £  f n 9 n / k  
n€N k\n
we see th a t (6 .1) becomes,
'Y^ anbnn s= (^2tnn sj f Y]
nCN \n(EN /  VnCN
bnn  s
Defining
,nVg {s ) =  ^ 2 anbT
n£  N
we see th a t the above becomes
•toW  =  C§de(s)CSp(s)
and we have shown th a t
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T heorem  6.1. Let G = C ^ .  Then we have
Hg (s ) = C jde(s)CGP(s)
where
^g {s ) = ^ ^ a nbnn~s
n£ N
with an the number of subgroups of G of index n and bn the number of overgroups 
of G of co-index n.
Unfortunately we are not always in this happy situation. In most cases we will not 
have th a t if H  < f G < f T  < G® then G ~  T  and G ~  H . As an approximation 
to this situation we can define the sideways isomorphism zeta function,
D efin itio n . Let G be a finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group with M al’cev 
completion G T h e  sideways isomorphism zeta function of G in is
csde- iso(s) = E iG: K\««-
K < G Q 
(iG,K)~G
We then clearly have
T h e o re m  6 .2 . Let G be a finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group with 
M al’cev completion G I f
Cg°(s ) = ^ 2 a nn~3 and £^p,lS0(s) = 'Y ^b nn~s
n€N neN
and if  we define
Vois) = y^ 2 anbnn~s,
ne N
then
Vg {s) =  CSde’im( s K ^ iso(s)
The proof is exactly the same as th a t of C ^ .
We now wish to calculate the sideways zeta function of H  = F f. However we are 
not in the pleasant situation where every overgroup and subgroup is isomorphic to 





Figure 6.2: The case for H r
then we will have G G 'H, i.e. G ~  H t = (x,y\[x,y\  = z*,z  central) for some 
t G N. Previously we have also calculated the ‘partia l’ zeta functions
* £ (» )  =  E  l ^ : < 3 | - s a n d ^ ‘(S) =  E  \T : H *\~‘
G < f Hr H < f T < H ?
G ~ tf t T ~H t
for given r, t G N. We also observe tha t
C h » = E ^ ' M and ('hM) = E ^ ,up(s)-
teN feN
If we now return to trying to use the above counting m ethod we are in the 
situation as in Figure 6.2 and need to  know
• the number of overgroups T  of H r of co-index n  (i.e. knowledge of C ^ (s))
•  the number of subgroups K  of T  of index n  (i.e. knowledge of ( t (s ))
• the number of overgroups M  of L  of co-index n / k  (i.e. knowledge of Cl P ( 5 ) )
Hence it would be good to fix an isomorphism class for L  and another for T  
and then sum over all possible cases (noting th a t H r is fixed and we need no 
information K  in this scenario). However, for the argument above to make sense 
we must have both T  and L  in the same isomorphism class, and this clearly would 
not allow us to obtain CS^e{s )- The next best situation is to fix an isomorphism 
class for L  and allow the isomorphism class of T  to be free. However, again, this 
also would not allow us to use the recursive formula as we would not count all 
groups K  as some of the would not generate a group isomorphic to H r. Thus we 
must let L  be free.
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Now let,
Cht(s) =  X X " s
n e  N
K r  = X Bn"'2
n e N
and then we make the following definition,
D e fin itio n . Let H r, H t € TL, that is H r =  (x, y, \ [x, y\  = z r , z  central) and 
H t = (x,y,  |[x,y] = z f , z  central). The partial sideways zeta function of H r is 
defined
*£(»)= X \H r - - x \ : L -
K < H ?
\Hr'-K\side'*'00 
(Hr ,K )~ H t
If we assume th a t
^Hr(s ) = X C» "” S
neN
we can begin to  find c^. Firstly the number of groups K  as in Figure 6.2 is
X 6"“n-
t e N
(tha t is; we look a t all possible overgroups of H r of co-index n  — there are bh 
of these — and consider for each of these groups the number of subgroups of index 
n; this depends on the isomorphism class t of the overgroup and is a^.)
Next we wish to count this number in a different way. If we consider L = (H r , k). 
The we have L  ~  H t for some t G N. We know th a t this group has 6^  overgroups 
of co-index n / k  where \L : K\  = \L : G\ = k. Thus the contribution of such 
groups to the count above is
X4&U-
k\n
If we now sum over all t  we find tha t
X w  = E X c^ / f
t e N  teN k\n
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If we now multiply both sides by n s and sum over all n  G N we obtain
E (zXa»n = E
n £ N  \ t e N  /  n e N
EE4&  n,kn - s




n e N  t e N  t e N  V n e N
E (E E c^ /‘n' 1 = E (EE^-/*"5
n e N  y t e N  k\n J  t e N  \ n e N  k\n
so th a t defining





=  0 .
6.1 Other sideways distances
We now give two other possible definitions for the sideways zeta function of a 
group. The first we have already observed above.
D e fin itio n . Let G G T  with
C g ( s )  =  ^ 2 ann~s and Cg( s) = J 2  bnTl~S
n e N  n e N
then we define
Cg“ ‘(s) =  E a A n ' s-
n e N
This is clearly not a good definition as we count some groups twice.
Another more credible definition of a sideways zeta function is as follows. Firstly 
we have
D efin itio n . Let G E T  and GQ be its M al’cev completion. We say a group 
L < G® has sideways distance n from  G if  R  = G D L  is such that
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1. \ G : R \  = n
2. \ L : K \ = n
We denote this as \G : L\'side.
We then make the following definition.
D e fin itio n . Let G be a finitely generated torsion free nilpotent group. The side­
ways zeta function of G in G® is
<*«■(») =  \G - K \'°i*e~S-
K < G Q
It is clear th a t this is an equivalent notion to the above. In fact, by suitably 
changing the above arguments (so instead of overgroups we consider subgroups) 
we can easily prove the following.
T h e o re m  6.3. Let G =  Cj^ and let
Cg {s ) = ^ 2 a nn~s and Cg (s ) = ^ b nn~s.
neN neN
Then we have
Vg {s) = C " e(«)Cc(«)
where
Vg {s ) =  ^ ~2anbnn ~ s .
neN
6.2 Conclusions
We now attem pt to give an overview of this thesis, mentioning some results and 
possible future directions for research.
In the last twenty of so years there has been a large am ount of research into the 
area of subgroup growth. This began by focusing on torsion free finitely generated 
nilpotent groups (or T -groups) but has also lately considered other non-nilpotent 
groups. The subgroup growth of a T-group is calculated using various methods
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and thus encoded in the zeta function of a group,
Cg(s) =  E  \G ■ H \ - ‘ = ^ a nn - ‘
H<fG n£N
where an = \{H  < f G \ \G : H\ = n}\. We began this thesis by considering 
the zeta functions, th a t were already known, for the free abelian group, the free 
nilpotent group on two generators of class 2 -  sometimes called the Heisenberg 
group -  and groups which are commensurable with F%. We also calculated zeta 
functions for certain abelian groups with some torsion.
A T-group G can be embedded into its M al’cev completion G®. W ith the sub­
group case in mind and this ‘universe’ to work in we turned the problem on its 
head and considered the idea of supergroup or overgroup growth. T hat is instead 
of counting subgroups of finite index and encoding this information using a zeta 
function, we counted the number of overgroups of finite co-index and defined the 
co-zeta function of a group
CSPM =  E  |T : G |-  =  J > n -
G<fT<GQ n e N
where bn = \{G <f  T  < GQ \ \T  : G\ = n}\.
Focusing on torsion free finitely generated abelian groups and nilpotent groups 
(especially F2) we adapted the ‘good basis’ method for counting subgroups into 
a method for counting overgroups. We then calculated the co-zeta function for 
the T-groups for which we already had zeta functions. The results th a t were 
obtained were surprising in th a t they we often ‘nicer’ than  the zeta functions for 
the subgroup case. An example of this is the zeta and co-index zeta function for 
F 2 which we give below
,  C W C ( » - l ) C ( 2 ® - 2 ) C ( 2 » - 3 )
C f | (  J =  - - - - - - - - - - - - C ( 3 s  _  3 )- - - - - - - - - - - - -
Cjf(s) =  C(s)C(2s-l)C(2s-2).
The idea of encoding the number of subgroups as coefficients of a zeta function 
comes from number theory and the Dedekind zeta function of a number field. 
As such there is no direct group theoretic translation, so as well as counting 
subgroups, counting normal subgroups or subgroups isomorphic to the original
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group is often considered. The isomorphism case is interesting, because of the 
fact th a t if all subgroups will belong to  a countable class of isomorphism types the 
zeta function can be calculated by enumerating these ‘partia l’ cases (subgroups 
of a group which belong to a particular isomorphism class) and then adding 
these results together. In the same vein we calculated the co-normal and co­
isomorphism function for the groups we already had co-index functions for, as 
well as in some more general cases.
It is here th a t the most surprising result occurs. Let F£ be the free nilpotent 
group of class c on n  generators, then Theorem 4.20 tells us th a t
CfcUP(5) — Czd(s)
where d = rank (Z(F£)).  This in itself this seems unsurprising. However the proof 
of the theorem reveals th a t this gives us a converse to Lemma 4.16 (which states 
th a t an overgroup T  of G generated by G and a finite co-index overgroup of the 
centre of G  has G as a normal subgroup) when we are dealing with free nilpotent 
groups. This is a truly surprising result and one which deserves a much more 
elegant proof. This highlights one of the more negative aspects of this thesis, 
in th a t some of the proofs are very technical and do not give an indication why 
certain things, like the above result are happening. This is one direction which 
could be considered in the future.
We also attem pted to calculate the co-index zeta functions of some non-nilpotent 
groups, but unsuccessfully. Looking at the crystallographic groups we attem pted 
to define a universe in which to work (as all these groups bar one are not nilpotent 
and so do not have a Mal’cev completion). This universe was not perfect in tha t 
the universe we used ignored growth in one ‘direction.’ However, the attem pt 
did not succeed (in th a t there were countably may overgroups of some indices) 
possibly because of the universe which was chosen to work within. The definition 
of such a ‘good’ universe for such groups is possibly one worth considering in the 
future.
Another direction to be considered in the future is which groups have polynomial 
growth. This result is known in the case of subgroups,
T h e o re m . [Lub93, Theorem J^.l] Let G be a finitely generated residually finite  
group. Then G has polynomial subgroup growth i f  and only i f  G is virtually 
solvable o f finite rank.
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A similar result, a t least for the case of T-groups would be something to consider 
for overgroup growth.
Another result which would be worth pursuing is whether the co-index zeta func­
tion of a T-group is rational. Again, this result is known in the zeta function 
case with a result of Grunewald, Segal and Smith [GSS88],
T h e o re m . [GSS88] or see [Lub93, Theorem 2.19] The p-th Euler factor of the 
zeta function of a finitely generated torsion -free nilpotent group is a rational 
function of p ~s.
(In fact there is a more general result than this -  however as we only have co-index 
zeta functions for T-groups we omit this.)
Finally, in this thesis we considered the notion of ‘sideways’ growth and sideways 
zeta functions. The results here are not as ‘clean’ as for those in the co-index 
or index case. However, the tools were available and so some calculations were 
performed. Growth issues for this zeta function are clearly going to be worse, in 
th a t a group to  the side is a result of an overgroup and then a subgroup. This is 
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Before embarking on the work which forms the bulk of this thesis, I investigated 
articles by D. L. Johnson and G. C. Smith on the theory of monoid presentations. 
Here I present the results of this work which I did not pursue beyond this stage. 
This work is independent of the earlier m aterial in this thesis is developed from 
a final year undergraduate project and so the explanation may be a little naive 
in places.
ATW
A .l  Basic Concepts
A. 1.1 Set-Theoretic Preliminaries
We shall s tart by defining some basic concepts. We will assume th a t the reader 
has a basic understanding of sets and set membership as well as operations of 
union, intersection and difference of sets. The empty set will be denoted 0. If A  
is a subset of B  we will write A  C B  whether or not the inclusion is proper. The 
Cartesian product of sets X  and Y  is the set X  x Y  of all ordered pairs (x, y) 
with x  6 X  and y E Y .
A relation ~  from X  to Y  is a subset 91 of X  x F . If X  = Y  the relation is 
said to be a relation on X .  If (x, y) is in £K we will write x  ~  y. An equivalence 
relation on a set A  is a relation ~  such th a t the following hold:
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(i) x  ~  x  for all x  G X ,
(ii) if x  ~  y then y ~  x,
(iii) if x  ~  y and y r s j z  then x ~  z.
These conditions are called reflexive, symmetric, and transitive respectively. The 
equivalence class of x, denoted [x], is the set of all elements equivalent to x.  Two 
equivalence classes are either equal or disjoint. So {[x] | x  G X }  is a partition of 
X .
L e m m a  A .1.1 . The intersection of any non-empty collection of equivalence re­
lations is an equivalence relation.
Proof. Let ~  denote the intersection relation. Thus for x  G X , x  ~  x  as each 
relation is an equivalence. If x  ~  y then in each equivalence relation, = , in the 
intersection x  = y and so y =  x. Thus y ~  x. Similarly if x  ~  y and y ~  z then 
in each equivalence relation, = , making up the intersection x = y and y = z. 
Hence x  = z, so x  ~  z and ~  is an equivalence. □
A function  (or map) from X  to Y  is a relation such th a t for each x  G X  there is 
a unique y  G Y  to which it relates. We will write /  : X  —>■ Y  and refer to X  as 
the domain. If y is the unique element related to  x  we will write y = ( x ) f . The 
natural (or canonical) map from a set X  to  its set of equivalence classes is the 
map th a t takes x  to [x].
We say /  is surjective if ( X ) f  = Y  and th a t /  is injective if for all Xi ,X2 € X  
then (x \ ) f  = (x2) f  implies th a t x \ =  X2 . If /  is both injective and surjective 
then it is bijective.
A. 1.2 Groups, M onoids and Presentations
Let 5  be a set and •  a closed associative binary operation on S. A monoid is a pair 
(5, •) where there exists an element e 6 S  such th a t for all x  G S, x* e  = emx = x. 
Here e is called the identity element of S. A unit u G S  is an element such tha t 
there exists a v £ S  with the property th a t u * v  = v u  = e. Here v is called the 
inverse of u and denoted u~l . A  group is a pair (S , •) such th a t every element of 
S' is a unit. Note th a t henceforth we will use multiplicative notation for binary
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operations, unless this will make things confusing. So x  •  y  will become xy  and 
the identity element, e, will be denoted 1. We will refer to S' as a group or a 
monoid w ithout reference to the operation.
Let M  be a monoid with identity element 1. A submonoid of M  is a subset N  of 
M  such th a t the following hold:
(i) 1 €  N ,
(ii) if x  G N  and y € N  then xy  G N .
Additionally if N  consists of units and their inverses N  is a, subgroup of M . 
A submonoid is a monoid under restriction to N  of the binary operation and 
similarly for a subgroup.
L e m m a  A . 1 .2 . Let M  be a monoid. The intersection of any non-empty col­
lection of submonoids of M  is a submonoid. The intersection of any non-empty 
collection of subgroups of M  is a subgroup.
Proof. Let N  denote the intersection. Clearly 1 is in A . If x  G N  and y G N  
then x  and y belong to all the submonoids in the intersection. So their product 
xy  belongs to  all the submonoids and is in N . So A  is a submonoid of M . A 
similar argument applies for subgroups. □
Let Y  be a subset of M  and contemplate N  = where the JV* are all
submonoids of M  which contain Y  and I  is an indexing set. Observing tha t as 
Y  C M , /  /  0 so by the preceding lemma N  is a submonoid of M . Clearly N  
is the smallest submonoid of M  which contains Y . We call this the submonoid 
generated by Y  and write N  = Mon< Y  >.
A similar argum ent can be applied to a subset of units ( and their inverses) and 
subgroups containing Y and this would result in the subgroup generated by Y, 
denoted H  =  Grp< Y  >.
Let us now consider an example of a monoid. Let X  be a set. A word is a 
finite sequence U = Ui,U2 , . . .  , un with each Ui G X .  The empty sequence (where 
n = 0) is denoted e. W riting U1U2 . . . u n for U and identifying the elements of 
X  with the corresponding words of length one we can form a monoid using the 
(associative) operation of juxtaposition. We call this set of words X*.  If A , B
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and C  are non-empty words in X*  with U = A B C  then A  is a prefix of U, C  a 
suffix of U and B  a subword of U. A syllable of a word is a non-empty subword 
of maximal extent subject to consisting of only a single letter.
Let M  and N  be monoids with identities 1 m  and 1^ respectively. A homomor­
phism  from M  to N  is a function f  : M  N  such th a t the following conditions 
hold:
(i) ( x y ) f  =  (x ) f ( y ) f
(ii) (1m )/ =  Iat
If M  and N  are groups then (ii) follows from (i) as :
( x ) f  • 1N = ( x ) f  = (x • 1 M) f  = ( x ) f  • (1m )/
and so pre-multiplication by ((x) / ) _1 will yield ljv =  (1m)/ -  It can also be easily 
shown th a t ((x ) f ) ~ 1 = (^_1) /  and so if M  is a group then { M ) f  is as well.
An epimorphism  is a surjective homomorphism. An isomorphism  is an bijective 
homomorphism.
A monoid F  is said to be free on a subset X  C F  if given any monoid M  and a 
map 6 : X  —» M  there is a unique homomorphism O' : F  —► M  extending 0, tha t 
is having the property th a t (x)0' = (x)0  for all x  G X .  For any set X  the monoid 
X*  is called the free monoid generated by X .  We justify this definition by the 
following:
L e m m a  A . 1.3. Let X  be a set and let M  be a monoid. For each function  
f  : X  -+ M  there is a unique extension F  of f  to a homomorphism of X* into 
M .
Proof. Let U = U\U2 . . .  un be in X*, with each Ui G X .  The only way to define 
{U)F so th a t F  becomes a homomorphism from X*  to M  is to set (U)F = 
( u i ) f . . .  (un) f . Thus (U V ) F  =  (U ) F ( V ) F  by induction and the identity, as it 
is the product of no elements, maps to 1. So F  is a homomorphism. □
Let M  be a monoid. A congruence on M  is an equivalence relation ~  on M  
which is compatible with the multiplication in M , i.e. if x , y ,  z  G M  with x  ~  y 
then x z  ~  yz  and z x  ~  zy.
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L e m m a  A .1.4. Let M  be a monoid and S  C M  x M . The intersection ~  
of all congruence relations on M containing S  is a congruence. ~  is called the 
congruence generated by S.
Proof. There is a t least one congruence containing S , namely M  x M . By Lemma 
A. 1.1, ~  is an equivalence relation. Suppose x  ~  y, then for each z £ M  and 
congruence, = , containing S  we know tha t x  =  y so x z  = y z  and zx  =  zy . Thus 
x z  ~  y z  and zx  ~  zy  □
Let Q be the set of equivalence classes of ~  and let [x] be the equivalence class 
of x  for all x  G M . The rule [x][y] = [xy] defines an associative binary operation 
on Q with [1] as the identity. Thus Q is a monoid, the quotient monoid of M  
modulo
Let A  be a set and let 91 be a subset of X*  x X*. The monoid Q = M on< X  \ 91 > 
is defined to  be the quotient monoid of X*  modulo the congruence relation gen­
erated by 91. The pair (A, 91) is said to be a monoid presentation for Q and any 
monoid isomorphic to Q. The presentation is finite if both A  and 91 are finite. A 
monoid M  is finitely presented if M  has finite presentation. If A  =  { x \ , . . . ,  x n} 
and 91 consists of pairs (£/*, Vf) for 1 <  i < t then Q is sometimes written
Q =  Mon< x u . . . 1x n \Ui  = Vu . . . , Ut  = Vt >.
Here the equations U{ — V{ are the defining relations for Q. Under the natural 
map from A* to Q the words Ui and U will map to the same element. Elements 
of M on< A  | 91 >  are equivalence classes of words. The equivalence class of U is 
usually denoted [U]
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A .2 Knuth-Bendix Procedure for Strings
We now aim to describe the Knuth-Bendix procedure for strings [KB70]. This 
procedure manipulates rewriting systems, which are pairs of words. Later this 
will help us to decide on whether a given monoid presentation is a group or not.
Let M =  M on< X* | > .  The Knuth-Bendix procedure takes a translation
invariant well ordering of X* and tries to produce a complete rewriting system 
for M.  This procedure is not guaranteed to  term inate.
A .2.1 Orderings of free Monoids
Let S  be a set. A linear ordering of S  is a transitive relation -< on S  such tha t 
for any two elements s and t of S  one of the following holds: s -< t, s =  t  or s y  t. 
The ordering -< is a well ordering if there are no infinite decreasing sequences 
(sn) in S  (that is s* y  Sj+i for all i > 1). An ordering -< is a translation invariant 
ordering if U -< V  implies th a t AUB  -< AVB  for all A, B  G X*.
It is easy to define a linear ordering of a finite set: we just list the elements in 
some (arbitrary) order. As there can be no infinite decreasing sequences this
will always be a well ordering. A set of size n  will have n\ possible orderings.
However for infinite sets things are not so easy, as not all linear orderings will be 
well-orderings.
We now define the ordering which will interest us most. The short-lex or more 
correctly the length-plus-lexicographic ordering. Here lexicographic means left-to- 
right-lexicographic. The lexicographic ordering is as follows: given an ordering 
-< on X  and for s = S1S2 . . .  sm, t = t \ t 2 • •. tn G X *, with each s* and U in X , we 
say s -< t if and only if one of the following holds:
(a) m  < n  and s* =  £*, 1 <  i < m,
(b) there is an i with 1 < i < min(m, n) such th a t Sj = tj for 1 < j  < i and
t j.
This is not a well-ordering because if a, b G X  with a -< b then ab y  a2b y  azb y  
• • • is a strictly decreasing infinite sequence in X*. The short-lex ordering is an
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improvement on this, with u \ . . .  um -< v\ . . .  vn provided either th a t m  < n or 
th a t m  = n  and U \ . . .  um comes before V \ . . .v n lexicographically.
The following justifies our use of short-lex as a translation invariant well ordering.
L e m m a  A .2 .6 . I f  ^  is a linear ordering of S  then the corresponding lexicographic 
ordering is a linear ordering of S n .
Proof. Let s = (si, S2, . . . ,  sn) G S n and t  = (ti, £2, • • •, tn) G S n. Then we have 
either si -< ti, si =  h  or si >- t\ as -< is a linear ordering of S. Now if Si /  t\ 
we are done as s -< t or t  -< s depending on whether s 1 -<t\ or sx >- t\.  Assume 
now th a t Sj =  tj for all j ,  1 <  j  < k < n. Now as -< is a linear ordering on S, we 
have sk+i -< t k+u sk+i = tk+i or tk+1 -< ^*+1- Thus if sk+i ±  tk+1 we are done by 
induction. If k = n — 1 and sk+1 =  tjfc+i we have finished and s = t. □
L e m m a  A .2.7. I f  is a linear ordering on X  then the lexicographic ordering is 
a linear ordering on X*.
Proof. Let U = u \ . . .  um and V  =  V \ . . .  vn be words in X*.  If \U\ = \V\ apply 
Lemma A.2.6 with n = \U\ and we are done. Now assume (without loss of 
generality) th a t \U\ < \V\. Then if V  = UA  for some non-empty A, we have U = 
V . If not apply Lemma A.2.6 to ( u i , . . . ,  u\u\) and (u i , . . . ,  v\u\). If ( i t i , . . . ,  u\u\) 
( v i , . . . ,  v\u\) we have U -< V  in X*  otherwise V  -< U (note U ^  V  as we have 
already dealt with this case). Thus -< is a linear ordering of A*. □
L e m m a  A .2 .10 . The short-lex ordering is a linear ordering o f X*. I f  -< is a 
well ordering of X  then X* is also well ordered.
Proof. Linearity is a consequence of the previous lemma. Hence we only have to 
show well ordering. Let U\ >- U2 >- U3 y  • • • be strictly decreasing sequence of 
words in X*. Since \Ui\ > |t/j+i| for all i, from some point on all the Ui will have 
the same length m. By Lemma A.2.6, X m is well ordered and hence the sequence 
must term inate. So -< is a well ordering of X*. □
P ro p o s it io n  A .I .  The short-lex ordering of X* is translation invariant.
Proof. Let U = U i . . .  un and V  = V \ . . .  vm and suppose th a t U -< V . To prove 
translation invariance it suffices to prove th a t Ux < V x  and xU  -< x V  for all x  
in X . If n < m  then \Ux\ =  \xll\ < \Vx\ = \xV\. Thus we may assume tha t
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m  — n. Let U and V  differ first in the i-th  term. Then Ux and V x  also differ 
first in the ith  term  (as Ux and V x  have the same first terms). Thus Ux -< V x. 
A similar argument gives xU  -< xV . □
We will call a translation invariant well ordering a reduction ordering.
A .2.2 Canonical Forms and Rewriting system s
Suppose we are working with a finitely presented monoid M . Although it is 
generally impossible to tell when two given words are in the same equivalence 
class (the word problem) it is natural to be optimistic and look for a solution in 
M  anyway. Assume we know th a t M  is a quotient monoid of the free monoid. 
One approach to the word problem is to choose for each u in M  one word U 
which defines u. Such a choice is a canonical form  for u.
Usually we want the canonical form for U to be the “simplest” word defining 
U. As we saw previously a reduction ordering provides a convenient notion of 
simplicity. Thus fixing a reduction ordering -< on M , consider the set of words 
th a t define u. This is non-empty and so will have a smallest element U. We 
define this U to be the canonical form  for u relative to
Let (P, Q) be an element of the generating set for As replacing (P, Q) by 
(Q, P) does not change we may assume th a t P  >- Q. In this case (P, Q) is 
called a rewriting rule with respect to -<. If every element of is a rewriting 
rule then 9t is called a rewriting system with respect to -<.
Thus we can rewrite words in M , by the following process. Let U be a word in M . 
If (P, Q) is in !lK then if U = A P B  we can write V  = A Q P  and we have U ~  V  
and V  -< U. Since -< is a well ordering this process cannot go on indefinitely and 
will eventually produce a word C  in M  which contains no P ’s such th a t P  is the 
left side of a rewriting rule. This C  is called irreducible or reduced with respect 
to 9\. To emphasise th a t rewriting replaces P  by Q we will often write P  —► Q 
or P  — Q.
Let us consider two examples. Let X  = {a, b, c, d} and let consist of the 
rules ab -» 1, ba —> 1, cd —> 1 and dc —> 1. Let M  = M on< X  \ > and
U = acbadbdcac £ M . We can rewrite U in several ways using and here are
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two:
acbadbdcac —> acdbdcac —» abdcac —>• dcac —> ac
also:
acbadbdcac —>• acbadbac —> acbadc —> acba —> ac
Now let X  =  {a, b} and consist of the rules a2 —► 1, b10 —> 1 and ba —> abA. 
Let us rewrite baa in two ways. The first is easy:
baa —> b
The second takes a little longer:
baa —»• abbbba -* abbbabbbb —> abbabbbbbbbb —>■ 
ababbbbbbbbbbb —> ababb —>■ aabbbbbb —¥ bbbbbb
The result is b in the first case and 66 in the second. We will not delve deeply into 
the subject of rewriting systems. Our only goal will be to develop a condition 
on a rewriting system £R which guarantees th a t the result V  given by a rewriting 
process depends only on the input word U and not on the choices we make during 
rewriting.
Let be a rewriting system on X*  with respect to a reduction ordering -< and 
let ~  be the congruence generated by 9L We say th a t V  G X*  is derivable from  
U G X* using if there is a sequence
u = u0,uu . . . iut = v
with t > 0 such th a t Ui+1 is derivable from Ui in one step for 0 <  i < t. In 
this case we shall write U —^  V. Clearly —^  is reflexive and transitive. Also if 
U - t ^ V  then U ~  V  and U t  V.
L e m m a  A .2 .12 . I f  U ^  V  then U W  V W  and W U  W V  for all 
W  e  X*.
Proof If U = Uo, Ui , . . .  ,U t = V  is such a sequence then W U  = W U o,W U i,
. . .  ,W U t = W V  will be also. Similarly for UW. □
L em m a  A .2 .13 . I f  U ,V  G X* then U ~  V  i f  and only i f  there is a sequence 
U = Uq, U \, . . .  ,Ut =  V  such that fo r  0 < i < t,U i Ui+1 or U{+1 — Ui.
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Proof. Let use write U =  V  is such a sequence exists. Since Ui ~  Ui+1, we know 
th a t U = V  implies th a t U ~  V. It is easy to see th a t =  is an equivalence 
relation. By the preceeding lemma =  is a congruence. If (P, Q) is in then 
P  =  Q. Therefore ~  is contained in = . So ~  and =  are the same relation. □
There are a number of useful properties th a t —^  can have:
•  Church-Rosser property if U ~  V  then there is a word Q such tha t 
U —^  Q and V —^  Q.
•  Confluence if W  — U and W  —^  V  then there is a word Q such tha t 
U — Q and V  Q-
•  Local confluence if W  — U and W  — V  then there is a word Q such 
th a t U — Q and V  — Q.
We now have :
Proposition  A .2. I f  the Church-Rosser property holds then every ~-class con­
tains a unique irreducible element.
Proof. Suppose U and V  are reduced and in the same ^-class. Then by the 
Church-Rosser property there exists a Q such th a t U —^  Q and V  —^  Q. 
However since U and V  are reduced we must have U =  Q = V . □
We state  the following:
Proposition  A .3. For any rewriting system relative to a reduction ordering 
-< the Church-Rosser property, confluence and local confluence are equivalent.
Finally we have:
Proposition  A .4. I f9 t  is a confluent rewriting system on X* then after rewriting 
U G X* the value of the reduced word depends only on and U and not the 
choices made during the rewriting.
Proof. By the previous two propositions the value after rewriting is the unique 
canonical form of the ~-class containing U. □
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A .2.3 A Test for confluence
Let -< be a reduction ordering on X* and let be a finite rewriting system 
on X*  with respect to -<. If is confluent we can solve the word problem in 
M  =  Mon< X  | 91 >  by computing canonical forms. In this section we will 
describe a test for confluence.
We will use the following theorem:
T h e o re m  A .5. Suppose local confluence fails at a word W  but does not fail at 
any proper subword o f W .  Then one of the following conditions holds:
1. W  is the left side of two different rules in
2. W  is the left side of a rule in 9t and W  contains another left side as a
proper subword,
3. W  can be written A B C , where A, B  and C are non-empty words and A B  
and B C  are left sides in 9b
If W  satisfies the conclusion of the previous theorem then we shall say th a t W  is 
an overlap of left sides in 9b If 9t is finite then the set of words which are overlaps 
of left sides in 9t is finite. For each of these words W  we can list the finite set of 
words I t derivable from W  in one step. If we then rewrite each word in i t  until 
it is in its irreducible form and obtain more than  one value, 91 is not confluent 
for we have found two words irreducible with respect to 9t th a t define the same 
value in M . If we obtain the same value for all words in i t  local confluence does 
not fail a t W . By performing this test for all words derivable from W  in one step
we can decide whether or not 91 is confluent.
A .2.4 The K nuth-Bendix Procedure
The Knuth-Bendix procedure tries to find a confluent and finite rewriting system 
(we shall call this a complete rewriting system).
Let (A, 9t) be a finite monoid presentation, let -< be a reduction ordering on X *, 
and let T  denote the complete rewriting system.
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A brief description of the algorithm is as follows. Firstly redirect all the rules 
in 91 via -*<. Now list all the overlaps of the left hand sides of the rewrite rules, 
marking any overlap “done” tha t we have already resolved. Select any unmarked 
pair with overlap not previously studied and consider this overlap: we look at 
the two ways of rewriting this word and then simplify the resulting words into 
U and V  say. Adding, if necessary, the new rule U —> V  if U y  V  or V  —> U 
if U -< V. Mark this overlap as done, and update the lists. Repeat this until 
all overlaps are marked as done. Note th a t it is possible to generate an infinite 
system as each new rule may generate new overlaps.
We now present a basic version of the procedure w ritten in more suitable lan­
guage. Note however th a t this version is not practical for serious computation 
and may be improved, see [Sim94] for more details.
Two subroutines are used in the Knuth-Bendix procedure. The subroutine T e s t  
adds a new rule, if necessary, in order to ensure th a t there is a word derivable 
from two given words using the rules in 6 =  { (P j,^ )  | 1 <  i < n} (the set of 
current rules).
T e s t (U,V)
R e w r i t e (U,A)
R e w r i t e (V,B)
if A ^ B
if A  -< B  swap A  and B  
n  =  n  +  1, Pn = A, qn = B
The second subroutine, O v e r l a p ,  is a test for confluence. It checks the overlaps 
of Pi and Pj in which Pi occurs at the beginning of the word.
OvERLAP(i,j) ; i , j  integers not exceeding n.
For k = 1 to \Pi\
Let Pi = A B  with \B\ = k
Let U be the longest common prefix of B  and Pj 
let B  = UD  and Pj = U E
; U,V words in X*
; R e w r i t e  applies rules to U 
; and returns the result in A
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i f  D o r E  is e m p ty  th e n  T e s t (AQjD, QiE)
Then here is the Knuth-Bendix procedure for strings:
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K B S (X  91, X) ; X is the finite set,
-< a reduction ordering on X*,
94 a finite subset of X*  x X*
X complete rewriting system, if it is finite 
; W A R N IN G  T E R M IN A T IO N  M A Y  N O T  O C C U R  
n = 0, i =  1 
For (£/, V)  in 94
T e s t ( U ,V )
While i < n
For j  = 1 to i
OVERLAP(i,j)
if j  < i
OVERLAP(j,i)
2 — 2 +  1
Let be the set of Pi such th a t every proper
subword of P{ is irreducible with respect to ©
X =  0
For P  in
R e w r i t e (P,Q)
Add (P, Q) to X
Finally we state  Knuth-Bendix theorem,
T h e o re m  A .6 (K n u th -B e n d ix  ). I f  the complete reduced rewriting system 
is finite the K BS (X, +,£H, %) will terminate with X as the complete reduced 
rewriting system.
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A .3 Theory of Single Relator M onoids
Now we tu rn  aside from the basics and consider the question of whether a given 
monoid presentation defines a group or not. We will concentrate on a two letter 
monoid with a single relator and attem pt to summarise two papers recently writ­
ten on this subject. These papers are by D. L. Johnson [Joh97] and G. C. Smith 
[Smi97].
Throughout this chapter let F  = Mon< x , y  | _ > , the free monoid of rank 2 
and M  = M on<  x, y \ r = 1 > be the quotient monoid , the monoid F  modulo the 
equivalence relation generated by r  =  1.
Firstly we consider the positive cases, th a t is when we know th a t a monoid is a 
group. Some examples of this are when r  =  xyyx , r =  x y 2xy  (J. M. Howie) and 
more generally (D. E. Cohen) r  =  (x y l)my (x y l)n where I, m, n  are non-negative 
integers such th a t 1 <  m  < n. To prove all these cases we appeal to Johnson’s 
first result:
Proposition  A .7 (Johnson). Let u ,v  G F  begin with x , y  respectively and let 
m, n be integers with 1 <  m  < n. Then M  =  Mon< x, y | umvun = 1 > is a 
group.
Smith observes th a t the monoid M  with an odd number of syllables (strictly 
greater than  one) in the relator must be a group (since it will begin and end with 
the same syllable). This also covers the case where the relator is a palindrome.
Now we consider the case of when M  = M on< x, y \ x ay bx cy d =  1 >  Johnson uses 
the above to deal with some positive cases and then goes onto describe when it 
isn’t a group (see Proposition A.12). Smith on the other hand decides exactly 
when the above is a group via:
Theorem  A .8 (Sm ith). Let M  be as above with r = x ay bx°yd with a,b ,c  and 
d positive. The monoid M  is a group i f  and only i f  d < b, a < c and at least one 
of these inequalities is strict.
Smith then progresses further, using the same m ethod of proof to get:
Theorem  A .9 (Sm ith). Let M  be as above with r = x ay bx cy dx ey f  with all the 
exponents positive. The monoid M  is a group i f  and only if
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(a) a < c,b = d ,c = e, f  < b and at least one of the inequalities is strict,
(b) a < e, f  < b and at least one of the inequalities is strict,
(c) a = e,b = f , c  < a, b < d and at least one of the inequalities is strict,
(d) a = e,b = f , a < c , d < b  and at least one of the inequalities is strict.
Later we shall extend this further. Smith then goes onto a more general result, 
refuting a conjecture of R. M. Thomas:
C onjecture A .10 (R. M. Thom as). I f  r G Mon< x , y , z  | _ >  and r is not a
palindrome then Mon< x, y, z \ r = 1 >  is not a group.
Theorem  A. 11 (Sm ith). Let n > 2 be a natural number. There is a single 
relator monoid M n on n letters with the relator not a palindrome but M n a group.
We now turn  our attention to the negative case, when a monoid is not a group. 
Again we have examples of this. Letting r = xy  does not form a group (see 
[Sim94] p26), and more generally if r = x ayb for positive a,b then M  is not a 
group. Cases of relators of zero and one syllable length are obviously not groups.
We dem onstrate th a t M  = Mon< x , y \  x ay b =  1 > is not a group by following 
the m ethod th a t Johnson takes. Using the fact th a t if a homomorphic image of 
a monoid is not a group then the monoid is not a group, we define a homomor­
phism from M  to Z , the set of all maps from Z to itself (this is a monoid under 
composition of maps). Defining f , y G Z  as follows:
is a homomorphism. Since £ is not surjective it has no left inverse in Z. Hence 
Z  is not a group so neither is M.
Looking again a t M  — M on< x ,y  \ x ay bx cy d > , Johnson observes th a t if this is 
a group then so is Q = M on< x ,y  \ x ay b = x°yd = 1 > , its homomorphic image.
It is easy to check th a t £ar)b = 1, so th a t the map
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Thus if we know when Q is not a group we can deduce some information about
(via Theorem A.9) and when r  =  x 2y 3xy. Now in the first case we see tha t
bu t M  is not a group.
Johnson now generalises this proposition:
P r o p o s i t io n  A . 13 (Jo h n so n ) . Let ( U) G N2, for  i = 1 ,2 , . . .  ,m ,  with
for  i = 1, . . . ,  m, the monoid M  = Mon< x, y | r =  1 >  with r — x kly [l . . .  x kmy lm 
is not a group.
We also have two negative results due to Smith, one of which subsumes the other:
Theorem  A . 14 (Sm ith). Let M  = Mon< x, y \ r =  1 >  where r involves an 
even number of syllables. I f  the strictly highest power of x  or y occurring in this 
product is an end syllable then M  is a not group.
Theorem  A .15 (Sm ith). Let X  be a set of size at least two. I f  we let M  = 
Mon< X  \ r = 1 > and no proper initial segment of r coincides with a proper 
terminal segment of r then M  is not a group.
M .
P r o p o s i t io n  A .12 (Jo h n so n ) . Q is a group if  and only i f  det
Looking now at some examples we see th a t M  is not a group when r =  x 2y2xy
and so Q is not a group. However in the second case
m m
Assuming that
(&1 +  /c2 +  ' • • +  ki)l >  (Ii +  I2 +  h li)k
P r o o f s
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We will prove only some of the above theorems and propositions. We start with
Proof of Proposition A .I .  Observing th a t we need only seek a right inverse (by 
undergraduate exercise) to y we have:
1 =  umvun = umvun- mum = umvun- m • umvunum = umvunvunum = vunum 
Thus as v begins with a y, y will have a right inverse. □
We will prove Theorem A .8 and not Theorem A.9 or A. 15 as these are proved
using the same method, of which we will see more later.
Proof of Theorem A .8 . Pu t a short-lex ordering on word in X  (as described in 
section A.2.1). Now subject the relator x ay bx cy d to the Knuth-Bendix completion 
procedure (see Section A.2 or [KB70]). We look for critical pairs obtained by 
overlaps of x ay bx cy d with itself and find th a t no self-overlaps will occur (and M
will not be a group (see Theorem A .15)) unless both d < b,a < c. In the
event th a t a = c and b = d the unique critical pair requires no resolution and 
x aybx ay b —»■ 1 is a complete rewriting system for M  and so y has no right inverse.
Suppose th a t d <  b,a < c and one of these inequalities is strict. Initialise a 
Knuth-Bendix procedure to discover th a t x ay bx cy dyb~dx cy d is both  yb~dx cy d and 
x aybx c~a. Now 1 =  x ayby bx cyd = x aybx aybx c~a = y b~dx cy dx ay d. Thus either x  or 
y has an inverse and so both do. □
Theorems A.9 and A .15 follow similar arguments using the Knuth-Bendix pro­
cedure to find if y has an inverse. In the case of Theorem A. 15 no overlaps are 
possible and y will have no right inverse as all words equivalent to 1 begin with 
an x.
Proof of Theorem A. 11. Observing th a t if there are less than  three letters 
the result is clear as J. M. Howie has observed th a t M on< x , y  \ x y 2xy  = 1 > 
is a group (see above). Suppose the letters are x, y, oq, a2, . . . ,  an. Let w be 
the palindrome a ^ . .. anan_ifln_2 . . . cq. Consider the non-palindromic relator 
r  =  x w y 2x 2wy  defining the monoid M n = M on< x, y, aq, 02, . . . ,  an | r = 1 >. 
Now in M n we have
0  n O O O  O O O  Oxw y  x  = xw y  x  • 1 =  xw y  x  • xwy x  wy = xw y x  wy  • yx  wy = 1 ■ yx  wy
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so 1 =  r  =  (yx 2w y)xw y  =  xw y(xw y2x) and both x  and y are invertible. Conju­
gation of r by suitable powers of x  and y and their inverses yields th a t w has a 
two sided inverse. However w is a palindrome and so its letters themselves must 
be invertible and we are done. □
The rest of the proofs we omit making the following observations.
The idea of the proof of Theorem A. 14 is to proceed as if we are performing a 
Todd-Coxeter enumeration [TC36, Joh90] in an a ttem pt to find functions x, y : 
N —> N which satisfy the relator. These functions which are defined inductively 
so th a t they are not both bijections, given the conditions of the theorem and so 
y  will have no right inverse.
Proposition A. 12 is proved by induction on k +  I +  m  +  n. The inductive step 
breaks into two cases: firstly when the pairs (k , m ) and (/, n) are comparable 
(that is when either (a) k < m  and I < n  or (b) when k > m  and I > n) and 
secondly when k , l , m , n  are incomparable (that is when they are not compara­
ble). In the first case (for example (a)) we can replace the presentation for M  
by M on< x , y  | x ky l = x m~kyn~l =  1 > without changing the value of the deter­
m inant and by induction we are finished. In the la tte r case when the pairs are 
incomparable, suppose without loss of generality th a t k < m  and I > n. Then we
(  k I \  , , ,
have det I =  kn  — ml < 0. Furthermore x m = x my = y whence
V m  n J
1 =  x myn = x m~ky kyn = y l~nx kyn and thus we have a right inverse to y. Thus 
as in the proof of Proposition A.7 we are done
The proof of Proposition A. 13 is just as in the verification of the fact th a t the 
monoid M on< x, y  | x ky l > is not a group (the condition ensures th a t > 0 
when n > 0 and any initial subword £ of the image of r, whence r is mapped to
l  e z ).
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A.4 More on Single Relator M onoids
Throughout this section we let M  =  Mon< x, y | r = 1 > . The following tells us
some of the tale of whether M  is a group or not.
Firstly two theorems from the paper by Smith [Smi97] th a t we saw in the previous 
section.
T h e o re m  A . 16. Let M  be as above and r — x ay bx cy d where all the exponents
are positive. The monoid M  is a group if and only i f  d < b , a < c and at least
one of these inequalities is strict.
T h e o re m  A .17. Let M  be as above and r = x ay bx°ydx ey f  where all the expo­
nents are positive. The monoid M  is a group if  and only i f  one of the following 
conditions holds:
(a) b = d ,c  = e ,a  < c, f  < d and at least one of the inequalities
(b) a < e, f  < b, and at least one of the inequalities is strict,
(c) a = e,b = / ,  c <  a, b < d and at least one of the inequalities
(d) a = e,b = f , a < c , d < b  and at least one of the inequalities
Now the natural extension to this,
T h e o re m  A .18. Let r =  x aybx cy dx ey^x9y h, with all the exponents positive. The 
monoid M  is a group if and only i f  one of the following hold:
(a) a < g ,h  < b and at least one of the inequalities is strict,
(b) a < e , b  = f , g  = c , h < d  and at least one of the inequalities is strict,
(c) a < c , b  = d,c = e,d = f , g  = e , h < f  and at least one of the inequalities 
is strict,
(d) a = e,b = f , c  = g , d = h , a < c , d < b  and at least one of the inequalities 
is strict,
(e) a = g,b = h ,c  < a, b < d and at least one of the inequalities is strict,





(g)  a = g,b = h ,a  < e, f  < b and at least one of the inequalities is strict,
(h) a = g,b = h ,c  < e, f  < d and at least one of the inequalities is strict,
(i) a = g,b = h ,a  < e,b < d,b = f  ,a  = c and at least one of the inequalities 
is strict,
(j) a = g,b = h , c < e , b < f , d  = f , a  = e and at least one of the inequalities 
is strict,
(k)  a = g,b = h ,c  < a, b < f , d  = b,c = e and at least one of the inequalities 
is strict,
(I) a = g,b = h , a < c ,  f < d , b  = d,c = e and at least one of the inequalities 
is strict,
(m) a = g,b = h ,a  = c,b = d , a < e , f < b  and at least one of the inequali­
ties is strict,
(n) a =  g,b = h ,a  = c,b =  d,a  < e,b < f  and at least one of the inequalities 
is strict,
(o) a — g, b = h, a = c,b = d,e < a, b < f  and at least one of the inequalities 
is strict,
(p) a = g,b  =  h ,a  = e,b = f , a  < c,d  < b and at least one of the inequalities 
is strict,
(q) a = g,b = h ,a  = e,b = f , a < c , b < d  and at least one of the inequalities 
is strict,
(r) a = g,b = h ,a  = e,b = f , c <  a, b < d and at least one of the inequalities 
is strict,
(s) a = g,b = h ,c  = e, f  = d ,a  < c,b < d and at least one of the inequalities 
is strict,
(t) a = g,b = h ,c  = e, f  = d ,c  < a,b < d and at least one of the inequalities 
is strict.
W hile proving this theorem, we noticed some general results. Firstly recall tha t 
in [Smi97] it was mentioned tha t when there was a non-syllabic overlap in r, M  
was a group. We prove this here.
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L e m m a  A .4 .1 . Let M  be as above and r = n?=o xaiybi where a^, bi are all positive. 
Then M  is a group i f  there is an non-syllabic overlap of r (recall that an overlap
of each word).
The next lemma in some way generalises this:
L e m m a  A .4 .2 . Let E =  { x , y } ,  W  = {r <E E*|r =  n?= ox<liy bi}  and |W | < 00 ■ 
I f  there exists at least one non-syllabic overlap within W  then we can find an 
inverse to x and y under the multiplication ofT,*. Thus i f  M  is a monoid and W  
is derived from r using a Knuth-Bendix procedure, M  is a group.
Now a ‘negative’ case, which generalises a result of Smith ([Smi97] or see A. 15).
P ro p o s it io n  A .19. Let X  be a set of size at least two, and define the moniod 
M  as M  = Mon< X  | rn =  1 > . I f  no proper initial segment of r co-incides with 
a proper terminal segment of r then M  is not a group.
C o ro lla ry  A .4.3. Let M  = Mon< x, y | (x ayb)n =  1 > . Then M  is not a group.
P r o o f s
We prove the lemmas first to make the theorem easier.
Proof of lemma A.J^.l. We begin by observing th a t if r  =  Yl^=ix<liybi a non“ 
syllabic overlap will occur when the following conditions hold:
for some 1 < j  < n — 1 and with one of the inequalities strict. Thus when 
we initiate a Knuth-Bendix procedure we get one overlap beginning at the jth  
position and this resolves to two equal words,
of words is syllabic i f  the overlapping segment consists of a collection of syllables
n n - j + l




1 = niU xaiybi
=  ^-i)"6n(nL^ afe^ )^ i^ n_i(nr=n-j+i:rai2/6o 
= {Ylmh x arnybm)xaj~1ybn(Y\^Zi+1 x apybp)xan-j ~ai
So either x  or y has a two sided inverse and so does the other. Thus M  is a group
□
This gives us some monoid presentations which define groups.
Proof of Lemma A .4-2. Let a  =  UiXaV y b G W  and /3 = x cV y dU2 G W  where 
Ui G £* are of the form n j= i  x<ljybj and V  G £* is either empty or of the form 
y ^ ( Y i U ^ y h ) ^ +1 with all the exponents positive, c < a and d < b and at 
least one of the inequalities is strict. Now initiate a Knuth-Bendix procedure on 
these words to find the overlap which will resolve into the rule:
UlXa~c =  yd- bU2
and so we get,
1 =  a  =  y d~bU2x cV y b 
= p  =  x cV y bUiXa~c
Thus either x  or y will have a two sided inverse and then so does the other. □
Proof of Theorem A. 18. As with the proof of Theorem A. 16 and theorem A. 17 
we initiate a Knuth-Bendix procedure on the relator and see when this gives us 
inverses.
Lemma A.4.1 gives us conditions (a), (b), and (c) of non-syllabic overlaps of r.
Now we considering the syllabic overlaps analogous to  these:
6 syllabic overlap: This gives us tha t a = c,b = d ,c = e ,d  = f , e  = g , f  = h i.e. 
r = (x ayb)4 and this means th a t M  is not a group.
4 syllabic overlap: This gives us th a t a = e,b = f , c  = g ,d  =  h i.e. r = 
(xay bx cy d)2 =  1. This has the obvious overlap which resolves leaving us with a
complete rewriting system. Thus y has no right inverse and M  is not a group.
Note in this case if a < c, d < d and with a t least one of these inequalities strict 
we would get a group (as this is a non-syllabic overlap) and this is condition (d).
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Before looking at the 2 syllabic case, we introduce some (hopefully) useful nota­
tion. Let a  and /3 be two words in M  if these two words overlap with 4 syllables
we will write this as a/3(4) (not worrying whether this is syllabic or non-syllabic). 
Thus the two syllabic (or non-syllabic) case may be w ritten rr(2 ).
In the 2-syllabic case we have a — g and b = h. The overlap implies that 
x ay bx°ydx ey f  = x cydx ey^xayb, so we can write:
1 =  x aybx cydx ey f x ay b (call this a)
=  x cydx ey f  (xayb)2 (call this /3)
=  (x ayb)2x cy dx ey f  (call this 7 )
We continue the Knuth-Bendix procedure by now looking a t all the overlaps we 
have generated. These are (in the above notation):
a a ( 2), /3a(2), ja {6 )
/?7(2), 7/3(4)
<*7(2), £7(4)
These all resolve yielding no further information. Thus M  is not a group as y 
has no right inverse.
So we now consider the extra conditions on a , 6, c, d , e and /  th a t will force the 
words a, /3, and 7 to overlap. There are nine possible combinations of a , /3, and 
7 and thus 27 ways in which to force an overlap (we have to  consider each of 2, 
4 and 6 syllables). These boil down to:
(i) a = c = e,b = d = f  [ from a a ( 6) , 0:7 (6) , /3a(6),7 /3(6)]
(ii) c < a,b < d [ from a/3(2),/3/3(2),/3a(4) ]
(iii) a < e, b < f  [ from a?7 (4)]
(iv) a < e, /  <  b [ from 7 0 (2), 7 7 (2) ]
(v) c <  e, /  <  d [ from 7 /3(2)]
(vi) a < e , b < d , b  = f , a  = c [from aa (4 ), ^ 7 (6)]
(vii) a < c, f  < d,b = d ,c = e [from 7a ( 4) ,7 7 (6)]
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(viii) c < e,b < f , d  = f , a  = e [ from a  0(4), /313(G)]
(ix) c <  a,b < f , b  =  d,a  = e [ from 0 /3 (4 ) ,  7 7 (4)]
Forcing these to  have one strict equality, we also have,
(x) c = a,b = d [from (ii) ]
(xi) a = e, 6 =  /  [from (iii) and (iv) ]
(xii) c = e ,d  = f  [from (v) ]
Now by lemma A.4.2, we know th a t conditions (ii) to (ix) with strict inequalities 
will give us groups, and these are conditions (e) - (1).
Thus we only need to look at the conditions where there are syllabic overlaps,
i.e. (i), (x), (xi) and (xii).
(i) is easy as it means th a t (.z V )4 =  1 and this we have already decided is not 
a group.
So let us consider (x), th a t is c =  a and b = d. We can now rewrite the relator 
as 1 =  x ay bx ay bx ey f x ayb = x ay bx ey f (x ay b)2 =  (xayb)3x ey f , which we are calling 
a:, 0 , and 7 respectively. Resolving the overlaps we get (each word is underlined 
or over-lined):
Overlap Rewrite New rule
a  0(2) (xayb)2x ey f  x ay bx ey f  (xay b)2 (xayb)2x ey f  = x ey f ( x ay b)2
00(2) x ay bx ey f  x aybx aybx ey f  (xay b)2 x ay bx ey^xay b = x ey f ( x ay b)
0 a (  4) x aybx ey f  (xayb)2x ey^xay b x ay bx ey f  = x ey^xay b
So now:
1 =  (xayb)2x ey f x ay b a  
= x ay bx ey f (x ay b)2 0  
=  (xay b)3x ey f  7 
=  x ey f ( x ayb)3 5
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Observing also that the following are equivalent:
(xayb)2x eyf  =  x ey f  (xay b)2 
x aybx ey f x ay b = x ey f ( x ay b)2 
x ay bx ey f  = x ey f x ay b
Now we look at the overlaps within a , /?, 7 and 8. These are
aa(2) M 2) 701(6) 5a(2)
a(3{ 6) 4) 7/3(4) 6a(4)
a/?(6) 07(2) 75(2) 6/3(2)
0:7 (2) 07(4) *7(2)
a<S(4) /W(6) 57(4)
0 0 (2) <ty(6)
These all result in no new rules (we either have z — z  or get one of the derived 
rules). Thus M  is not a group with these conditions. The only other possible 
conditions to force these to overlap are that:
1. a < e and f  < b
2. a < e and b < f
3. e < a and b < f
4. a = c = e = g and b = d = f  = h
(1), (2) and (3) with a t least one strict inequality are groups by Lemma A.4.2
and correspond to (m), (n) and (o). We know (4) is not a group from Lemma
A .19.
The case (xi) is similar but deals with the only the exponent letters being different, 
resulting in the extra conditions (p), (q) and (r) in the theorem.
The case of (xii) is slightly different: recall we now have c =  e, /  =  d as well as 
a = g and b = h so th a t a, (3 and 7 become:
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1 =  xayb(xeyf )2xay b (a)
= (zV)20zV)2 (P)
= {xay b) \ x * y f ) 2 (7)
which then leads to x ay b(xcy d)2 = (xcyd)2x ay b and (x ay b)2x cy d = x°yd(xay b)2 
resulting in the conditions l  = a  = P = j  = x cy d(xay b)2x cy d which is then 
complete. The only other conditions th a t will force overlaps are:
1. a < c and b < d
2. c < a and b <  d
3. a = c = e = g and b = d = f  = h
Thus we only have groups in the case of (1) and (2): this is (s) and (t).
Thus we are done! □
A .4.1 To Terminate or not to Terminate
Having spent a little time using Derek H olt’s kbmag programme (Knuth Bendix 
for Monoids and Autom atic Groups) [Hoi], I guessed the following.
G u ess  A .4 .9 . Let M  be as above, then a Knuth-Bendix procedure run on r will 
terminate i f  and only i f  M  is a Monoid (i.e. i f  M  is a group the procedure is 
infinite).
After having spent some more time, this guess turns out to be partly  unfounded. 
Looking at when M  forms a group, we find th a t with a four relator this guess 
fails with a relator of x 3y 1x i y 1 (and in approximately 8% of all cases tried this 
is all four relators with indices between 1 and 4).
For the monoid case I have yet to find a counter example having searched through 
four and six relator monoids with indices ranging between 1 and 4. A more 
comprehensive search involving indices upto about two million and eight syllable 
relators is currently underway. However we still have:
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C o n je c tu re  A .2 0 . Let M  =  Mon< x, y | r  =  1 > be a m o n o id  where
n
r = x aiybi.
i=i
A Knuth-Bendix procedure run on r will terminate in a finite time.
A possible idea for the proof is as follows. From our experience proving Theorems 
A .16, A .17 and A .18 we know tha t when we have a syllabic overlap a Knuth 
Bendix procedure resolving this seems to make x ay b pairs commute (at worst). 
Thus the maximal rules we need to add are those which make such pairs commute. 
For a finite length word this is a finite number of extra rules.
A .5 A Universal Algorithm
We now attem pt to describe and prove th a t there exists an algorithm to determine 
when M  = M on< x, y | r  =  1 > , with r = n iL i x<liy bi and the Gj, bi all positive, 
is a group.
A .5.1 Outline
Before writing down the procedure we a ttem pt to outline the method. The 
general idea is to follow the methods of proof of Theorems A .16, A .17 and A.18. 
So we start by considering all conditions on the exponents giving non-syllabic 
overlaps of the word r. We then look at syllabic overlaps of decreasing length.
For each of these syllabic overlaps we check to see if they form complete rewriting 
systems using a Knuth-Bendix procedure. This of course may not term inate (but 
see conjecture A .20 above). If however it does term inate, we have a larger set of 
words with which to work, all equivalent to 1 in M .  W ithin these words we now 
see how we can put extra conditions on the exponents to generate more overlaps.
Each of these new conditions we explore in turn  (as above) until we will finally 
exhaust all possibilities.
We must of course answer the questions:
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(i) Will it term inate?
(ii) Will the algorithm successfully cover all the cases?
Termination is not guaranteed because we are using a Knuth-Bendix procedure.
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A .5.2 The Algorithm
M o n o i d _ T e s t (i i ) ; n  n u m b e r  o f  x ayb p a ir s
if  n = l  STOP
For i= l  to n-1 ; deal with non-syllabic overlaps (Lemma A.4.1)
record non-syllabic rule
For i= l  to n — 1
M TS(n,i) ; MTS considers syllabic overlaps of 2i syllables
M TS(n,i) ; n number of x ay b pairs, % size of overlap
; s e ts  u p  r e x p lic i t ly  
w i th  ( r ig h t c o n d it io n s  fo r g iv e n  s y lla b ic  o v e r la p )  
s to re  r in  91 a n d  th e  c o n d it io n s  in  3
; 3  has a list of equal indices
G e n e r a t e _ r u l e s  (9 1 ,3)
G e n e r a t e _ R u l e s ( 9 1 ,  3 ) ;91 is c o lle c tio n  o f  w o rd (s ) ,  3  is  s e t  o f  e q u a l in d ic e s
i f  3=> ax =  a,i, b\ =  bi, Vz STOP
; we know th a t this isn’t a group 
91’ =  K n u t h _ B e n d i x (91) ; Run a Knuth-Bendix procedure on 9 t,
; n o t  fo rc in g  o v e r la p s ,
; (c o u ld  re c o rd  te s t e d  c a se s  fo r  effic iency)
6  =  F o r c e _ O v e r l a p s (9T ) Generate extra conditions on the exponents 
so th a t we have considered all 
possibilities of when two words in 91 overlap
S i m p l i f y ( S )  ; remove unless things, repeated conditions etc
For each new non-syllabic condition in 6
; via Lemma A.4.2
record condition 
generate syllabic condition 
remove non-syllabic condition
S i m p l i f y ( 6 )
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For each condition in © ; recursive step
GENERATE_RuLEs(9t’,3+neiu condition)
T h e o re m  A .21. I f  the algorithm M o n o i d _ T e s t (Vi,) terminates then the monoid 




and the a*, bi all positive. Then M  is a group i f  and only i f  r satisfies the condi­
tions it generates.
Proof. The algorithm starts by generating all the non-syllabic conditions and 
Lemma A.4.1 says th a t we need these.
Now for each syllabic overlap check the completeness of the rewriting system. 
This is step th a t may not terminate. However we are assuming th a t is will 
term inate (but see conjecture A.20 above). Thus we have a complete rewriting 
system and so M  is not a group as y will have no right inverse, since all the words 
in 91 (and hence all the words equivalent to  1) will begin with x.
We now look for extra conditions on these words to force more overlaps in 91. We 
consider all possible overlaps of 91 and record these conditions. By Lemma A.4.2 
any of these overlaps which are non-syllabic will form a group, so we record these 
conditions. We also note the corresponding syllabic overlap of which we know 
nothing.
We then consider every new syllabic condition th a t we have just generated until 
we reach the case where the relator is (x aiy bl)n. This process will eventually stop, 
because each time a call is made to G e n e r a t e _o v e r l a p s  a stricter condition 
is put on the words in 91 (recall we are assuming th a t 91 must be finite). This is 
as words in 91 will have at most 2n syllables so th a t you will eventually have the 
condition th a t ai = ai,bi = b{ (or you will be able to generate more conditions 
on the exponents to repeat the process). Thus the recursion will term inate.
T h u s  M o n o i d _ T e s t  w ill te r m in a te .
We now must show we have considered all the possibilities. It is (hopefully)
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apparent th a t we must have as the only possible conditions for overlaps we have 
not looked at are those for 2n syllables (which are trivial) and when r doesn’t 
overlap with itself (and this is not a group see Theorem A. 14).
So we are done. □
We now only have to worry about what happens when the Knuth-Bendix pro­
cedure fails to complete. From the Knuth-Bendix theorem we know th a t even 
if this procedure fails to term inate we have a complete rewriting system, and so 
the monoid under consideration is not a group as all the words equivalent to 1 
start with x. However this is not quite enough to  get us where we want: the 
set 91 in the algorithm is not as big as it should be because the Knuth-Bendix 
algorithm has not term inated. So from here on we do not necessarily exhaust the 
possibilities for overlaps. However the conjecture in the last section will give us 
term ination and so we have some hope for this algorithm.
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A .6 Further Thoughts
As we now have a way of deciding when a monoid with a single relator of the form 
r = n?= i x aiy bi is a group we now consider how this may be extended. Observe 
th a t we have Proposition A. 19 which tells us a negative case.
First a positive result:
P ro p o s it io n  A .22. Let M  = Mon < a\, a,2 , . . . ,  an | w = 1 >  where w is of the 
form  a ^ a 2^ . . .  ■ a?1 with u E Mon<  ai,  a,2 , . . . ,  an | _ > ; and all
exponents positive. Thus w is not necessarily a palindrome. Then M  is a group.
Of course we needn’t stop here, we could take this to its limit:
P ro p o s it io n  A .23. Let M  = Mon < ai, a2, . . . ,  an | w = 1 >.  Let Ui and Vi be 
words in Mon< 02, . . . ,  an | _ >  only containing aj such that j  < i. Let w is 
of the form abla^U 2a^f . . .  un- i a ^ u na ^ v n-ia^T i vn- 20^L 2 • • • Thus w is
not necessarily a palindrome. Then M  is a group.
P ro p o s it io n  A .24. Let M  =  Mon < x, y, a i, a2, . . . ,  an \ r = 1 >  and let 
w be as in the proposition above. I f  r — n?= i x<liw by Ci then M  is a group if  
N  = Mon< x , y  \ fllL i xaiy Ci >  a group with the inequalities in the relevant 
conditions strict.
In the above, the b (which are the exponents of w) need not all be the same, 
however they must ensure tha t we get the necessary overlaps, so it is simpler to 
keep things like this.
Now let M  = M on< ai, a2, . . . ,  an \ r = 1 > . If r  does not contain all the ai then 
M  is not a group (trivially). Let 7 : M  —» Ni  be defined by:
\
(o>k) i^j = l i i i ^ k ^ j  
— X if i =  k
{dk)^ij = 1 if k = j
if U U\U2 • • • Um, (U^ TTij =  {U\)lTij {u^TTij . . . {urrf)'Kij ^
where N\  =  M on< x , y  \ (r ) ^ -  =  1 >. Thus is a homomorphism (observe 
th a t (Im)tLj — ( r ^ i j  =  1 n  an(l we are done).
We also define Wi : M  —» N 2 as follows:
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(ak)w{ = x  if k <  i |
(ak)wi =  y if k > i >
if U — U\U2 • • •'U'ffij (C/)tI7j — i • • • J
where N 2 = M on< x , y | ( r ) ^  =  1 > . Thus W{ is a homomorphism (observe tha t 
(1 m ) ^  — {r ) ^ i  — Ijv and we are done).
Now with these two homomorphisms defined we have:
P ro p o s it io n  A .25. I f  M  =  Mon< a\, a2, . . . ,  an \ r = 1 >  then i f  N \ or N 2 (as 
defined above) are not groups then neither is M .
This can be quite useful. For example if M  = M on< a\, a2, . . . ,  an \ r = 1 > 
and r  =  n iL i ° i4 where sill the bi are positive then M  is not a group as M  = 
M on< x , y | x ky l =  1 > is not a group. Thus by Proposition A .25 we have tha t 
M  as above with r  =  n r = i ( n r =x -  ) is not a group. Thus we have just proved,
P ro p o s it io n  A .26. Let M  = Mon< a \} a2, . . . ,  an \ r =  1 >  and
n n
r = IFI1 a‘)
j = 1 i = l
Then M  is not a group.
Now consider the basic example M  = M on< x , y , z  \ x aybz°xdy ez * > which by 
Proposition A.24 is a group when a < d, b = e and /  <  c. Using the above 
homomorphism Wi we find to be a group the following conditions must hold (the 
conditions are ju st Theorem A. 16).
a < d e +  / < 6  +  c (one of these inequalities must be strict)
a + b < d + e f  < c (one of these inequalities must be strict)
So as a < d we have a + b < d + b < d + e so th a t b < e. Also as /  <  c, e +  /  < 
e +  c < 6  +  c s o e < 6 .  However now we have both  b < e and e < b, so b = e. 
Thus for M  to be a group M  = M on< x , y , z  \ x ay bz cx dy bz f  > and have a < d, 
f  < c with one of these inequalities strict. In fact now applying the 7Ty’s we see 
th a t in fact we must have a < d, f  < c otherwise we will not have groups under 
these homomorphisms. Note th a t we have not proved here th a t a M  of this form 
is a group, only th a t to be a group M  must be of this form, however in this case 
Proposition A.24 will make this a group.
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You can of course play this game with M on< w, x , y , z  \ w ax by cz dw ex ^y gzh > and 
find under zui th a t you need,
(one of these inequalities must
a ^  e f  + g + h < b + c + d
be strict)
(one of these inequalities must
cl T  b ^  6 T  f  g h ^  c d
“  be strict)
(one of these inequalities must
a + 6 + c < e + / + o  h < d
“  be strict)
so th a t you need a < e,b <  e, c <  g and h < d, g <  c, /  <  d. So th a t c =  g, 
now applying 7ryz we force h < d, applying 7rxy we force b < f  and applying irwy 
we force a < e. Thus M  can only be group when a < e,b < f , c  =  g ,h  < d. In 
fact these conditions will not allow overlaps (need b= f). Thus starting a Knuth- 
Bendix procedure on w ax by cz dw ex^y9z h will find no overlaps. Thus y will not 
have a right inverse (as all words equivalent to 1 s ta rt with an x) and so M  will 
not be a group.
We could now ask how this continues. A sufficiently diligent reader may wish to 
explore this further.
P r o o f s
We will not prove Proposition A.22 as it is a consequence of Proposition A.23.
Proof of proposition A .23. Observing firstly th a t if we can find a right inverse 
and a left inverse for an element we can find a two sided inverse (if xy  = 1 and 
zx  = 1 then set w — zxy  and we have w x  =  zxy  • x  = zx  • yx  = 1 = xy  = 
x ' z x  - y — x  • zxy  = xw). We have th a t a\ will have a two sided inverse (as it 
both starts and ends the word). Now conjugate w by appropriate powers of a\ to 
find th a t a2 has a 2-sided inverse (or more specifically a right and a left inverse 
as c2 does not have to be equal to b2). Now carry on this process observing tha t 
very time you encounter a Ui or Vi in the way it consists of elements you have 
inverses for and so you may conjugate it away. Thus all the a* will have a two 
sided inverse, and so M  is a group. □
Now we prove,
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P r o o f  o f  p ro p o s i t io n  A . 24- If we have strict inequalities in the relator
n
r = x aiyCi
i = 1
of M  = M on< x , y  \ r > we get an inverse to x  and y w ithout the need for 
conjugation. So we may obtain in the same way an two sided inverse for x  and y 
using n r= i x<liwbyCi as the w b will not affect any overlapping we require. So by 
conjugation by appropriate powers of x  and y we can get a two sided inverse for 
w (or a left and a right inverse, and by the remark above a two sided inverse). 
Thus by peeling the layers off w we may obtain an inverse for all the □
We note the brief proof of:
Proof of proposition A .25. If M  was a group the Ni would be also. Thus if Ni 
is not a group neither is M .  □
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